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ABSTRACT
This research aimed at developing a framework for measuring and enhancing the
learning capability of construction contractors. Construction contractors' learning
relates to how they imbibe knowledge and other stimuli from their internal and
external business environments and how the acquired knowledge is applied to meet
the challenges of current and future business environments.
The general study of learning antecedents for construction contractors has mainly
focused on training of employees. Equally, a lack of a methodology for measuring the
learning capability of a company has been one of the main problems for implementing
organisational learning within companies. However, this research is the first attempt
to provide the antecedents for learning of construction contractors as entities. The
outcome of which is a learning framework for auditing learning capabilities of
construction contractors as one of the significant contribution to this research. The
learning framework should provide construction executives with the means for
measuring the extent to which learning takes place in their corporate establishments.
This should promote proactive interventions for continuous improvement of their
business processes.
The developed learning framework maps ten core learning processes i.e. learning
dimensions that influence the learning of construction contractors and addresses
improvement through: individual learning; the use of teams; internal sharing of
knowledge; learning from reviews; integrating work and learning; undertaking
investigations within or with others; learning from or with others; continuous renewal
of business processes; search for new development; and acquiring a capability to
identify and respond to future possible business processes. Parallel to these learning
dimensions, this research has identified eight factors that are required if a construction
contractor is to achieve double loop or generative learning. The factors are aimed at
Ill
providing senior construction executives with proactive intervention strategies to
overcome specific barriers to learning within their own organisations. Such factors
include: objective progress on learning demonstrated through the measurement of
business processes; climate of openness; committed leadership to learning; rewarding
innovations; shared vision; systems thinking; personal mastery; and mental modelling.
Traditionally, measures of performance have heavily relied on financial indictors.
However, such measures often only indicate the level of performance rather than
explain the contributing factors. Consequently, the learning framework should
provide a composite measure to traditional financial measures for construction
contractors for assessment of their learning capabilities. The objective of the
developed learning framework is to encourage a proactive stance when addressing
improvement of construction contractors for the purpose of meeting the challenges of
the evolving business environment.
The link between construction contractors' learning and the factors that set the
condition for double loop or generative learning were found to exhibit satisfactory
levels of reliability and validity. Equally, construction contractors' learning increased
with performance in terms of average profit and turnover per employee from the
empirical analysis.
The learning mechanisms by which construction contractors address their
improvement by imbibing knowledge from their internal and external business
environments were identified and ranked according to the various learning
dimensions. The relationships between application of learning mechanisms were
examined in order to enriched the understanding of learning practices of large and
medium construction contractors.
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CHAPTER ONE
RESEARCH INTO CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS'
LEARNING
1.1 BACKGROUND
The insight that organisational learning is crucial for survival and success has been
expressed in a variety of ways. De Geus (1997) stated that the only source of
competitive advantage is an organisation's ability to learn. In his view, there are
two kinds of companies in today's dynamic business environment: failures that go
out of business either suddenly or slowly and learning organisations. What seems
to distinguish surviving and adapting organisations from the rest is their ability to
learn (Baldwin et al. 1997). Equally, Nonaka (1991) argued that competitive
advantage, innovation and effectiveness are the primary products of nurturing a
culture of learning within a company. Others, such as Senge et al (1994) have
suggested that a company that seeks to become successful and does not want to be
stuck at the status quo needs to ensure that the company as whole is consciously
committed to double loop learning. The need for learning has become a reality to
organisations in the construction industry as they seek to adapt to their evolving
business environment. One of the approaches that can promote improvement
schemes of construction contractors is by nurturing a culture of learning. It has
been argued that organisational learning and continuous improvement principles
are inextricably linked such that organisational learning should be the most
compelling reason for undertaking any continuous improvement schemes (Barrow
1993; Hill 1996).
There are numerous views that have been forwarded about the nature of
organisational learning. However, it is remarkable that only a few of the
conceptual models explicitly illustrate how learning of company can be audited to
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ensure improvement of business processes (Goh and Richards 1997; Garvin 1993;
Calvert et al. 1994). In addition, existing conceptual organisational learning
models do not provide 'an integrative framework for company learning as an
entity'. Some of the gaps have been addressed by the development of an
integrative framework for company learning in this research.
1.2 JUSTIFICATION OF THE RESEARCH
The construction industry is widely perceived as being slow to innovate and has
lagged behind many manufacturing industries in the implementation of
management and technology innovations (Veshosky 1998). Jaafari (1997),
McGeorge and Palmer (1997) have stated that the need for reform within the
industry is acute with a growing pressure for organisational, operational, structural
and cultural transformations. Equally, the construction business environment is
increasingly changing with uncertainty and turbulence becoming the norm (Lansley
1987). The severity of the changes has resulted in a situation where an increasing
number of construction contractors have become susceptible to stagnation and
liquidation (Harvey and Ashworth 1997; Volpe 1991). As a result, construction
contractors are being urged to learn new ways of working in order to compete in
today's business environment (The Royal Academy of Engineering 1996). The
reports of Technology Foresight Panel on Construction (1995), Latham (1994) and
Egan (1998) have called for step-changes by the introduction of effective business
processes within construction in order to meet the challenges of an evolving
business environment. The International Public Relations Association (IPRA) and
University of Westminster's report (1998) for the Construction Industry Board
(CIB) has also given further impetus for the need of a learning culture that should
facilitate effective business process improvement within the construction industry.
Learning organisations make 'intentional use' of learning processes that help them
ensure that their establishments continue not only to survive and thrive but also to
help shape their future (Baldwin et al. 1997). The notion of 'construction
2
contractors' learning' offers a promising route for taking forward the improvement
of business processes in line with the need for the construction industry to commit
itself to modernisation (Egan Report 1998).
1.2.1 Research into learning of construction contractors
The learning organisation has become a popular concept in management and
organisational development literature and has recently emerged as an important
research topic. However, research into the antecedents of company learning has
mainly involved organisations in the automotive and white goods industries. For
example, Jashapara (1995) advocated researchers to explore the antecedents of
learning issues for construction industry in order to facilitate business process
improvement. Alwani-Starr (1997) equally stated that aspects of organisational
learning in the United Kingdom construction industry have normally focused on
training and learning of individual employees whereas the antecedents normally
associated with organisational learning have received little attention within
construction. The traditional notion of equating organisational to training is based
on the assumption that training professionals are able to predict skills and
appropriate knowledge requirements of an enterprise in advance (Baldwin et al.
1997). However, in the new business reality, managers face novel problems with
no clear cut answers (Dixon 1993).
The lack of awareness of the antecedents associated with organisational learning
could result in a situation where construction contractors may not effectively create
and imbibe knowledge in their internal and external business environments. The
Dearing Report (1997) recognises the need for a learning culture, which: demands
disciplined thinking; encourages curiosity; challenges established ideas and norms;
and generates new ones as the precursor for sustaining excellence and innovation.
While the focus of the Dearing Report is on individual learning within a national
context, the principle of a learning culture translates to the organisational context.
Therefore, the examination and mapping of the learning process of a company as an
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entity should provide means for developing a learning framework that could help
construction contractors to address their improvement schemes. It is important, as
a first step, to investigate and understand the characteristics and mechanisms
associated with organisational learning in order to draw lessons that could
contribute to improvement of construction contractors performance.
1.3 AIM OF RESEARCH
This research is aimed at providing a greater understanding of the current
antecedents that characterise 'construction contractors' learning' for the purpose of
meeting the challenges of the evolving business environment. It examines how
such a culture can be engendered and investigates the factors associated with
construction contractors' learning to develop a learning framework for auditing and
improving organisational learning of construction contractors.
1.3.1 Objectives of research
In order to achieve the aim, the research has focused on the following objectives:
• examine organisational learning concepts of a company that drive continuous
improvement;
• map the learning process of a company as an entity;
• establish the dimensions and mechanisms that contribute to learning of
construction contractors;
• identify the factors that enhance the generative learning or double loop learning
of a construction contractor; and
• develop a framework for auditing and improving organisational learning of
construction contractors.
1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In the process of selecting a suitable research method, several considerations
specific to the problem associated with data collection from construction
4
contractors were considered. The general approach taken in any enquiry is
commonly referred to as a research strategy. Research strategies have been
classified in many different ways. One widely used and simple approach
distinguishes between three strategies, namely: experiments that focus on the
effects of manipulating one variable on another; surveys that involve a collection of
information in a standardised form from respondents; and case studies that allow an
investigation to attain a holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life-events
by observation, interview and documentary analysis (Robson 1993).
Lee (1991) and Parthe (1993) argued that a single approach on its own may not
provide an in-depth understanding of company learning antecedents. For example,
although a quantitative research approach can provide a common behaviour of a
phenomenon through statistical analysis, it may not effectively uncover the salient
issues of organisational learning. Such salient issues are well examined by the
application of a qualitative approach (Jashapara 1995). The application of multiple
methods often proves to be more powerful than one single research method in this
type of research domain. This research work was addressed by employing multiple
methods for identifying the characteristics of construction contractor's learning,
namely: questionnaire surveys; interviews; and documentary analysis of
construction contractors' annual reports. Figure 1.1 highlights the essential stages
adopted in this research.
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1.4.1 Approach to literature review
The literature review focused on organisational learning, learning organisations,
organisational memory, knowledge management and strategic management that are
associated with concepts of company learning (Senge et al. 1994; Sanchez and
Heene 1997; Redding and Catalanello 1994; Jashapara 1995). The sources of
articles were derived from the following:
• Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) organisational learning centre;
• Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC);
• Warwick Business Processes Resource Centre (BPRC);
• European Construction Institute (ECI);
• Construction Industry Institute (CII);
• Construction Productivity Network (CPN) forum on learning issues themes;
• Bids Ei compendex for data bases for engineering journals, conference
proceedings and technical reports);
• CD-ROM based information products for identifying materials related to the
subject area;
• inter-library loans for accessing materials related to the subject area;
• discussion groups on the subject area via the electronic mail; and
• OPAC (Loughborough University's library data base system) on journals,
periodicals and books that cited articles related to the subject area.
The literature on organisational learning, learning organisations, organisational
memory, knowledge management and strategic management provided a theoretical
background for the process of company learning and served as a basis for
developing a framework for improving construction contractors' learning.
1.4.2 Questionnaire survey
A questionnaire survey was used to establish a general industry-wide perspective
on construction contractors' learning practice. This relied on the frequency of a
phenomenon under observation as an indicator of common behaviour. The more
frequently a variable for learning occurred the more likely it was non-random and
7
important hence representative of practice for construction contractors' learning. In
addition, a questionnaire is particularly suited for collecting data from a large
sample in a population scattered over a wide geographical area. However, a low
response rate is one of the major problem with the application of questionnaire
surveys. A questionnaire asks the respondent to supply information pertinent to the
subject area of study. Questionnaires are of two types best described as the ends of
a one-dimensional continuum (Sekaran 1992). At one end are questionnaires that
respondents answer in the presence of a researcher. At the other end are
questionnaires which respondents answer in absence of the researcher. The former
involves supervised researcher-administered questionnaires and the latter employs
mail as a primary means of administration. Both types of questionnaires may
contain closed or open-ended questions.
Two questionnaires were prepared and mailed to potential respondents who were
scattered over UK region. The specific details of data elicited from construction
contractors are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 respectively. Sample questionnaire
surveys are presented in Appendices I and II.
The first questionnaire surveyed learning mechanisms that companies employ to
address their improvement. The variables for investigation involved tools and
techniques or schemes used for addressing improvement:
• through learning of individuals;
• use of teams for improvement;
• internal sharing of knowledge;
• integrating learning and work;
• undertaking investigations (research) within or between firms;
• learning from others;
• renewing business processes;
• scanning the business environment; and
• learning about future possible business processes.
8
The second questionnaire aimed at establishing construction contractors' learning
practices and validating the proposed framework for auditing construction
contractors' learning. The framework was in two parts, namely dimensions that
contribute to company learning and factors that provide conditions for generative
learning or double loop learning of a company.
In order to maximise the percentage of questionnaires returned, the following
techniques as suggested by Fellows and Liu (1997), Fowler (1993), Mangione
(1995) and Edwards et al (1997), were undertaken:
• preliminary notification of construction directors prior to sending the
questionnaire;
• use of up-to-date addresses to all potential respondents from FAME (1997);
• restriction of questionnaire survey to six pages;
• restriction of responses to closed questions;
• a covering letter was used to state the objective of the study;
• all letters were personalised to each construction director of a firm;
• use of an enclosed, stamped and addressed return envelope; and
• after mailing the questionnaires the construction directors were contacted to
request their responses.
1.4.3 Case interviews of construction contractors
To achieve integration, each stage (i.e. literature review, questionnaire surveys,
case interviews and documentary analysis) was fed into and reinforced the next
research stage. Consequently, the results of the questionnaire formed the basis for
selecting construction contractors for case interviews. The interviews,
supplemented by construction contractors' annual reports helped to draw together
the salient factors of construction contractors' learning that a questionnaire alone
could not capture. The interviewed construction directors provided salient
elements associated with construction contractors' learning. The case studies on
construction contractors provided means for validating the quantitative data of the
questionnaire surveys.
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1.4.4 Population and sampling frame of construction contractors
Two types of sampling are cited in literature, namely, parametric and non-
parametric sampling. Parametric sampling refers to sampling where the probability
of inclusion of any candidate in a sample can be specified and involve: simple
random sampling; systematic sampling; stratified random sampling; cluster
sampling; and multi-stage sampling (Sekaran 1993). On the other hand, if it is not
possible to specify the probability of including a firm or person in a sample, the
sampling falls under non-parametric and involves: quota sampling; dimensional
sampling; convenience sampling; purposive sampling; and snowball sampling.
Different types of companies focus on different tools and techniques for learning
(Nevis et al. 1995). As such, the sampling frame was confined to construction
contractors in the domain of construction firms. Construction contractors are the
most reported firms among construction firms that require business processes
improvement (Egan 1998; McGeorge and Palmer 1997; Volpe 1991). Therefore,
medium and large construction contractors became the primary candidates for this
research work. Such a category of construction contractors has formalised
operational and organisational structures. The lack of formalised structures and
operational procedures in either micro or small firms can lead to problems in
investigating certain variables for company learning (Crossan 1995; Curran et al.
1997). As a result, medium and large construction contractors as defined by
Harvey and Ashworth (1997) by number of employees (i.e  80) were selected as
the population for this research. A simple random sample size of large and medium
construction contractors can be estimated by the formula shown below (Tull and
Hawkins 1993, pp. 591).
Where: Z is the confidence coefficient of the estimate of 95 per cent; e is the
specified error i.e., ten per cent of the mean, a 2 is variance i.e. 2.5 for a six point
scale (Churchill 1995; Tull and Hawkins 1993, pp. 576), N is the population (i.e.
882 (Department of Trade and Industry 1997) and n the sample size. Using the
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above formula, a sample size of 131 contractors was required for a sector of 'large
and medium construction contractors' with at least eighty average number of
employees. The details for each survey are provided in the related chapters (i.e.
Chapters 6 and 7). The targeted construction contractors were drawn from:
• New Civil Engineer (1994, 1995, 1996 and 1997) for a list of the top
construction contractors;
• Construction News (1996), for a list of the top one hundred contractors;
• European Construction Institute (ECI 1997) for a list and UK construction
contractors; and
• Financial Analysis Made Easy (FAME 1997).
These sources provided detailed annual statistics of two hundred potential 'large
and medium' sized construction contractors that operated in the UK.
1.5 ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE RESEARCH
Construction contractors' learning is a relatively new research topic and there is
little documentation of previous efforts that have been directed at developing a
framework for auditing construction contractor's organisational learning. This
research has identified the need for greater attention to be given to construction
contractors' learning in order to promote improvement of the business processes of
UK construction contractors. The achievements of this research include:
• establishing dimensions for construction contractors' learning;
• establishing factors that induce generative learning of construction contractors;
• developing a framework for measuring or auditing construction contractors'
learning;
• establishing a link between factors that promote generative learning and
construction contractors learning;
• linking construction contractors' learning to performance;
• establishing construction contractors' learning gap compared to practices
espoused by the wider business community;
• rankings of construction contractors' learning mechanisms;
• providing the dynamics that underly company learning; and
• publications derived from this research.
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1.5.1 Dimensions for construction contractors' learning
The first achievement in this research is the promotion of the concept of learning of
a construction contractor as an entity under the premise that a number of
dimensions contribute to construction contractors' learning. The dimensions for
learning are aimed at enabling construction contractors to meet the challenges of
their evolving business environment. Such an 'integrative approach' has been
lacking in existing literature in construction that tend to promote 'training' and on
the job learning as means of company learning.
1.5.2 Construction contractors' factors for generative learning
Factors that provide condition for construction contractors' generative or double
learning were mapped. Such factors are aimed at overcoming specific barriers to
construction contractors' learning in order to develop a culture of learning. The
factors for generative or double loop learning include:
• objective progress on learning or measuring business processes;
• promoting a climate of openness;
• committed leadership to learning;
• rewarding innovations;
• shared vision;
• systems thinking;
• personal mastery; and
• mental modelling.
1.5.3 Framework for promoting construction contractors' learning
An instrument that evaluates construction contractors' learning forms an important
step in the development of construction directors' management tools for
improvement of their corporate establishments. Much of improvement evolves
from responding to the feedback that metrics provide. There is an old axiom that
states 'to improve anything it must be first measured'. Such measurements can be
undertaken in the form of qualitative and quantitative approaches. A learning
framework for measuring construction contractors' learning was developed from
12
the dimensions and factors that set the condition for generative or double loop
learning. The learning framework was validated by construction directors who
were in a position to provide an overview of the whole improvement process.
Traditional financial performance indicators do not provide all the answers to
managers and rely on historical data rather than forward-looking measures. The
weakness of such indicators lie in their inability to provide sufficient information
for improving business practices (Chiesa et al. 1996). Although they indicate
where the inadequacy exists they do not suggest why the problems exist and fail to
remedy the root causes. The learning framework is aimed at promoting measures
that explain rather than just merely indicate in order to encourage a more proactive
stance to meeting the challenges of the evolving construction business
environment.
1.5.4 Construction contractors learning and generative learning
factors
The factors that promote generative or double loop learning were generally found
to exhibit satisfactory levels of reliability and validity for construction contractors'
learning. The factors that promote generative or double loop learning were
significantly correlated to construction contractors' learning with a 0.74 Spearman
coefficient at p<.01 level. The evidence for the goodness of fit between
construction contractors' learning and the factors that promote double loop or
generative learning was demonstrated by the predominantly high coefficient of
determination of 61 per cent which was significant atp< 0.05 level.
1.5.5 Construction contractors' learning and performance
The relationship between construction contractors' learning and performance in
terms of average gross profit and financial turnover per employee was empirically
assessed. Both average gross profit and turnover per employee were found to
increase with construction contractors' learning. The link has provided an
understanding of the importance of company learning to the performance of
construction contractors albeit by a linear relationship.
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1.5.6 Construction contractors' learning gaps
The gap analysis has established the weak and strong areas of construction
contractors' learning with respect to the practices espoused by the wider business
community. For example, the large and medium construction contractors' learning
focused on the 'individual learning dimension'. Whereas, 'vision learning' and
addressing improvement by undertaking research (i.e. internally organised
improvement efforts) among medium and large contractors were least experienced.
Equally, construction contractors' learning was least supported by mental
modelling, one of the essential factors for updating organisational values. Such
company learning gaps provide scope for action for meeting the challenges of the
dynamic construction business environment.
1.5.7 Ranking of construction contractors' learning mechanisms
The tools and techniques that support the sub-processes of the learning framework
(i.e. dimensions for learning) developed in this study were established for large and
medium construction contractors.
	 Such tools or organisational learning
mechanisms were:
• ranked according to the learning dimensions in order to establish the focus of
large and medium construction contractors;
• ranked according to the overall organisational learning mechanisms; and
• ranked according to construction contractors' attributes in order to establish their
orientations for the application of learning mechanisms.
1.5.8 Dynamics underlying company learning
The mapping of the learning processes for companies provide a step in developing
a theory for construction contractors' learning. The research has established the
nature and activities involved in learning of construction contractors. In addition, it
has delineated the dynamics associated with the dimensions that contribute to
company learning. The qualitative data supplemented by construction contractors'
annual reports were a useful approach to substantiate the learning framework for
promoting construction contractors' learning.
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1.5.9 Research publications
A number of publications have resulted from this research. Such publications have
been presented in the list of publications in Appendix IX.
1.6 ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS
The thesis is organised into nine chapters and nine sections for appendices.
Summaries of the various chapters are provided below.
Chapter one serves as an introduction to the research. This chapter provides the
statement of problem, the aim and objectives of the research, gives a preview of the
research approach undertaken (i.e. the methodology) and a summary of findings of
the research.
Chapter two explores the learning styles, types, states and the nature of knowledge
that underly company learning. The chapter identifies factors that drive company
learning to meet the challenges of the evolving business environment.
Chapter three establishes the dimensions that contribute to company learning as
an entity. The discussions focus on the dynamics associated with company
learning for each of the learning dimensions.
Chapter four examines the learning mechanisms with which companies imbibe
knowledge and other stimuli from their internal and external business
environments. The discussions of the learning mechanisms focus on tools and
techniques that support the various dimensions for company learning.
Chapter five describes the development of a framework for auditing or measuring
construction contractors' learning capability. The chapter provides the
methodology for implementing learning principles within construction contractors'
organisations.
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Chapter six presents the analysis of a survey on learning mechanisms that
construction contractors employed to imbibe knowledge from their internal and
external business environments. The chapter ranks the learning mechanisms
according to the learning dimensions which they support and an overall raking.
Application of learning mechanisms are also discussed in terms of organisational
attributes.
Chapter seven reports on results of the dimensions that contribute to construction
contractor's learning and the factors that facilitate generative learning of
construction contractors. The chapter establishes the learning practices of
construction contractors. It evaluates links between the factors that provide
condition for generative learning and performance with construction contractors'
learning.
Chapter eight discusses qualitative data from interviews with construction
directors and data elicited from construction contractors' annual reports on the
salient issues of learning of a construction contractor. The chapter validates the
quantitative findings and the proposed learning framework.
Chapter nine presents the conclusions derived from the research and suggests
some directions for future research to bring about a greater awareness of the
antecedents for construction contractors' learning. The chapter highlights the
contributions to the research.
Appendices consist of additional information relevant to this research work. These
comprise questionnaires, data outputs and a list of papers that resulted from this
work.
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Chapter Two
Concepts of company learning and nature of
knowledge
(evaluation of learning styles, types, states and nature of
learning for purposes of addressing improvement of companies)
1
Chapter Three
Learning dimensions for addressing
improvement in companies
(establishment of dimensions that contribute to
learning of companies and their learning dynamics)
Chapter Four
Learning mechanisms for addressing
improvement in companies
(examination of learning mechanisms and
the dynamics that govern their operation)
Chapter Five
Developing the learning framework for assessing
construction contractors' learning capability
description and validation of the development of the learning _framework
for auditing learning of construction contractors)
Chapter Six
Results and discussion of
learning mechanisms as
enablers for learning new
ways of working
(analysis and discussions of survey
on learning mechanisms)
Chapter Seven
Results and discussion of
learning dimensions and
factors that contribute to
generative learning of
companies
(assessment of learning of
construction contractors)
Chapter Eight
Results of interviews with
construction executives on
learning dimensions and
mechanisms
(presentation of qualitative data
supplemented by construction
contractors' annual reports)
Chapter One
Research into construction contractors' learning
(statement of problem, aims, objectives and
methodology of research study)
Chapter Nine
Contribution to the research
(presentation of research findings, implication and limitations of research, recommendations derived from the
research and some directions for further research)
Figure 1.2: Thesis layout
1.7 SUMMARY
This chapter provides an introduction to the research. It has set out the basis under
which this research was undertaken and its achievements. The mapping out of the
learning process of a construction contractor as an entity has provided a first step
towards an understanding of how large and medium construction contractors
should address their improvement. The development of the learning framework for
construction contractors' learning is aimed at equipping construction directors with
a management tool for assessing learning of their companies that should lead to
proactive actions for the purpose of meeting the challenges of the evolving
construction business environment.
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CHAPTER TWO
CONCEPTS OF COMPANY LEARNING
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The learning of a company as an entity is a recent and developing area. It is important
at this stage to outline the meaning of the subject area. This chapter examines the
concepts associated with company learning in order to:
• provide a definition of learning of a company;
• map the styles of learning for a company;
• identify the states of learning for a company;
• explore aspects of experiential learning for a company
• examine the nature of knowledge in connection with learning; and
• identify factors associated with generative learning of a company.
2.2 ORGANISATIONAL LEARNING
There are a number of learning types and definitions in literature from studies that
have tried to chart the varied terrain for a company learning process. Table 2.1
presents unique definitions of organisation learning. Each definition has provided a
somewhat different map for organisational learning. Villegas (1996) argued that the
definitions of organisational learning depends on the perspective of analysis. For
example, the process and content of learning versus learning for improvement is not
the same. Barnett (1994) stated that the former is a cognitive process of initial
learning while the latter involves particular tools and techniques that organisations
employ to address their improvement. Such tools and techniques for organisational
learning have enabled learning organisations to meet the challenges of their evolving
business environment (Garvin 1993).
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Organisational learning is more than learning of individual employees for tacit
knowledge development because individual learning alone does not necessarily lead
to organisational learning (Kim 1993). There are cases where organisations may
know less than the totality of their individuals' competencies, a situation where the
whole becomes less than the sum of its parts. Equally, the relationship can be
characterised by synergy, where the sum of its parts become less than the whole. In
order to insure company learning, the whole organisation must be learning to respond
to changes of the business environment (Baldwin et al. 1997). Such views have led to
the notion of a learning organisation. Table 2.2 provides the foci of contributors to a
learning organisation. A learning organisation is a body of literature that has emerged
from organisational learning Dogson (1993), knowledge management (Sanchez and
Heene 1997) and strategic management literature (Redding and Catallanello 1994).
Table 2.2: Major contributors of learning organisations
Contributor Definition
Mills & Friesen
(1992)
._
• A learning organisation is an organisation that is able to sustain consistent
internal innovation or learning, with immediate goals of improving quality,
enhancing customer or supplier relationships or more effectively executing
business strategy and the ultimate objective of sustaining profitability.
Senge (1992) • A learning organisation involves people that are continually discovering
how they create their reality and how they can change it.
Garvin (1993) • A learning organisation is an organisation that is skilled at creating,
acquiring and transferring knowledge and at modifying its behaviour to
reflect knowledge and insights.
Turbin (1994) • A learning organisation is an organisation that improves its knowledge and
understanding of itself and its environment over time facilitating and
marking use of learning of its individual members.
Field & Ford (1995) • A learning organisation is an organisation with a well developed capacity
for double loop learning where there is ongoing attention to learning how to
learn (deutero learning), where the key aspects of organisation functioning
support learning.
Nevis et al (1995) • A learning organisation is an organisation that has the capacity or processes
to maintain or improve performance based on experience.
Watkins &
Golembiewski
(1995)
• A learning organisation is an organisation that creates systems for long term
capacity to capture and create knowledge and empower continuous
transformation.
Pedler et al (1997) • A learning organisation is an organisation that facilitates the learning of its
members and continuously transforms itself and its context.
Kline & Saunders
(1998)
• A learning organisation is an organisation that learns on its own, quite apart
from the many individual learnings that will also take place within it.
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This body of literature is also giving rise to the development of a learning company
(Pelder et al. 1997). Learning of a company as an entity relates to how it imbibes
knowledge and other stimuli from its internal and external business environments and
how the acquired knowledge is consciously applied to meet the challenges of its
evolving business environment. How efficiently and effectively companies create and
apply knowledge to meet the challenges of their evolving business environment
depends on the organisational learning styles they exhibit. The section that follows
presents the various learning styles that influence the depth of organisational learning.
2.3 LEARNING STYLES OF A COMPANY
An organisational learning style is a characteristic that an enterprise exhibits in the
way it addresses its improvement from the challenges of the business environment
(Argyris 1992). This is often reflected in the culture or deep seated values of a
company. In adjusting to the constraints and challenges imposed by the changing
business environment and to achieve their desired improvement, companies exhibit
one of three styles of learning, namely:
• single loop;
• double loop; and
• deutero.
2.3.1 Single loop learning style
The term single-loop learning is borrowed from the science of communication and
cybernetics. For example, a thermostat device is a single-loop learner. The device
has a series of coded instructions that detect states of too cold or too hot and correct
the problem by simply turning the heat on or off in order to maintain the desired
temperature of the equipment. Single loop learning as modelled in Figure 2.1 occurs
where enterprises encounter problems and take measures by simply addressing the
symptoms of the challenges of their business environments.
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underpin
practices of
companies /
Strategies employed
to meet challenges of
the business
( Match )
Figure 2.1: Single loop learning style (adapted from Argyris 1992, pp. 8)
Symptomatic solutions
The single loop is also described as a lower-level learning approach and that focuses
on addressing symptoms of problems, thereby 'partially' contributing to short-term
improvements (Fiol and Lyles 1985). A typical example in construction industry is
the resolution of adversarial problems between companies by increasing the budget
allocations for claims preparation without recourse to underlying working paradigms
that eliminate adversarial relationships. Similarly, the excessive use of overtime to
overcome schedule overrun on construction projects, without eliminating their root
causes is also characteristic of single loop action. Notwithstanding this obvious
disadvantage of single loop learning, it has to be pointed out that its significance
relates to the awareness that it establishes the need to address the current situation,
albeit by the lower level learning style.
Single loop actions work where an enterprise operates in relatively unchanging market
environment (McGill et al. 1993). The nature of such business environments that
enabled companies to thrive without the need to learn at the higher level demanded in
today's changing business environment is only a feature of the past including the
construction industry (Jashapara 1993). In addition, problems associated with
challenges of an evolving business environment will recur if the lower level learning
style is applied (Argyris 1992). According to Redding and Catalanello (1994), such
problems may reappear in the same or in different forms sometimes requiring even
greater effort and resources to resolve and manage them.
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2.3.2 Double loop learning style
Double loop learning can be described as a process by which a company makes sense
of its business environment in ways that broaden the range of objectives it can pursue
to meet the challenges of the business environment (Mason 1993). Double loop
learning is characterised by two unique stages. It uses symptoms as indicators of the
challenges faced by a company and focuses on addressing the root causes.
Governing values that underpin principles of
construction firms in meeting challenges of their
evolving construction business environment
Figure. 2.2: Double loop learning style
Problem challenges are detected, induced by the stimuli from the internal and external
business environments and are addressed by examining the blueprints of
organisational values, which help to uncover the root causes (Argyris 1976).
Corrective measures are undertaken by changing the blueprints (i.e. through
questioning the underlying assumptions) of their values that help to generate a new set
of strategies for meeting the challenges of their business environment as shown in
Figure 2.2. For example, the use of partnering as a solution to work arrangements that
are governed by adversarial relationships presents a case of double loop action within
the construction business environment.
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2.3.3 Deutero learning style
The idea of deutero learning evolved from an understanding that learning as a
'process' can undergo 'improvement' resulting in what is known as learning to learn
or triple loop learning (Argyris 1977). It aims at making a company becoming very
'skilled' at learning for meeting the challenges of the evolving business environment.
A company that nurtures the deutero style inquires not only into root causes of its
activities that a double loop action addresses but also explores the 'effectiveness' of
its learning process. As a result, innovative learning systems are developed for
creating and imbibing knowledge and other stimuli from its internal and external
business environments that are powerful for addressing improvement. The deutero
learning process is associated with becoming very competent at:
• using learning styles (Redding and Catalanello 1994);
• applying tools for creating and imbibing knowledge and other stimuli from the
business environment (Barnett 1994); and
• learning from all areas that contribute to improvement of a company (Pearn et al.
1995).
2.4 ORGANISATIONAL LEARNING STATES
Organisational learning state is associated with cognitive and behavioural changes
from the challenges companies experience in an evolving business environment.
Table 2.3 demonstrates that over half of the contributors to the theory development for
organisational learning and learning organisations depict organisational learning as a
change in behaviour or cognition of a company. Cognition and behaviour are so
tightly intertwined that it is counter-productive to define organisational learning state
as a change in only one or the other. Crossan (1995) identified three states for
learning of a company with respect to change or no change of cognition and
behaviour. Figure 2.3 models the various states of organisational learning in respect
to cognitive and behavioural change:
• no organisational learning;
• integrated organisational learning; and
• transitional organisational learning.
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Table 2.3: Content analysis of organisational learning
Author Label for organisational
learning
Meaning in terms of change
in behaviour or cognition
Cyert & March (1963)
Simon (1969)
Ducan (1974)
March & Olsen (1976)
Argyris & Schon
(1978)
Ducan & Weiss (1979)
Miler & Friesen (1980)
Hedberg (1981)
Meyer (1982)
Shrivastava (1983)
Draft and Weick (1984)
Fiol & Lyles (1985)
Levitt & March (1988)
Lundberg (1989)
Huber (1991)
Garvin (1993)
Dogson (1993)
Barnett (1994)
Nevis eta! (1995)
Pedler et al (1997)
Learning: adaptation of goals,
attention rules and search rules
Adaptation: adjustments
Learning: behavioural level and
strategy level
Adaptation: actions
Learning: single-loop and double-
loop
Learning: action - outcome
relationships
Adaptation: actions
Learning: habit forming and
discovery
Learning: deviation reducing and
deviation amplifying
Learning (systems): adaptation
Learning: action after interpretation
Learning and adaptation
Learning; behaviour
Learning, adaptation and change
Learning: behaviour and cognition
Learning: cognition
Learning and adaptation
Learning: action outcome
relationships
Learning: behaviour and cognition
Learning: transformation
Behavioural development
Cognition and behaviour change
Behavioural development
Cognition and behaviour change
Lower-level cognition, and
higher-level cognition
Cognition development
Behavioural development and
cognition development
Behavioural development and
cognition development
Lower-level cognition and higher-
level cognition
Cognition and behaviour
Behavioural development
Behaviour and cognition change
Behaviour
Behaviour
Behavioural and cognition
change
Cognition change
Behavioural and cognition change
Behavioural and cognition change
Behavioural and cognition
Behavioural and cognition
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Figure 2.3: Various organisational learning states of a company
2.4.1 A state of no organisational learning
A state of no organisational learning takes place where a company experiences no
change in both cognition and behaviour. For example, a company can fail to interpret
the challenges of its business environment because it has no learning strategies within
its set of experiences (Baldwin et al. 1997). As a result, a company may have no
responses to address the challenges of its business environment. As Handy (1994)
stated that 'people who stop learning also stop living' this is also true for
organisations. Such organisations eventually go out of business (Pedler et al. 1997).
2.4.2 A state of integrated organisational learning
A state of an integrated organisational learning occurs where a change in both
cognition and behaviour takes place. In such a state, a company undergoes a
cognition change from knowledge and other stimuli of its internal and external
business environments. The behaviour change results when such knowledge is
applied to improve its business processes in order to meet the challenges of the
business environment (Garvin 1993). A company in such a learning condition is
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described as a learning company that has a readiness for change and a source of
competitive advantage (de Geus 1997).
2.4.3 A state of transitional organisational learning
A state of a transitional organisational learning occurs where an enterprise changes its
behaviour without a corresponding change in cognition or vice versa. In this state of
transition, enterprises are in tension between their beliefs and actions for meeting the
challenges of the business environment. The tension, however, is cognition tension
between the interpretation of organisational behaviour and new beliefs. Crossan
(1995) identified four transitional organisational learning states, namely:
• forced organisational learning;
• experimental organisational learning;
• blocked organisational learning; and
• anticipatory organisational learning.
A state of forced organisational learning
A state of forced organisational learning involves behavioural change without a
cognition change. For example, mandatory policy may lead to a change in behaviour
of a company in meeting the challenges of the business environment without
cognition change. There have been a number of instances when construction
contractors have changed behaviours just to comply with new government legislation.
Barlow and Jashapara (1998) stated that one of the main drivers for organisational
learning within the construction industry involved the use of government legislation,
which underscores a forced organisational learning state among construction
organisations.
A state of experimental organisational learning
A state of experimental organisational learning takes place when an enterprise
experiences no cognition change but behavioural change. For example, a company
simply tries out new behaviours to meet challenges of their evolving business
environment with a hope of gaining an understanding later. However, while trying
Z9
new behaviours, a change in cognition may result and lead to a state of integrated
organisational learning. For example, one of the commonly observed elements
associated with total quality management is encouraging experimentation within
organisations as a means for continuous improvement (Garvin 1993).
A state of blocked organisational learning
A state of blocked organisational learning occurs when a company experiences
cognition change without behaviour change. For example, a company may
understand the type of responses it requires to meet the challenges of the business
environment (i.e. has experienced cognition change), but it may be unable to translate
the know-how into action (change its behaviour) for a number of reasons. One such
reason includes a lack of resources at hand for translating the know-how into action.
A state of anticipatory organisational learning
A state of anticipatory organisational learning occurs when a company experiences
cognition change without behaviour change. In such an learning state, a gap exists
between cognition change and the display of change in behaviour. A business
environment with too much change can cause companies to lose direction (Crossan
1995), therefore, while a company may have high levels of cognition, it may hesitate
to change its behaviour in such an environment.
2.5 DYFUNCTIONAL ORGANISATIONAL LEARNING STATES
A dyfunctional organisational learning state is a characteristic that an enterprise
exhibits that leads to failure of the learning process of a company. Kim (1993)
identified the following reasons that result in dyfunctional organisational learning
processes of a company:
• situational organisational learning;
• fragmented organisational learning;
• opportunistic organisational learning; and
• superstional organisational learning.
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2.5.1 Situational organisational learning state
In a situational organisational learning state, the individual employee who is an agent
for organisational learning simply forgets the knowledge acquired for a company.
This is similar to crisis management where each problem / challenge of a company is
solved but the lessons are not carried out to the next case. A company does not codify
its learning for later application resulting in situational organisational learning that has
no long-term impact. For example, lessons learnt from project operations can result in
a situational organisational learning if the knowledge assets of a construction
contractor are not properly managed (Barlow and Jashapara 1998).
2.5.2 Fragmented organisational learning state
A fragmented organisational learning state occurs where an individual employee
acquires knowledge but the individual's learning does not contribute to organisational
learning. This may eventually result in a loss of learning for the company. For
example, if employees do not share their knowledge with other members who need to
use it, there is no usefulness of their knowledge in the company (Collison 1997).
Equally, stakeholders who do not share their knowledge in project undertakings can
lead to fragmented organisational learning state for a construction contractor. As the
stakeholders leave when a project is completed, their knowledge is lost and a
construction contractor is left with no organisational learning.
2.5.3 Opportunistic organisational learning state
Opportunistic organisational learning occurs when a group of individuals seize an
opportunity to learn although it may not always be necessary for the company. In
order to avoid opportunistic organisational learning, the needs of individuals and
groups, which are the agents for organisational learning, must be linked with
company's needs. For example, de Geus (1997) stated that employees are strongly
influenced to explore learning initiatives that contribute to an organisation if a
company shares a common vision.
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2.5.4 Superstitious organisational learning state
A superstitious organisational learning state occurs where learning strategies have no
real basis for the connection between the actions that a company pursues and the
challenges of the business environment. The actions undertaken by an enterprise do
not contribute to improvement of the company. There is a lack of understanding of
the business environment in which the organisation operates and hopes to operate.
The link between learning and vision of a company is a necessity for developing
appropriate learning strategies to avoid superstitious organisational learning (Williams
and Green 1997).
2.6 EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
Learning by experience is probably the most common way of addressing
improvement by a company (Villegas 1996). The cyclical nature of learning has been
emphasised by theorists to consider the way an individual and a company address
improvement through experience. The most common model is that advanced by Kolb
(1996). The core of the model is a simple description of the learning cycle illustrated
in Figure 2.4. However, one important weakness of Kolb's model relates to its
oversight on motivation which influences both individuals and organisational
learning.
Figure 2.4: Experiential learning model (Kolb 1996, pp. 271)
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The model portrays learning as a cyclic process of discovery in which a person's or a
company's experience is translated into concepts, which in turn are used as guides in
the choice of new experience for addressing improvement. The immediate concrete
experience is the basis for observation and reflection for an organisation. The
observations are assimilated into theory from which new implications for actions can
be deduced. Such implications serve as guides in acting to create new experiences. If
construction organisations are to benefit from this model, the following are required:
• aspects of experiential learning;
• management applications in experiential learning;
• abilities of effective learners; and
• enhancing experiential learning of a company.
2.6.1 Aspects of experiential learning
Four important aspects derive from the experiential learning model, namely: it
emphasises the process of adaptation as opposed to content and outcome; knowledge
is a transformation process being continually created and re-created and not dependent
entirely to be acquired or transmitted; learning transforms experience in both objective
and subjective dimensions; and for a company to understand learning, it must
understand the nature of knowledge and vice-versa.
2.6.2 Management applications in experiential learning model
The basic learning cycle from the experiential model has appeared in a variety of
different management applications. The following are some typical examples:
Deming's (1992) plan-do-check-act cycle; Schein's (1987) observation-emotional
reaction-judgement-intervention cycle; Redding and Catallanelo's (1994) continuous
planning-improvised implementation-deep reflection for a strategic learning cycle;
Andersen and Pettersen's (1996) plan-search-observe-analyse-and-adapt cycle for
benchmarking; Argyris and Schon's (1978) discovery-intention-production-
generalisation cycle; and Pedler's et al (1997) idea-diagnosis-action-reflection
learning company cycle. Each of the management applications has been developed to
aid learning processes of individuals and organisations.
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2.6.3 Abilities of effective learners
One of the most important conclusions from Kolb's (1996) learning theory is that an
effective learning organisation is one that develops abilities in the four stages of the
model: 'concrete experience' where an organisation openly and without bias involves
itself in new experience; 'reflection and observation' where an organisation reflects
and observes experiences from many perspectives; 'abstract conceptualisation' where
an organisation creates concepts that integrate its observations into logically sound
theories; and 'active experimentation' where an organisation uses theories to make
decisions and solve its problems to meet the challenges of the business environment.
Senge (1990) stated that learning by doing only works as long as the feedback from
action is rapid and unambiguous.
2.6.4 Enhancing experiential learning of a company
Redding and Catalanello (1994) delineated three separate factors that influence the
effectiveness of experiential learning for a company namely:
• speed of learning;
• depth of learning;
• breath of learning;
• reflection; and
• motivation for learning.
Speed of company learning is encapsulated in the notion of iteration. It represents the
process through which a company moves in a desired direction through cycles of
learning. The speed of learning refers to the number of iterations through a given
period of time (Redding and Catalanello 1994). The more iterations of learning
occurs the more the probability for an opportunity for company learning.
The depth of learning refers to the degree to which a company is able to learn at the
end of each iteration of the cycle by questioning underlying assumptions. The depth
of questioning determines the level of learning that occurs during each iteration
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(Argyris 1992). The depth of questions tend to increase with the number of iterations
of the learning cycle (Senge et al. 1994).
The breath of learning is the degree to which learning is successfully distributed and
integrated throughout the organisation. At the conclusion of each iteration of learning
cycle, certain insights may be derived that can have applications to other problems.
For example, the spirit of 'working together' as embodied in the Japanese culture has
been associated with more frequent transfer and dissemination of knowledge than the
Western culture which is heavily polarised by independence (NonaIca 1991).
The reflection stage represents the most important phase in the entire learning cycle
(Senge et al. 1994). It is during the process of reflection that learning actually occurs,
as problems are examined and causes uncovered solutions are identified. The
solutions should be assumed provisional not final answers but unfolding revelations
that should be refined and modified through further exploration. In order to benefit
from the reflection phase, a company must address the following points:
• provide frequent, on going opportunities for reflection;
• question underlying assumptions;
• search for deep systemic solutions to current problems;
• generalise insights to address problems with similar characteristics . and
• reflect on the learning process itself in order to learn better in the future.
Learning either at the individual level or organisational level require motivation to
encourage more learning. This is one of the characteristics often observed in learning
organisations where employees live from a 'creative' point of view (Pedler et al.
1997).
2.7 THE NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE AND LEARNING
An understanding of the nature and the repositories, in which knowledge resides, is
important for effective learning. The ability to employ appropriate tools for capturing
inforniation and knowledge from the internal and external business environments
depends on the understanding of the nature of knowledge (Kim 1993). The
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importance of the nature of knowledge as it derives from learning (Sanchez and Heene
1997). For example, Figure 2.5 identifies four constructs associated with learning that
feature knowledge. The following are further explored to discus the links of learning
with knowledge:
• the nature of knowledge;
• formal knowledge;
• informal knowledge;
• knowledge repository tools of a company;
• classes of knowledge; and
• organisational learning and information management.
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Figure 2.5: Processes associated with organisational learning (Huber 1991, pp. 90)
2.7.1 Diagnosis of knowledge
In quantum physics, elementary particles have a dual nature as particles and as waves.
Light behaves like a stream of particles from one point of view and like a series of
waves from another point of view. Likewise, knowledge is both formal and informal.
Particle-like when it is codified in a report. But knowledge has another form, whose
nature is much more of people in a context (Nonaka 1991). As light, both forms of
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knowledge are valid, each form has context in which it makes the most sense and in
the course of knowledge workers, the action shifts back and forth between two
manifestations. Formal knowledge usually manifests in its slower, heavier particle
form, typically in a document (Crossan 1995). Informal knowledge, however, rarely
shows itself in its particle form. It usually manifests itself in conversations and
meetings as a fast moving, invisible wave energy.
2.7.2 Formal knowledge
Formal knowledge exits in the form of equations, rules, experience and operating
procedures that may be codified in unitised reports of a company. However,
organisations should not only rely on formal knowledge. Miyashiro (1996) stated that
formal knowledge sometimes falls short of context. Context is associated with
effective learning about events and issues for meeting challenges of the business
environment. As a result, a company must be skilled at managing both formal and
informal knowledge for successful learning outcomes.
2.7.3 Informal knowledge
Informal knowledge represents soft knowledge in form of ideas, questions, stories and
points of view (Senge 1990). It contains the background context of codified
knowledge. If formal knowledge is considered foreground then informal knowledge
is background. Intellectual assets belong to people and a company can only access
this type of knowledge when individuals apply and share it with others. Kim (1993)
stated that sharing knowledge is vital for organisational learning because knowledge
workers hold process oriented knowledge that sometimes does not get codified. A
company can, therefore, be left with no organisational learning when employees
leave. In addition, poorly designed communication technologies can systematically
ignore the expensive thinking and learning that underlie the formal work product.
Tools for capturing informal knowledge
A variety of strategies exist for capturing informal knowledge with varying degrees of
efficiency for the purpose of addressing improvement of a company, namely:
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• team spirit and a shared understanding;
• knowledge based systems;
• groupware tools; and
• audio, videotaping and project historian.
Team spirit and a shared understanding
Sharing in teams involve workers coming together where each person's depth of
experience and knowledge comes into play in the team's knowledge base. Within the
context of a shared understanding informal knowledge can be articulated explicitly
through key ideas, facts, assumptions, meanings, questions, decisions, guesses, stories
and points of view in clear and succinct language (Senge 1990). In addition, teams
can use display systems to articulate informal knowledge into a coherent record of the
team thinking and learning. As a group explores a problem, creates new meanings
and a shared understanding, energy can be created thus capturing informal knowledge
through the use of display systems.
Knowledge-based systems
Knowledge-based systems comprise expert knowledge and the ability to manipulate
that knowledge in order to infer conclusions about a particular problem domain. Such
tools, attempt to capture knowledge and experience of one or more experts in order to
increase the usability and availability to the organisation. The purpose of knowledge-
based systems is not to replace the expert but to make the expertise more widely
available to others and permanently stored in the organisational memory.
Groupware tools
Groupware tools are information technology based tools that exploit the storage,
processing for quick and easy access by members. Grudin (1997) stated that a
company can experience low levels of learning as a result of messa ges and documents
based on groupware tools that lack structure. Groupware tools must be designed to
promote the capture of informal knowledge and increase or ganisational learning.
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Audio, video-recording and project historian
Audio and video-recording attempt to capture informal knowledge. However, the
drawback with audio and video records is associated with problems of organisation of
the knowledge. As such, it requires investing time in order to search for knowledge
from both audio and video tapes. Alternatively, a project historian can be charged
with the responsibility of capturing and organising knowledge created in the course of
a business undertaking.
2.7.4 Knowledge repository tools of a company
Knowledge exists in a company across various retention facilities. Figure 2.6 profiles
the various retention facilities of a company in which knowledge resides. Employees
retain information and knowledge based on their own experiences and observations.
Such knowledge is retained in their own memory and stored in their belief structures,
cause maps, assumptions and values until they leave the company.
Company culture comprise past experiences that can be useful for dealing with the
future (Walsh and Ungson 1991). Culture is a learned way of perceiving things and
feeling about a problem that is shared among members. Shared beliefs, symbols,
sagas and stories are some of the forms by which company culture is stored.
TRANSFORMATION) (STRUCTURES)
(INDIVIDUALS
\ /
INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL
(., CULTURE )/ 1 N( INTERNAL )
ARCHIVES
Figure 2.6: Knowledge retention facilities of a company (Walsh and Ungson 1991, pp. 62)
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Transformation facilities are operation procedures of a company. Knowledge about
operating procedures increases operating efficiency (March 1994). For example, the
nature of an organisation characterises the type of strategies it employs for addressing
its improvement.
An organisational structure is considered in light of its implications for individual role
behaviour and its link with the environment. As a sociological concept, there are
particular behaviours for contractors, suppliers and consultants. Such behaviour
governs their organisational structure (Harris and McCaffer 1995). Likewise
manufacturing organisational structures are governed by a particular behaviour. The
ecology refers to the work place, which helps shape and remember behaviour
perceptions within an organisation.
External archives, such as retired employees who retain accurate account of their
former organisation's experience and are a source of knowledge not only to their
former organisation but also other organisations. The state requires all publicly held
companies to record and report a good deal of information each year. Equally, a
number of institutions uncover and record activities of other companies such as
competitors, business historians and news media.
2.7.5 Classes of knowledge
A learning company applies different modes of knowledge in order to address its
improvement in an evolving business environment (Pisano 1994). It endeavours to
become skilled at continuously expanding, renewing and refreshing knowledge in
three categories of knowledge, namely:
• tacit knowledge; and
• rule-based knowledge;
• background knowledge.
Tacit knowledge
Tacit knowledge consists of hands-on skills, special know-how that individual
employees develop as they do their work. This class of knowledge is deeply rooted in
action and comes from the simultaneous engagement of the mind and the body in task
performance. The transfer of this knowledge is by tradition and shared experience
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Information needs
Information needs comprise that pertaining to the subject matter (i.e. what information
is needed), that arising from the situation requirements of utilising the information
(i.e. why the information is needed and who it should be used) and changes in needs
over time (Taylor 1991). In addition, information use requirements can emphasise:
hard or soft data; elaborate existing goals; suggest new directions; help defuse
problems; make assumptions explicit; locate historical precedents; and provide future
forecasts. In order to benefit from organisational learning, 'information need' should
focus both the topics of interest and the attributes of information that will enhance
value and usefulness.
Information collection
Information collection is the process of compiling data, facts and figures of strategic
importance to the organisation from the internal and external business environments.
It involves using a wide range of techniques to achieve a sufficient information sweep
that is of interest an organisation (Redding and Catalanello 1994). Such information
'sweep' may be facilitated by the use of user friendly information technology tools
besides collection by individual employees.
Information storage
Information technology facilitates the process of organising and storage of
information. The organisation, storage and retrieval of textural and unsaturated
information are critical components of information management for organisational
learning (Walsh and Ungson 1991). In order to facilitate information storage, all
employees at every level supplemented with information technology should capture
information that describe the current state and recent history of the internal and
external business environments.
Information products and services
The objective of information products and services is to provide information in a form
that increases usability, deliver and present information so that content, format and
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orientation address the saturation requirements that affect the resolution of the
problem or class of problems (Pedler et al. 1997). Table 2.4 depicts a typology of
Table 2.4: Typology of information products and services (Adapted from Choo 1995)
Strategic analysis of
the environment
Typology of information products and services
Immediate Short term Long term
General
Broad trends
New digest
Displays on products,
services, technologies
new methods of
working
Regular newsletters,
special topical
representations and
selective dissemination
of information
Future scenarios
industry and trends
reviews
Detailed
Specific events
Urgent memos, news-
flash
spot reports
Competitor profiles,
directories of experts
market research
Technology assessments
analysis of strategic
issues
information products and services. Some information products disseminate urgent
news that require immediate attention, others report developments that can take time
to unfurl over the short term while others still peer into the more distant future.
Information products and services should be both focused and general, surveying the
terrain on which the organisation's future will take its course.
Information distribution
The purpose of distributing information is to encourage organisational learning
(Huber 1991). A wider distribution of information promotes more widespread and
more frequent learning. In addition, it makes the retrieval of relevant information
more likely and allows new insights to be created by relating disparate items of
information (Redding and Catalanello 1994). The turn around of information that has
been given meaning (knowledge) is crucial for competitiveness of a company (Land
1995). In order to support organisational learning, a company should facilitate
knowledge transfer by channelling it to those who need it.
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Information use
Information use is a hermeneutic process of inquiry in which understanding is realised
through interpretation and dialogue (Boland et al. 1994). In organisational learning,
information is used by individuals to create knowledge, knowledge in form of
representations that provide meaning and context for purpose action. The inquiry
changes direction and style as new concepts and elements are introduced from outside
the presently accepted ways of understanding a situation.
Adaptive behaviour
The basic goal of acquiring information is to harness the information resources and
information capabilities of a company to generate knowledge. Such knowledge
should result in improving business processes of a company. If this is not the result,
the objective of managing information for organisational learning has not been
achieved. Huber (1991) aptly reflected the importance of information for
organisational learning. The awareness for a change in behaviours also derives from
acquiring information.
2.8 FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE COMPANY LEARNING
The factors that influence generative learning or double loop learning are the critical
disciplines that anchor company learning with the objective of promoting
improvement. The relevance of such learning archetypes for overcoming specific
barriers for organisational learning have been articulated by authors such as Senge
(1990), Nevis et al (1995), Gob and Richards (1997) and Pedler et al (1997), namely:
• systems thinking;
• team level mind set;
• share vision;
• objective progress on learning or concern for measurement;
• climate of openness
• committed leadership to learning;
• rewarding innovations;
• personal mastery; and
• mental modelling.
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2.8.1 Systems thinking
A system can be defined as a set of elements that interact to produce behaviours of
what it is part of. Systems thinking technique originated from the field of systems
dynamics as a strategy for testing ideas. It allows people to make their understanding
of the social systems explicit and improve them in the same way that people use
engineering principles (Forrester 1994). The approach is fundamentally different
from the traditional form of analysis. Instead of focusing on individual pieces,
systems thinking focuses on the interaction of the constituent parts of the system.
Senge (1990) identified the following leverage points for systems thinking:
• seeing interrelationships, not snapshots;
• distinguishing detail complexity from dynamic complexity;
• focusing on areas of high leverage;
• moving beyond blame (i.e. everything is connected); and
• avoiding quick fixes that are often symptomatic solutions.
2.8.2 Team level mindset
A team is taken to infer a high order of interdependence and co-operation between
members, which results in high levels of synergy in knowledge and expertise
(Waterhouse and Crook 1995). Mindsets are grids at the back of the mind, or sets of
assumptions acquired over time that guide behaviour. Individuals interpret
information according to the equations that govern their mindsets. By employing
team-mindsets, a different view of addressing a problem challenge of the business
environment is possible in a company that can result in providing an alternative
solution outside conventional methods (Barr et al. 1992).
2.8.3 Shared vision
A useful metaphor for the concept of a shared vision is a hologram. If a hologram is
divided, no matter how small, it shows the whole image intact. Unlike a picture, once
divided, each piece only shows part of the picture. Likewise, when all employees in a
construction company share a vision, each is responsible for the 'whole' not just part
of it. But the component pieces of a hologram are not identical. Each part represents
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the whole image from a different point of view. However, when pieces of the
hologram are added, the picture becomes more intense and more lifelike. Senge
(1990) identified the following essential skills for building a shared vision:
• encouraging personal vision;
• communicating and asking for support;
• visioning as an on going process;
• blending extrinsic and intrinsic visions; and
• distinguishing positive and negative visions.
2.8.4 Objective progress on learning
Objective progress on organisational learning relates to use of qualitative and
quantitative metrics to provide ongoing feedback of business processes. Much of the
learning of an enterprise derive from responding to the feedback that metrics provide
which prompts a company to take corrective actions (Campbell and Cairns 1994).
Within modern management thinking, measurement has become a natural component
of the management process for promoting improvement of organisations. Such
measurements need not be quantitative in nature for the purpose of enhancing learning
of an organisation. Qualitative assessments based upon subjective impressions on
progress of learning can provide a quick feedback for driving improvement of
business processes (Garvin 1991; Hannagan 1995).
2.8.5 Climate of openness
A climate of openness refers to the existence of a culture within an enterprise that
encourages creativity and challenges the status quo. This is by far the most consistent
managerial practice that is observed in learning organisations (Goh and Richards
1997). Such a climate promotes generation of multiple goals for meeting the
challenges of the evolving business environment (de Geus 1997) and a precondition
for double loop learning of a company (Argyris 1976). The following are some of the
behaviours that typify a climate of openness:
• freedom to experiment with new methods;
• risk-making and accommodation of divergent views;
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• taking mistakes as part of a learning process;
• allowing free flow of information; and
• trust and employee empowerment.
2.8.6 Committed leadership to company learning
Committed leadership to company learning involves managers sustaining learning of a
company by articulating the vision and communicating the learning-oriented values of
the enterprise. In order to promote organisational learning, managers should
understand the critical significance of learning of their enterprises by analysing the
weaknesses, strengths, opportunities and challenges to the status quo (Tang and Zairi
1998). Pearn et al (1995) stated that managers should assume the role of:
• a leader;
• a facilitator; and
• a continuous learning individual.
The leadership role involves sustaining learning and initiating a process where others
can emulate in diagnosing and implement change programmes. The facilitating role
ensures that managers understand how people and the organisation learn and what
helps learning. The leader is an individual who needs assistance to understand how
learning occurs in individuals and organisations. For example, managers can be
enthusiastic about improvement in others and an organisation yet are often the biggest
obstacle due to little understanding about how learning applies to themselves (Senge
1991). It runs counter to the notion that leaders require no learning because
acknowledging the need to learn may imply a lack of knowledge that can undermine
their credibility as leaders (Argyris 1991).
2.8.7 Rewarding innovations
Inducement is an aspect that has received much attention to learning theories. For
example, positive and negative rewards are not uncommon for motivating individual
learning (Davision and Porritt 1999). Likewise, an organisation needs an incentive
system to stimulate innovative behaviour. However, the reward system for innovative
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behaviour needs to be different from the operating organisation's system (Tushman
and Nadler 1996). The innovative task is much riskier, more difficult and may
sometimes take long time frames. Reward systems should involve both structural and
process dimensions to promote company learning. With regard to the structural
dimension, the reward system should be designed on the basis of competence and
performance rather than due to the type of jobs that employees hold or on the basis of
seniority. In relation to the process dimension, the reward system should be designed
on an open communication policy to sensitise the learning-oriented values of an
organisation. For example, celebrating innovations of individuals, groups,
departments, portfolios and sponsors of the company in forms that engrave
impressions in the mindsets of individuals for affinity for learning. Galbraith (1996)
stated that such reward systems attract idea-people and provide motivation for extra
effort.
2.8.8 Personal mastery
Personal mastery relates to individuals, the agents for company learning, gaining
clarity of their visions and values as well as identifying and overcoming self-imposed
limitations (Senge et al. 1994). It is a process where employees realise their full
working potential from which a company can benefit by harnessing the potential of
individuals to address improvement of a company. A company develops along with
its people as such it must help and support individuals who want to increase their own
(de Geus 1997). As a result, organisations must harness the potential of their
employees to shape their future otherwise they risk harnessing the potential of a
narrow band of individuals within their organisations (Pearn et al. 1995).
2.8.9 Mental modelling
Mental models represent an individual's view of the world, including both explicit
and implicit understanding. They represent more than a collection of ideas, memories
and experiences. Actions of employees are governed by mindsets that guide their
behaviour. The role of mental models is crucial and can both help or inhibit
understanding (Argyris 1990). An organisation that does not provide a climate where
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its employees can update their thinking styles risks innovation because mindsets are
change resistant if not given an opportunity to update them (Senge 1991). Mental
modelling is an approach that provides a platform for questioning and updating
mindsets for the purpose of meeting the challenges of the dynamic business
environment. It is almost totally agreed that the central role in facilitating double loop
learning is played by the individual's mental models (Barr et al. 1992). For example,
many of the best ideas in companies never get into practice because of conflict with
the established ideologies of corporate establishments (Garvin 1993). As a result,
managers and employees may cling to values that are absolute in today's business
environment. The following are the preconditions for surfacing and testing mental
models:
• seeing leaps of abstraction;
• balancing inquiry and advocacy;
• distinguishing espoused theory in use; and
• recognising and defusing defensive routines.
2.9 SUMMARY
This chapter has provided concepts associated with company learning. It mapped the
styles of learning, identified the states of learning, examined experiential company
learning factors, explored the nature of knowledge in connection with organisational
learning and established the factors associated with generative learning or double loop
learning of a company.
The styles of learning that a construction contractor employs can lead to either
symptomatic or systemic solutions depending on how its problem / challenges of the
business environment are addressed. The deutero learning style appears to offer the
greatest benefits in promoting company learning. The integrated learning state has
also been associated with readiness for change and sustenance of a competitive
advantage. Various dyfunctional organisational learning states were identified and
discussed that often lead to company learning failure.
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In addition, this chapter has examined the nature of knowledge and how information
should be managed to influence organisational learning. It argued that in order to
enhance improvement, organisations should become skilled at marshalling
information resources and capabilities and applying knowledge to meet challenges of
the dynamic business environment.
The factors that provide condition for double loop or generative learning of a
company to take place were established. As a way forward, such factors should
provide construction contractors with means of overcoming specific barriers to their
organisational learning. The next chapter examines the dimensions that contribute to
company learning based on the background of concepts of organisational learning
examined in this chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE
LEARNING DIMENSIONS OF A COMPANY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the dimensions that contribute to company learning. The need
for a structured and an effective learning process for construction contractors in
today's dynamic business environment can not be overemphasised. In order to meet
the extreme challenges of the evolving business environment, construction contractors
must engage in learning generative processes to sustain continuous improvement. The
learning dimensions should serve an important purpose in enhancing improvement
sought in the construction industry to its stakeholders both within and outside. In
particular, the change demanded for construction business processes makes
organisational learning an important factor for a construction contractor's strategy for
continuous improvement (Egan Report 1998). The days are gone when companies
predominantly felt no need for organisational learning (McGill and Slocum 1993).
The learning process of a company as an entity involves a number of dimensions. The
sections that follow present the dimensions that contribute to company learning.
3.2 ANALYSIS OF DIMENSIONS FOR COMPANY LEARNING
An examination of company learning concepts from the contributors of organisational
learning and learning organisations suggest that a company addresses its improvement
through a number of dimensions or core areas presented in Table 3.1. The various
dimensions that contribute to company learning are described in this section in a way
that accentuates the differences between them. However, in reality there are
considerable overlaps among them. Equally, company learning is a dynamic process
as a result new dimensions for learning will continue to emerge as the business
environment evolves. The dimensions for learning identified in this section are based
on the existing literature examined in chapter two.
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3.3 INDIVIDUAL LEARNING DIMENSION
The contribution of the 'individual learning' to a construction contractor stems from
the recognition that an enterprise can address its improvement as its employees
acquire new skills and understand new processes and functions. Traditionally, the
'individual learning' dimension has been addressed by the provision of formal
vocational education and job related training (Dixon 1993). Self-directed learning and
self-development in which traditional formal training plays only a very small part, are
characteristic of the 'individual learning' dimension in today's business environment
(Singh 1996). Learning at the individual dimension should not be limited to top
managers, supervisors or people with special functions but should be extended to all
and at every level within a construction contractor's organisation. The Egan Report
(1998) stated that much of the construction industry does not yet recognise that its
people are the greatest assets for contributing to innovation. Three learning strategies
are pursed by learning organisations, namely (Longworth and Davies 1996):
• instrumental learning;
• dialogic learning; and
• self-reflective learning.
3.3.1 Instrumental learning
Instrumental learning or on the job learning involves learning to do the job better once
a satisfactory basic standard of performance has been attained. It starts with some
initial formal training and employees are encouraged to continually learn as they
work. It is described as on the job life-long learning of an informal nature. This is
contrary to the view that once individuals are trained, they require no further learning
in a company.
3.3.2 Dialogic learning
Dialogic learning involves understanding the culture, for example, of a construction
contractor, and the way an organisation achieves its goals. Thus, dialogic learning
allows employees to align their goals, values, attitudes and patterns of behaviour with
those of an organisation. It is an integral part of an organisation's mission, policy and
business strategy. It is intended to promote a major long-term business investment for
a company.
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3.3.3 Self-reflective learning
The self-reflective learning is a kind of learning that occurs when employees grow to
understand themselves and their role with a company through a process of analysis
and redefining their current perspectives. If employees are to develop new views
about how they should relate to their organisation, they must be encouraged to be self-
critical (Senge et al. 1994). Such knowledge should induce new behaviours for
continuous change in their attitudes and the role of the company. As a means of
encouraging learning, employees must be empowered to become responsible and
creative and see error as a positive learning vehicle (Garvin 1993). To manage
learning at the individual level, construction organisations directors must:
• focus on the driver for learning at the individual level;
• emphasis a training-learning paradigm;
• have structured approach for individual learning; and
• manage a company as a continuous learning system.
The driver for learning at the individual level
Capabilities represent attributes and competencies. Competencies are skills and
knowledge whereas attributes are things that individual employees come with. The
significance of recognising attributes is that individual employees can be placed where
they can develop their competencies and thereby widen their repertoire of attributes.
It should optimise the area of convergence of the three circles shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: The driver for learning at individual level (Adapted from Saint-Onge 1993)
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Training-learning paradigm
The aim of a training-learning paradigm is to ensure that training should contribute to
company learning. As a result, under-performing is not the only basis that should
trigger training. Such an approach would be equivalent to servicing a car only when it
breaks down. The drawback of such a procedure lies in the lack of ownership on the
part of the individual for learning. In this case, the provider for training assumes the
ownership. In order to stimulate a training-learning paradigm, training must be
aligned to the following issues as suggested by Pearn et al (1995), Tuslunan and
Nadler (1996), Singh (1996) and de Geus (1997):
• time-frame, learning must be integral to the individual on a continuous basis;
• control, individuals must be empowered to assume control of their learning;
• choice, the use of formal training must be considered as one of the many learning
opportunities but not the only route to achieve an intended learning;
• energy flow, employees should not only demand training but also be critical if it
does not meet the needs of their growth in line with the vision of their organisation;
• motivation, learning and development needs should be designed through a wide
range of learning processes and should coincide with the needs of a company;
• roles, employees should be proactive and not be passive always waiting for
organised training;
• costs, commitment to learning and development should be integral to a company's
success and not assumed as optional costs;
• impact, a company should focus on training options that have high learning impact;
• focus, learning should evolve from inside out and must not be an activity external
to the individual; and
• vision, companies should provide the context of what it wants to become in order
to allow employees acquire capabilities that are aligned to the vision of the
company.
Structured approach for individual learning dimension
A company develops along with its employees. A contractor, for example, must
therefore set up conditions which encourage and support individuals who want to
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increase their own (i.e. develop their capabilities). If learning is not sparked by
individual's own ardent interest and curiosity, they compliantly accept training. In
order to keep it alive, learning should be related to an individual's own vision. This
may be achieved by encouraging self-awareness of employees (Senge 1991). Figure
3.2 summaries the approach that may benefit construction contractors' organisational
learning through individual learning.
Contribution of individual dimension to
contractor's company learning.
Assist individuals to attain their full working
potential and link to business needs and strategy
from which a company can benefit.
IPlace individuals where they can maximise their
contribution to the learning of the contractor.
 
Show individuals how they can help the business to
succeed and excel.
	 1
Encourage learning in areas where a contractor has
specific needs that individuals have the potential but
for which they lack the knowledge and skills.
Changing business needs
Yes
No
IContractor's learning from its employees who
are making maximum contribution.
Figure 3:2: Structured approach to learning at individual dimension
Managing a company as a continuous learning system
Argyris (1992) stated that the environment in a company is crucial to learning. As
such, employees in a company acquire attitudes that may conflict with work
objectives and develop serious gaps in knowledge and skills. Everyday experiences
should be carefully examined to ensure that they do not inhibit learning. In this
respect, a construction contractor should be viewed and managed as a continuous
learning system. The workplace should be used as a primary source of positive
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learning for employees which should extend to other workplaces for the contractor's
business activity. Learning should be explicit as a contractor's objective pursued
consciously and deliberately as profit or productivity.
3.4 TEAM LEARNING DIMENSION
Team learning is a process of learning collectively where: members think together
(build mental maps); share assumptions, intentions and beliefs; and transfer learning
to others. Critchley and Casey (1996) stated that a company can address its
improvement performance more effectively through team based learning than the
individual learning dimension. By employing a team, an examination of a problem
outside the confines of an individual's beliefs and culture is possible. As a result,
team learning enables companies to create value creating disciplines that are
impossible for individuals to achieve separately, a situation where the whole becomes
greater than the sum of its parts (Senge et al. 1994). In addition, team learning
provides a bridge between individual learning and organisational learning. In order to
benefit from the team learning dimension, attention must be directed towards the
process and outcomes of learning as a team and not just individuals who make up the
team. The following are the important elements associated with team learning
dimension: the stages for team development; the dynamics of team learning; and the
characteristics of effective teams.
3.4.1 Stages of team development
No team performs perfectly from its formation. It develops through four phases
forming; storming; norming; and performing before any meaningful learning activity
can take place (Tucicman and Jensen 1977).
The 'forming' stage involves making acquaintances, sharing information and
exploring relative status of team members. At this stage, members should begin to
investigate what kind of inter-personal behaviour are acceptable and unacceptable.
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The 'storming' stage involves establishing status of members and leadership of the
team. Until team members develop a relatively stable status, it must focus its
attention on managing conflict of team members.
The 'forming stage' involves developing team behaviour. Such behaviour includes: a
style of working and developing a culture for learning. At this stage, team members
must focus on adopting new roles to encourage team cohesion. In addition, team
members must accept each other and share a common sense of purpose.
The 'performing' stage involves a team focusing on completing learning tasks and
accomplishing team goals. The roles should become more flexible as members
develop strategies for attaining their goals. Equally, team members must encourage
interpersonal relationships to facilitate team learning.
3.4.2 Dynamics of team learning
At the level of individual learning, the vehicle currency is competencies and
capabilities. At the team level, the vehicle is mindsets. Mindsets are sets of
assumptions acquired over time that guide behaviour. A mindset acts like a filter that
interprets reality. An individual acts according to the interpretation of the mindset. A
company culture is a collective mindset, if its assumptions do not add up to anything
there is a loss of any ability to act cohesively and pursue alternative modes for
improvement. The challenge for companies is to continuously update mindsets to let
individuals see alternative modes of addressing improvement. As a result, companies
must focus on:
• team level mindsets; and
• a team learning agenda.
Team level mindsets
Mindsets are a third dimension of capability beyond attributes and competencies.
Employees can have the right competencies but may not perform well if employees'
fundamental assumptions have remained unaltered. Mindsets are change resistant if
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not given an opportunity to update them. A collective mindset brings a leveraging
point for enhancing company improvement. Figure 3.3 based on Saint-Onge (1993)
shows the alternative views between an individual and a team.
IMPROVEMENT PERCEPTION OF
INDIVIDUALS IN A CONSTRUCTION
ORGANISATION
Figure 3.3: Team level mindset
In order to encourage team learning, Senge et al (1994) stated that a company should
focus on:
• alignment, where members should function as a whole in order to enhance a team's
capacity to think and act in a new synergetic fashion with full collaboration and
sense of unity;
• dialoguing, where members should think together not just in the sense of analysing
a problem but in a sense of occupying a collective sensibility in which the
thoughts, emotions and resulting actions belong to all members of the team; and
• urge, where members should have a collective desire to create something new.
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A team learning agenda
Team learning must be focused if it is to have any impact on organisation learning.
The use of a team learning agenda has been associated with learning organisations
within manufacturing and white goods industries (Redding and Catalanello 1994). A
learning agenda should involve the following: what the company needs both in terms
of business results and how it wants the team to work together; have an open and
honest discussion about the current reality the company faces relative to its
aspirations; identify areas in which there is significant team knowledge to improve
business processes of a company; and determine whether a team has an appetite and
commitment for learning.
3.4.3 Characteristics of effective teams
Johnson and Johnson (1994) provided dimensions that characterise effective teams in
learning organisations worth emulating for construction organisations in order
promote their learning: understanding, relevance and commitment to goals;
communication of ideas and feelings; active participation and distribution of
leadership; flexible use of decision making procedures; encourage constructive
management of conflict; power based on expertise, ability and information;high group
cohesion; efficient problem solving strategies; andhigh interpersonal effectiveness.
Understanding, relevance and commitment to goals should involve every member in
the team. Team learning agenda and goals must be very clear to all members.
Members should perceive the learning agenda and goals as important and as any other
productivity issue.
Communication of ideas and feelings among team members should involve sending
and receiving information about ideas and feelings. Ineffective teams employ one-
way communication and focus exclusively on ideas. Such an attitude results in losing
valuable information and weakening team cohesion.
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Active participation and distribution of leadership must be central to the team.
Learning organisations employ teams to address different issues. As a result, different
people must be willing to take up leadership responsibilities to facilitate continuous
team learning (Pedler et al. 1997).
Flexible use of decision making procedures should fit the needs of the team.
Consensus approach is usually the most effective. It promotes equalisation of power,
team cohesion and commitment. Such attributes have been associated with promoting
the overall effectiveness of a team.
Conflicts should be managed properly without ignoring or suppressing them.
Creative solutions and higher levels of members' participation may result through
properly managed conflicts within teams.
Power should be based on expertise, ability and information. As a result, a team
should avoid concentrating power among a few members. It often leads to loss of
effectiveness, commitment and team cohesiveness.
Cohesion, plays a critical role in promoting effective group processes although a high
cohesion alone does not lead to effectiveness.
Efficient problem solving strategies should be the focus of the team. Teams must be
able to recognise problems and generate solutions in a timely manner. While most
teams are able to identify routine problems and implement symptomatic solutions,
effective teams look for root causes and invent generative solutions (Senge et al.
1994).
Interpersonal effectiveness can be measured by comparing the consequences of a
team's actions with that of team's members intentions. As the match between team
members' intentions and consequences of their behaviour increase, the personal
effectiveness of the team members also increase.
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3.5 INTERNAL LEARNING DIMENSION
Internal learning owes much to total quality ideas of viewing internal units and
departments as customers and suppliers (Garvin 1993). Such units should encourage
sharing of ideas in order to stimulate organisational learning. Learning within an
organisation constitutes more than just spreading information to colleagues. It is a
prominent area for organisational learning that should focus on creating and providing
new meaning in the interest of improving business processes (Senge et al. 1994;
Pedler et al. 1997). In reality, effective learning at this dimension requires
understanding the methods by which: knowledge is created and mobilised in a
company; patterns of explicit and tacit knowledge; and cognitive power.
3.5.1 Knowledge creation and mobilisation
Knowledge can be created through two processes within an organisation as reflected
in Figure 3.4. Knowledge can be developed through an explicit process of theorising
and codification. Knowledge can also evolve through a process of trial and error with
little or no scientific explanation of phenomena. Attempts to abstract and codify an
underlying theoretical level of such knowledge may come latter. However, the more
the knowledge becomes tangible the more it can be used for applications. As a result,
decoding intellectually codified knowledge and making empirically integrated
knowledge implementable leads to an increased organisational learning (Sanchez
1997).
Intellectual codified
knowledge
Figure 3.4: Knowledge development (Adapted from Wright 1997, pp. 86)
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3.5.2 Explicit and tacit knowledge
Tacit knowledge is embedded in individuals and is context specific, hard to formalise
and communicate. Explicit knowledge on the other hand, refers to knowledge that is
transmittable in formal systematic language. Generally, knowledge in the form of
tacit competence can be available to people the more it becomes tangible. Tacit and
explicit knowledge though different are mutually complementary entities. Figure 3.5
shows that the distinction between tacit and explicit knowledge suggests four basic
patterns for sharing knowledge for an organisation.
Knowledge
Explicit to explicit
systemic knowledge
(combination)
	ri
Tacit to explicit
I
internalisation knowledge
(operational)
, 
Figure 3.5: Tacit and explicit knowledge (Nonaka 1991)
Tacit to tacit involves knowledge embedded in an individual and diffuses to another
individual within a company, for example, through socialisation (Badaracco 1991).
Since it remains tacit it is unavailable or locked within individuals. If the knowledge
never becomes explicit, an organisation cannot leverage it throughout the company
(Nonaka 1991).
Explicit to explicit involves an individual or a group or team combining discrete
pieces of knowledge within an organisation into new knowledge to a company.
However, this knowledge may not extend the knowledge base of the company.
Tacit to explicit involves articulating tacit into explicit knowledge. It allows sharing
of embedded knowledge with others within a company. By creating an infrastructure
that makes it easier to transform tacit into explicit can make tacit knowledge available
to others.
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Explicit to tacit involves internalising new explicit knowledge which can be shared by
others. Such knowledge can re-frame employees' tacit knowledge. Learning
organisations are associated with creating and sharing knowledge within their
establishments to promote organisational learning (Pismo 1994). In order to achieve
maximum benefits organisations must focus on cognitive power which is discussed
below.
3.5.3 Cognitive power
In order to promote organisational learning through shared knowledge, a company
should focus on cognitive power. Cognitive power involves exploiting three types of
competencies. Such competencies encompass physical, social and cognitive
competence (Vogt 1993). Physical competence refers to the physical ability to
perform a task. Social competence is the ability to interact with others within a group.
Cognitive competence is the ability to use an individual's mindset by thinking
creatively. Cognitive power, as illustrated in Figure 3.6, is the capacity to mentally
and verbally process ideas and information in order to produce new competencies,
perspectives and insights. It is thinking, speaking and perceiving oriented and not
merely transferring knowledge but creating new knowledge. In order to ensure
learning takes place by internal learning, construction contractors should take
advantage of cognitive power.
Figure 3.6: Cognitive power (Adapted from Vogt 1993)
In active thinking, the leverage points are reflection, systems thinking and speculation.
Speculation is free-wheeled thinking and involves the process of imagery and
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creativity. Speculation is more important than facts (Vogt 1993). Imagination is
more important than knowledge (Senge et al. 1994). The leverage points to
developing cognitive power through language involves: questioning and conducting
dialogues. A cycle evolves (question / perspective / insight / question). Equally,
listeners should develop new abilities to listen to silence as well as gain comfort with
incoherence.
3.6 LEARNING FROM PAST EXPERIENCES
For an organisation to learn from its past, it must consciously explore its histories,
undertake reviews, identify benchmarks and critical success factors (Kolb 1996).
Each organisation, division, department and unit must chronicle their business
activities. Such undertakings must be aimed at deriving lessons that can have
immediate or future applications. Lessons can also be generalised to some challenges
that may be apparently dissimilar to current situations but may have useful insights for
ability to change. In order to promote organisational learning from past experiences,
learning organisations are associated with the following characteristics: ability to
apply company specific lessons; understanding improvement implementation; and
intentionally keep a record of their histories.
3.6.1 Ability to apply company specific lessons
Although it is important that a company learn from past successes and mistakes, such
lessons should not be automatically applied to future challenges. The effectiveness of
learning from past experiences is lost once an organisation assumes that history will
repeat itself. In order to achieve a successful learning outcome, Reading and
Catalanello (1994) identified the following factors: adapting lessons to suit new
context; identifying probable areas for resistance when lessons are applied; allowing
openness to new ideas; identifying common road blocks and problems; and
encouraging communication and involvement.
3.6.2 Understanding improvement implementation
A general understanding about improvement or change often prompts successful
implementation of learning efforts (Andersen and Pettersen 1996). Beer et al (1990),
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Redding and Catalanello (1994) identified the following factors that are associated
with learning organisations from their past experiences: keeping expectation realistic;
supporting change by company records (data) to facilitate wide acceptance; allowing
time for implementation of change efforts; marking room for new unplanned events
that might occur; and involving people that are affected by the change in the planning
phase.
3.6.3 Recording company experiences
A company's collective memory facilitates organisational learning (Walsh and
Ungson 1991). Past experiences focusing knowledge on the critical success and
failure factors should be preserved for immediate and future application if
organisational learning is to be promoted. It is not trying to re-write the past. When a
company does so, it often reinforces and perpetuates the traditional mindset for
improvement efforts of its business processes (Baldwin et al. 1997). It entails keeping
knowledge about what really happened in repositories that preserves both content and
context. In most cases, however, the only organisational documentation that exits is
housed in individual memories which at best, may store incomplete, biased and often
half-forgotten records of the past.
3.7 UNDERTAKING RESEARCH WITHIN A COMPANY
Young (1995) stated that research and development (i.e. undertaking investigations)
consists of those activities that are devoted to improving products, production
processes, general technology and management base of a company. The application
of science, technology and engineering principles necessitates the improvement of
business products and processes. However, construction organisations invest very
little in research. For example, in-house research investment is a third of what is was
about twenty years ago (Egan Report 1998). Lack of research investment is one of the
factors that has led to a low rate of innovation in construction industry (Young 1995).
In order to promote innovation of processes, services, management and products,
learning organisations are associated with a right mix of the following categories of
research: basic; applied; and development.
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3.7.1 Basic research
Basic research, sometimes known as pure research or fundamental research, seeks to
make basic discoveries and uncover new principles. It is motivated by the desire to
pursue knowledge for its own sake (Jain and Triandis 1997). Basic research seeks an
understanding of the natural laws without regard for immediate usefulness although it
may be in fields of present or potential commercial use. Many construction
companies do not indulge in pure research. The expense may be too great and the
return too small. Martin and Salter (1996) identified the following benefits of basic
research: useful for solving technological problems; provides new methodology and
instrumentation; and method for access to network of experts.
3.7.2 Applied research
Applied research, like basic research is a systematic and intensive study directed
towards full knowledge of a given subject (Central Statistical Office 1993). However,
it differs from basic research in that it seeks to show or indicate the means by which a
recognised need can be met. As a result, it has more appeal to organisations, for it can
see the prospects for a quicker return. Applied research is associated with the
following issues in learning organisations: product research; process research;
material research; market research; and operational research.
3.7.3 Development research
In development, the research is generally concerned with putting new scientific
discoveries into practice. The findings from both basic and applied research are
directed towards the production of useful material, process, management and
technology development. For most of the cases, development is the work of engineers
rather than researchers, although in many cases both groups must work together.
3.8 LEARNING FROM OTHERS FIRMS
Learning from others or with others involves the way organisations imbibe knowledge
and other stimuli from their external business environment. Pedler et al (1997) stated
that learning from others is an important requirement for an individual organisation as
part of searching and understanding the business environment it operates on new
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business processes. Learning organisations are associated with: developing
organisation learning abilities; and use of appropriate techniques for learning from
others.
3.8.1 Developing organisation learning abilities
One of the important factors observed in learning organisations is the ability to
'consciously' pursue learning prompted by their will to increase their awareness.
Some of the characteristics associated with having organisation learning abilities to
learn from their environment involve: continuously looking out; focusing on creating
partnerships for learning; exploring methods and strategies for learning from others;
and striving to please all stakeholders (everything is connected).
3.8.2 Techniques for learning from other companies
Learning from others involves application of many types of tools and techniques. The
application of such tools and techniques may depend on the size, type of organisation
and the industry that it operates (Appleyard 1996). Figure 3.7 presents some of the
tools that have been associated with inter-company learning schemes.
Figure 3.7: Inter-company learning mechanisms
3.9 INTEGRATING WORK AND LEARNING DIMENSION
Around the turn of the century, learning was totally separated from work. The notion
then became one of learning taking place at one place and work being conducted at
another place (Pearn, et al. 1995). Such was the thought structure that influenced the
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view of learning over the last 60 to 80 years (Vogt 1993). In learning organisations,
work and learning are inseparably linked. Woolner and Lowy (1993) stated that
learning organisations undergo five stages before their learning is completely
integrated to work at both the individual, team and organisational levels. Such stages
involve: working with no intentional learning; treating learning as a consumable;
bringing learning inside the organisation; identifying organisational learning agenda;
and integrating work and learning.
3.9.1 Working with no intentional learning
Working with no intentional learning is the first stage which corresponds to early life
of an organisation. Learning often goes unnoticed, since it occurs unintentionally as
firms figure out how to cave out market niches and contend with established rivals.
Senge (1990) stated that if learning is not pursued 'consciously' by an organisation it is
often characterised by single-loop with short-term solutions to business problems.
3.9.2 Treating learning as a consumable
Treating learning as a consumable, is the second stage towards integrating work and
learning. An attempt is made to increase and institutionalise learning through formal
learning programs both at the individual and organisational level. For example,
partnerships in form of various co-operations with others at the organisational level
become central for learning (Pedler et al. 1997).
3.9.3 Bringing learning inside the organisation
Bringing learning inside an organisation is a third stage in the process of integrating
work and learning. An attempt is made to ensure that learning has a measurable
impact on performance of an organisation. At this phase, a company is interested in
techniques that shape the organisation's operational and strategic responses now and
the future.
3.9.4 Identifying an organisational learning agenda
Identifying organisational learning agenda involves establishing learning needs based
on the strategic business needs facing the organisation. An organisation itself is seen
as needing to develop skills and knowledge for sustaining its competitiveness in the
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business environment. Thus, it is the organisational learning agenda that serves to
drive targeted series of learning programs.
3.9.5 Integrating work and learning
Integrating work and learning is the final stage which involves aligning all
organisational systems towards the achievement of performance through learning.
Learning is integrated through employees' day-to-day work and organisation's
partnerships as they perform work together. At this stage, learning is deliberately or
intentionally pursued with clear objectives for learning.
3.10 RENEWAL LEARNING DIMENSION
The renewal learning dimension involves renewing business processes in a quest for
effectiveness, efficiency, innovation and quality gains (Garvin 1993). It includes
unlearning and rediscovering new goals and responses by stepping out of habitual
frames of reference and re-examining norms and assumptions that govern business
processes (Hedberg 1981). Figure 3.8 gives an outline of the process that deals with
renewing business processes of organisations.
MEMORY ON A CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR
IORGANISATIONAL
INTERPRETATION
ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOUR
ON CONSTRUCTION BUSINESS PROCESSES
	F-1
Figure 3.8: Adaptive behaviour through a learning cycle (Adapted from Choo 1995)
3.10.1 Organisational sensing
Sensing involves collecting information about the external and internal business
environments (Choo 1995). Since organisations cannot attend every event or
development, they need to select areas of priority in order to keep their improvement
schemes focused. Additionally, organisations may need to filter incoming data
according to their interests and sample events for learning.
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3.10.2 Organisational memory
Memory derives from experiences of the organisation in interacting with its business
environment. The knowledge can be expressed formally in (documents and
procedures) and informally in (beliefs and stories) (Walsh and Ungson 1991). In
order to apply appropriate responses and frames for the challenges of the business
environment, organisations should develop rules from their experience to match
current and future situations.
3.10.3 Organisational perception
Perception is the recognition and development of descriptions of external events and
entities using knowledge available in memory. Perceptional strategies include
developing a representation of an external scene, classifying objects and events
according to categories that are known or have been encountered before and
recognising the identity and main attributes of interested objects (de Geus 1997).
Organisational perceptions depends on norms, frames and rules that members use as
lenses to view trends and developments (Senge et al 1994).
3.10.4 Organisational interpretation
The interpretation stage attempts to explain 'what is really going on?' in terms of the
'meaning' to an organisation for appropriate action. This stage should balance
'conservatism' understanding situations according to existing beliefs with
'entrepreneurs' understanding situations according to new knowledge (Choo 1995).
Interpretation should lead to understanding and creative insight by which future
consequences and opportunities should be anticipated and evaluated according to
preferences. Ultimately, interpretation is associated with making meaning (meaning
about where an organisation was in the past, what it is today and where it wants to be
in the future (de Geus 1997)
3.10.5 Adaptive behaviour for business processes
The adaptive phase is aimed at ensuring that business processes of an organisation are
renewed according to the knowledge gained. This phase should also initiate a new
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cycle of learning for an organisation as it makes decisions and take actions that result
in effects and outcomes. Such decisions should provide scope for:
• modifying 'sensing strategies' (i.e. adjusting selection and sampling criteria); and
• modifying frames and rules in memory (i.e. changing existing beliefs).
3.11 CURRENT AND FUTURE LEARNING DIMENSIONS
Learning about current and future business processes can help construction
contractors to anticipate and leverage change by identifying surprises and
discontinuities in all areas of business, from client behaviour, adoption of new
management styles and technology, changing regulatory environment and changing
markets and address change from a multiple perspective. It may stimulate directors of
construction companies to stretch beyond traditional approaches in addressing
problems and exploring opportunities. It provides an approach that serves as a
catalyst for a major step change by getting rid of old stereotype thinking. As a result,
construction contractors could move forward with new ways of managing businesses
with reduced future risks. Organisational learning of this level provides companies
with a common framework and language for dealing with complex conditions of their
evolving business environment (Baldwin et al. 997).
The current external reality dimension of learning is outer-directed in the sense that
the organisation as a whole learns continuously about the environment in which it
operates and hopes operates (Redding and Catalanello 1994). In order to develop a
readiness for change, an organisation should assess and understand the current trends
of its business environment.
The future learning dimension known as 'vision learning' involves developing a
capacity to identify, respond and benefit from what may happen in the future. It
entails creating a point of view of the future about the kind of: service a company
would provide to clients in the future; competencies and value creating disciplines that
would have to be acquired; and the type of interface with its stakeholders that would
need to be configured or redesigned. As a result, a learning organisation develops
strategies to fulfil its mission that it operates. Figure 3.9 illustrates the traditional and
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learning oriented approaches. However, the tendency is to assume that the business
environment is either unchanging or predictable resulting in one possible future or a
default scenario based on some form of extrapolation or prediction (Redding and
Catalanello 1994). In a changing business environment, default scenarios may lead to
shocks and surprises (de Geus 1997).
Figure 3.9: Single-loop and double-loop in planning (Redding and Catalanello 1994, pp. 114)
A company requires a vision of the way ahead that is capable of being modified at
every twist of events than the fixed three or five year plan. Scenarios should never be
considered as an end in themselves. The following are strategies associated with
learning organisations: constructing futures; understanding the dynamics for creating
multi-scenarios; and undertaking environmental scanning.
3.11.1 Constructing futures
Constructing different views of the future is not easy because an individual has a
limited mindset view of the future (Senge et al. 1994). Mindsets are hard to change
and tend to hold companies to a default scenario. To construct scenarios requires a
process to escape the dominant mindset through a wide variety of perspectives outside
the confines of a company culture. The various perspectives should provide stories
about the future created from imagination and logic. The stories should portray:
pathways of events through time that can lead a construction contractor from its
current position to the future time; the driving forces that are likely to shape the
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future; the turning points that are like switches that route a construction contractor
from one future rather than another; and the deep structures of forces that determine
varieties of behaviour.
3.11.2 Dynamics for creating multi-scenarios
Scenarios are stories or images about the possible future. The dynamics of
constructing several scenarios comes from the understanding of how human
intelligence and even structure of the brain is set up to deal with the future
uncertainty. The brain has a zone dedicated to dealing with the future that forms a
memory of the future. The brain of a healthy person continuously rehearses and stores
'many images' of possible futures. However, individuals with mental difficulties
have 'one memory' of the future (a default image). Redding and Catalanello (1994)
pointed out that companies have a tendency in their planning to behave like
individuals with mental impairment where they assume one future and plan to do it.
When the future does not happen their capacity to adapt is impaired. This single view
of the future, whether it is a forecast or an expectation of continuity of the present is
referred to as default scenario. Most top managers are inclined to continue with
modes of thinking and behaviour that have worked well for them in the past (Goss et
al. 1993). The challenge is to focus on raising awareness of external challenges and
trigger learning experiences which should feed into behaviour and decision making.
By challenging people within construction companies with alternative views of the
future environment, they can be engaged in crucial questions of what if the future will
be like this or like that. Such questions should keep a 'healthy memory' of the future
of individuals within companies that should prompt preparation of a robust strategy.
3.11.3 Environmental scanning
Future learning begins by developing scenarios of the future from becoming aware of
what is currently going on in the business environment (Elenkov 1997). A
construction contractor, for example, should take a longer-term view of itself and the
environment in which it operates and hopes to operate in order to develop a broader
picture of the practices and products that will appeal to customers, chart trends in
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global markets, evaluate socio-political issues and in technology. De Geus (1997)
suggested that an organisation should ensure that it comprehends with accuracy the
state of its external reality not only a few years ahead but also into the distant future.
Such learning is often addressed by 'multi-scenario' planning that involves creating
several possible futures and by 'challenging mental models'. Traditionally, this level
has mainly be carried out by the top management and directors of companies (Pearn et
al. 1995). Such cadre of managers learn on behalf of their organisations and the
results of their learning and adaptation are turned into strategies and long term
objectives for the company.
3.12 SUMMARY
This chapter has examined the dimensions that contribute to company learning. It has
identified ten inter-related levels or areas that companies employ to address the
challenges of their evolving business environment. It has provided the learning
dynamics associated with the dimensions that drive improvement of a company as an
entity at individual, team, internal sharing of knowledge, learning from past
experiences, integrating work with learning, use of research within a firm, learning
from others, renewal of business processes and current as well as future learning
levels. As a way forward for construction contractors, the learning dimensions should
serve as an important framework for enhancing improvement in the construction
industry to both its stakeholders within and outside. Such a learning strategy is in line
with the recommendations of a recent report on 'Rethinking Construction' by Egan
(1998) that called for radical improvement of the business processes of construction
organisations. Each of the dimension for learning examined in this chapter is
supported by learning mechanisms. The learning mechanisms or tools for company
learning are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
LEARNING MECHANISMS OF COMPANIES
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The chapter examines the learning mechanisms associated with the dimensions that
contribute to learning of a company discussed in the previous chapter. Company
learning mechanisms are mediums that in many cases are employed to imbibe
knowledge and other stimuli from the internal and external business environments to
address improvement (Barnett 1994). The chapter examines the antecedents that
govern best practices for:
• individual learning mechanisms;
• team based learning mechanisms;
• mechanisms for internal sharing of knowledge;
• mechanisms for integrating work with learning;
• mechanisms for learning from reviews;
• research based learning mechanisms;
• mechanisms for learning from others;
• mechanisms for learning from the external business environment;
• mechanisms for renewing business processes; and
• mechanisms for learning a bout future possibilities.
4.2 'INDIVIDUAL LEARNING' MECHANISMS
A company may learn through it 'individual employees'. Consequently, learning of
employees is crucial to learning of construction contractors. A number of learning
mechanisms and strategies are employed by enterprises at the individual level to
address their improvement through: company training scheme; supporting learning of
employees; the use of industry training bodies; and professional institutions.
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4.2.1 Company training scheme
The most important issue about training is that it should encourage a learning culture
if it is going to impact on the learning of a company (Pedler et al. 1997). Training that
does not contribute to improvement of a company is dyfunctional (Aguayo 1990).
Table 4.1 summarises the training approach that has benefited learning organisations
to meet the challenges of the changing business environment.
Table 4.1: The changing world of training (Williams and Green 1997, pp. 15)
Traditional approach Training-learning approach
• Training delivery by training function. • Training through management at work.
• Training not directly part of a firm's vision. • Training directly linked to a vision of a firm.
• Ad-hoc approach to training. • Systematic approach to training.
• Training takes place through courses. • Training takes place through a wide range of
courses and non course solutions.
• Training evaluated by trainers. • Training evaluated by trainees.
• Responsibility for training lies with the
company.
• Responsibility for training lies with the
individual.
• Training seen as a cost. • Training seen as an investment.
• Training is based on generic needs. • Training is based on individual competency
analysis.
• Attendance as determinant of capability. • Demonstration of competency as determinant
of capability.
• Programmes as main currency. • Competencies as main currency.
4.2.2 Tools that support learning at the individual level
A company can promote its learning at the individual level by: self-directed learning;
learning contracts; personal development plans and; learning accomplishment audits;
shadowing or mentoring; learning albums or learning logs. Each of the individually
based learning mechanisms has a goal of enhancing learning and offers something
distinctive although overlaps exist among them.
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Self-directed learning
The self-directed learning approach involves individuals taking the initiative and
responsibility for their own learning. They do not wait for their companies to guide
them what to learn and how to learn. It offers two main advantages. It is individually
based and is a useful approach to developing people at all levels in a company. The
learner's ownership of the process ensures that learning is personally relevant to his or
her perceived future role. There are three core elements to this approach: the learner
has a major responsibility to his or her learning needs; the learner is assisted to reach
the level of competence aspired; and the evaluation of learning is done mutually with
the learner (Pearn et al. 1995).
Learning contracts
A learning contract is a formal agreement drawn up by the learner and an organisation
that sets out a clear set of specific learning objectives. The foundations of learning
contracts lie in a number of principles of learning, namely:
• the active role of the learner makes learning effective;
• the learning objectives are work-related;
• individuals take initiatives in choosing areas they consider relevant to their career
goals;
• companies and individuals are involved in formulating a learning agenda based on
clear objectives;
• the workplace becomes a site of learning; and
• it offers flexibility in terms of time and location of activities.
Personal development plans
A personal development plan is a contract between the individual and another party
such company that specifies mutually agreed learning and development needs and
targets of performance and behaviour. A company should encourage an individual's
development through regular appraisals and assessments of the personal development
plan. Floodgate and Nixon (1994) stated that personal development plans enhance
learning by: giving individuals responsibility for their learning; supporting conscious
workplace learning activities; emphasising the value of personal learning and growth
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in relation to performance; reinforcing the total quality principle of continuous
improvement applied to learning; and translating learning needs into meaningful and
measurable action plans.
Learning accomplishment audits
A learning accomplishment audit is an assessment of learning for an individual in a
company. The audit is conducted by a workshop or a questionnaire that aggregates an
individual's score about the skills that should be acquired. Learning and work have
been distinct activities, separated in time and space. This separation has led some
individuals to feel uncomfortable with learning at work. Longworth and Davies
(1996) suggested that: this is the reason for conducting a learning accomplishment
audit that should help in overcoming the lack of confidence in learning at work; to
break the association between learning and school; and discovering what people and a
company want in terms of learning.
Shadowing and mentoring
Learning by shadowing involves observing skilled and experienced colleagues in
action. It includes observing the tasks being performed and discussing the work with
experienced colleagues. Observing the tasks being performed is often appropriate for
a range of activities, for example, learning to identify the right type of equipment for a
project and negotiating contracts with clients. The key learning point during
shadowing is identification and reflection on the tasks that are performed and how
they are done. However, work that render hardly any opportunity to shadow a
colleague should involve discussing with an experienced colleague about how the
work is done. For example, matters arising from a project meeting cannot be
observed so easily. It requires the individual to discuss the elements relating of the
work with an experienced colleague.
Mentoring involves taking a responsibility for providing guidance to someone in the
company in order to make the best of their abilities. For effective mentoring,
Anderson and Shannon (1994) recommended that mentors should have the
dispositions of: opening themselves to their mentee; leading their mentee
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incrementally over time; and caring about the personal and professional welfare of
their mentee.
Learning logs and albums
Learning logs document significant learning experiences from everyday incidents in a
way that increases the probability of doing things better in the future. The use of a
learning log ensures that learning is explicitly made to happen and results from both
successes and mistakes. The core of the method is an album into which records and
photographs are inserted. The learner inserts a photograph and / or writes out a card
containing words that explain learning experiences. It should help operational to
senior directors build up a compendium of knowledge that is personally relevant for
them. However, keeping excellent logs without questioning the underlying
assumptions results in little double loop learning.
4.2.3 Training through industrial bodies
Training bodies based on professional lines of the industry have been one of the
means for learning of companies through their employees. Within the construction
industry, the Engineering Construction Industry Training Board (ECITB) facilities
training from apprentices through to senior site and project managers. The ECITB is
associated with providing formal, planned workplace experiences and assessment for
N/SVQs covering a wide range of craft and post graduate courses in engineering
construction (Frairs 1997). However, too few people are acquiring the technical and
management skills required to get full value from new ways of working required in
the construction industry (Egan 1998). Equally, the International Public Relations
Association and University of Westminster (1998) stated that the construction
industry-run training falls short of the latest and most up-to-date techniques for
construction innovation. Redding and Catalanello (1994) suggested that while
learning of a company through its employees from industry training bodies is
important, it does not necessarily mean that one is finished with learning once the
skills and knowledge have been acquired. In essence, it is a type of occupational
learning. Construction companies should encourage the continuation of the learning
of their employees from occupational learning in order to be competitive.
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4.3 TEAM BASED LEARNING MECHANISMS
Three approaches of teams for addressing improvement in a company are used,
namely: conventional teams as a result of organisational configurations; self-directed
teams where employees are empowered and have the full autonomy to configure
teams for improvement; and teams employed for specialised tasks. Learning
organisations use teams by capitalising on the collective mindset of team members to
address their improvement through: re-engineering teams; internal benchmarking
teams; quality circles; value analysis teams; project teams; project review teams or
after action review teams; and team learning through seminars / meetings /
conferences.
4.3.1 Re -engineering teams
A re-engineering team is multidisciplinary in nature charged with bringing about a
major step change and not merely incremental improvements of business processes.
The principle of re-engineering assumes that business practices become absolute over
time and require an overhaul in order to meet the challenges of an evolving business
environment. The team's task is to uncover the blue prints that govern business
processes and redesign them from that level. An effective re-engineering team
comprises sub-teams such as an external sub-team, a customer sub-team, an internal
sub-team, a synthesis sub-team and a change management sub-team (Lester 1994).
The external sub-team is responsible for process, metric benchmarking and
conducting an environmental analysis investigating relevant trends of the business
processes sought for radical improvement. The customer sub-team is responsible for
identifying customer needs and the direction of business processes in the industry.
The internal sub-team is responsible of information and knowledge appropriation on
the current processes. The synthesis team is responsible questioning the underlying
assumptions for implementing improvement. The change management sub-team is
responsible for assessing the current environment, identifying the key resistance
points, developing and driving the change management plan.
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4.3.2 Internal benchmarking teams
An internal benchmarlcing team is a self-improvement team that employs the
resources of an organisation to seek and learn about the root causes of best practices
within its own organisation (Lema and Price 1995). It is an internal consultancy with
a goal of continuously improving business processes. Andersen and Pettersen (1996)
recommended that an effective internal benchmarlcing team should comprise a team
leader, a member with a link to management; process owner(s); process involvees,
supplier to the process and customer to the process. Parallel to the structure of the
internal benchmarking team, the European Construction Institute (1996) stated that
effective learning by benclunarlcing is associated with the application of
brainstorming, cause and effect analysis, pareto analysis, histograms, gap analysis,
force field analysis and control techniques.
4.3.3 Quality circles
A quality circle, also known as 'the gathering of wisdom of the people,' is a small
group of between three to twelve people who do the same or similar work. It
voluntarily meets regularly during paid time for about an hour per week usually under
the leadership of its own supervisor. It identifies, analyses and solves some of the
problems in their work if it has authority, otherwise management is presented with
recommendations and who decides on the implementation (Hannagan 1995). The
most common activity of a quality circle is problem solving and employs the
following tools: brainstorming; pareto analysis; cause and effect analysis; histograms;
and control techniques. Figure 4.1 shows the process involved in a
I
IDENTIFICATION
OF PROBLEM
PRESENTATION I
TO MANAGERS
I
PRIORITISATION I
I
ACTION IF	 I
AUTHORISED
I DISCUSSION I
ISOLUTION
Figure 4.1: Quality circle process (Harmagan 1995, pp. 176)
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quality circle. A company climate of openness that empowers employees govern
most successful quality circles in the business environment (Oakland 1995). When
the problems are beyond the scope of members of a quality circle group, specialists
may be asked to join the circle for a number of meetings or a sub-group may be
established to investigate the problem in more detail.
4.3.4 Value analysis teams
A value analysis team is a multi-discipline team formed by representatives from the
process under investigation. It is aimed at reducing cost and improving quality of a
service, function, product and process for purpose of meeting the challenges of the
business environment. It is associated with the application of function analysis
technique to identify the function of a business process in a why-how procedure as
summarised in Figure 4.2 adapted from McGeorge and Palmer (1997, pp. 26). The
function logic diagram shows the team the present situation, what resources are being
expended to do what and why. The team uses the 'why-how' function model to
develop alternatives for improving business processes.
Function
evaluation.
Lowest cost to achieve
function.
Function
definition.
Verb-noun (what the
function does and its
name).
Figure 4.2: Stages of function analysis
4.3.5 Project teams
Project teams comprise a number of people who are charged with improvement of a
task within a specified time in an organisation. Once the task is accomplished the
project team is dissolved. Membership to the project group depends on the nature of
the task or the area of specialisation of a member. Tasks of a project group range
from identification of a problem to implementation of specific recommendations of an
organisation (European Construction Institute 1996). However, the application of
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project teams for improvement is of an ad-hoc in nature within the business
community.
4.3.6 Project review teams and after action review teams
A project review team comprises a multi-disciplinary team of an organisation with the
objective of codifying lessons learned from both past successes and failures
(Construction Round Table 1996). A construction project review is a typical example
in construction organisations associated with leveraging lessons learned from failures
and successes. A project review team comprises management members, process /
functional owners and sometimes invited practitioners. The focus of the team is on
lessons learned of the root causes for their successes or failures.
An after action review team differs slightly from a project review team in that the
former takes place immediately after an identifiable event. It offers two advantages,
by capitalising on the presence and the fresh memories of participants to the event.
The team focuses on four questions: what was supposed to happen? in order to
identify actions to correct any lack of clarity; what actually happened? in order to
establish the facts about what happened; why there were differences? in order to
compare the plan with what happened; and what lessons can be learned? in order to do
things better and agree to sustain successes and improve upon the shortfalls. Collison
(1997) stated that for an after action review to be successful:
• everyone involved in the event must participate;
• the participants and leaders must be on equal footing in the learning process;
• a climate of openness must exist; and
• the key elements that clarify what happened must be recorded.
4.3.7 Teams learning through conferences, seminar and meetings
Conferences, seminars and company regular in-house meetings are the life-blood for
organisational learning (Pisano 1994). Directors should take every opportunity to
address improvement of their organisation through a number of activities that fall into
this category such as:
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• the use of in-house seminars that focus on sharing and creating ideas on various
aspects of their business processes;
• use of periodic meetings of employees at various levels to share experiences;
• the use of experienced practitioners, consultants and experts to share their ideas
with employees of the organisation on new developments; and
• the use of tailor-made programmes to update employees on new ways of working.
4.4 INTERNAL SHARING OF KNOWLEDGE
The purpose of internal learning is to create and harness knowledge in a systematic
way in order to meet the challenges of the business environment. It involves more
than just sharing information within the company. It requires 'marking' knowledge
visible and accessible where it already exists. Equally, it demands understanding the
critical knowledge assets and leveraging the expertise of the company. Internal
learning mechanisms should focus on creating and mobilising knowledge in the
interest of new products and business practices (Nonaka 1991). Since people have
different styles of knowledge sharing, construction organisations should nurture both
formal and informal knowledge management approaches through use of:
• learning communities;
• groupware supported learning;
• cross-functional team learning; and
• informal networks.
4.4.1 Learning communities
A learning community event addresses a specific theme relevant to all the participants
in a firm. The aim is to provide a group of people with an opportunity to learn
together as a community of workers. Individuals in small groups identify what they
need to learn, how they want to learn and set an agenda for learning through
workshops with the support of facilitators. Pedler et al (1997) stated two major
principles that govern learning communities. Employees do not only take
responsibility for identifying and meeting their own and the learning needs of others
but also offer themselves as flexible resources for enhancing learning within the
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company.
	 Essentially, learning communities employ self-directed learning
approaches but focus more at the group level than the individual level.
4.4.2 Groupware based learning
Groupware based learning enhances company learning through information
technology. It sustains knowledge sharing among employees by means of desktop
collaboration, video-conferencing and other computer mediated communication
systems. However, information technology without the cognitive capability of
employees does not facilitate learning. Table 4.2 summarises the levels that
groupware supports in term of learning within companies.
Table 4.2: Levels that groupware support for learning in a company
Description Criteria Significance for learning in
construction companies
Data and information
Facts figure events and narratives
can be viewed in context, these
show patterns and trends.
Clean, data enters
automatically
Raw material for learning.
To harness the intelligence responsibility
and decision at various levels.
Evolving learning
Ongoing discussions on thoughts,
ideas, problems, insights.
Almost anything
said is ok, but
classification is
important.
Tacit to explicit knon ledge through
dialogue.
Explicit to tacit knowledge through
discussion of knowledge in use.
Tacit to tacit as people discuss and share
work
Codified knowledge
Methods, procedures, processes
and conclusions.
Material at this
level is official. It
is clear, concise
and effective
communication,
Explicit to explicit new combinations.
Sharing and dissemination of explicit
knowledge so that others may covert
explicit to tacit by their own application
and practice.
Knowledge as an asset.
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4.4.3 Cross-functional teams
Cross-functional teams are means that help a company leverage expertise across
functional boundaries with the objective of creating and mobilising essential
knowledge to employees for improvement of a company (Rothwell 1993). Cross-
functional teams promote learning by providing a platform where employees become
exposed to ideas external to their functions and extend their knowledge base. Garvin
(1993) stated that a diversity of views external to individual functions can broaden the
range of actions for individual employees in improving business processes.
4.4.4 Informal networks
Informal networks derive from loosely organised interactions based on the advice
network, the trust network and the communication network for mobilising and
diffusing knowledge within a company (Athanassiou and Nigh 1999). The advice
network represents the prominent competence carriers in a company to whom many
others depend for both advice and expertise. The trust network is based on who can
be trusted without putting the company in danger. With a trust network, a firm
protects its knowledge assets by avoiding diffusing certain types of intangible assets
to employees who may put at stake the distinctiveness of a company's competitiveness
(Sanchez 1997). The company culture governs the structures of most trust-based
networks. The communication network is based on people who have regular
communication contacts in the execution of their work. The assumption is that
knowledge diffuses as employees communicate with each other. The more
communication contacts an employee has the more the probability of learning.
4.5 MECHANISMS THAT INTEGRATE WORK WITH
LEARNING
Learning mechanisms based on integrating work with learning derive from various
forms of work relationships within the business community (Appleyard 1996). In
today's business environment work and learning must be inseparable as modelled in
Figure 4.3. The capability to collaborate has become an essential corporate asset for
organisational learning in modern management thinking (Kanter 1994). Equally,
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WORK AND
LEARNING
	I
multi-agency collaboration and cross-boundary working will become the norm rather
than the exception (Byrne 1993). Although partnerships are often founded on the
basis of sharing costs or exploring new markets, they may work best if they are based
upon a mutual learning contract (Pedler et al. 1997).
Mechanisms that promote learning by integrating work with learning at the
organisational level fall into two categories by:
• collaborative mechanisms; and
• the absorption on one firm into another.
ICONSTRUCTION
WORK
%.•616... §Liiiii
LEARNING
BEFORE THOUGHT STRUCTURE	 TODAY
Figure 4.3: Re-engineering learning and work
4.5.1 Collaborative learning mechanisms
Collaborative learning mechanisms involve relationships where companies work with
other organisations. Such collaborative relationships are living systems that evolve
progressively to enable partners to create new value together rather than just being a
deal in which a company gets something in return for its investment. In the context of
the construction industry such mechanisms include partnering, alliancing, joint
ventures, consortia, subcontracting and engineering agreements. However, the
construction industry has a problem of maintaining long-term relationships due to the
nature of their business (Barlow and Jashapara 1998).
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Two types of knowledge assets of companies are associated with learning of
companies by means of collaborative learning mechanisms, namely migratory
knowledge and routine based knowledge. Migratory knowledge is knowledge which
resides in reports, pamphlets, manuals and software accessories where employees
simply access the materials that contain the packaged knowledge. Huber (1991)
stated that routine based knowledge is accessed by:
• being exposed to facilities or processes of the partner company;
• interacting with partner employees to uncover skill differences;
• understanding the root cases for skill differences; and
• distributing the acquired knowledge throughout the organisation.
Huber (1991) and Pats (1997) identified four critical determinants that shape
collaborative learning mechanisms as follows:
• intent which establishes the desire for a company to learn from others;
• transparency which determines the degree of accessibility of knowledge;
• receptivity where a company takes the attitude of a student; and
• sustainability whether a company has disciplines of continuous improvement.
Problems to overcome in collaborative learning mechanisms
If construction companies are to benefit from learning by means of work-based
relationships many attitudes will have to be resolved to facilitate openness. Openness
is crucial to learning between firms (Richter and Wakuta 1993). For example, both
Egan (1998) and Latham (1994) identified a number of the attitudes to overcome in
construction industry in order to promote learning among stakeholders, namely:
• lack of trust between firms;
• resistance to sharing of information;
• competitive spirit; and
• adversarial relationships.
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4.5.2 Mechanisms based on the absorption of one firm into another
Mergers and acquisitions are both types of learning mechanisms where the resultant
company may leverage their combined competencies (Huber 1991). Within
construction industry, mergers and acquisitions are manifested in the form of activities
they undergo to maintain their competitiveness. Factors such as size, complexity and
the level of a construction contractor at which the learning process is observed may
influence the extent to which a construction contractor will employ the different
measures of acquisition and merge options for the purpose of improvement. The
construction industry is among one of the sectors that has the highest proportion of
small firms (Harvey and Ashworth 1997). As such, mergers and acquisitions
activities are some of the means that have been suggested for promoting innovation
based on competency synergy for construction firms (Hasegawa and Shimizu Group
1988).
4.6 RESEARCH BASED LEARNING MECHANISMS
Research based learning mechanisms include research activities that an organisation
undertakes either within its establishment (internally based improvement efforts) or
with others devoted to improving its business products and processes. Such research
schemes that promote organisational learning are often observed in learning
organisations and include the use of (Pedler et al. 1997):
• in-house research;
• joint research; and
• research contracts and communication of expertise.
4.6.1 In-house research
In-house research schemes comprise activities that a company undertakes internally
directed at improving business processes and products. Organisations that have the
capability and resources often address their improvement this way (Young 1995).
Such in-house research efforts do not need to consume too many resources. Most
learning organisations start with small teams organised around their core business
activities (Stata 1989).
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4.6.2 Joint research
The use of joint research for the purpose of addressing improvement of a company
can take place as a result of lack of in-house capability and the need to benefit from
the knowledge base of the participating companies. The learning of firms through
joint research activities operate under vertical and horizontal structural arrangements.
The vertical structural arrangements are associated with large companies and their
subcontractors where the relationships between companies are generally non-
competitive. The horizontal structural arrangement is a type of co-operation between
companies that operates at the same level and performs similar functions. Such type
of an arrangement produces greater strength in terms of learning to the extent that
companies resort to win co-operation to get access to their rivals (Jacquemin and
Soete 1994).
4.6.3 Research contracts and communication of expertise
Research contracts and communication of expertise play an important role on
organisational learning. At this level, a company pays another organisation or
institution to undertake research on its behalf (Urban and Vendemini 1992). For
example, the use of research institutions such as universities have been associated
with accelerating innovation of business processes of learning organisations (Stata
1989). In addition, networks in research promote knowledge accumulation through
working with people and organisations of different cultures and backgrounds
(Mansfield et al. 1972).
4.7 MECHANISMS FOR LEARNING FROM OTHER FIRMS
Mechanisms for learning from others relate to tools that are employed to imbibe
knowledge from other organisations for purposes of addressing improvement of a
company that include:
• inter-company organisational learning networks;
• corporate mentoring;
• benchmarking; and
• use of consultants or experienced practitioners.
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4.7.1 Inter-company organisational learning networks
A company can learn in two ways through inter-company networks, namely learn
from one another and / or learn together. Inter-company networks embody the
benchmarking philosophy of best proven practice with the spirit of co-operative
learning and partnership. Richter and Wakuta (1993) distinguish three types of
network management for organisational learning, namely open, closed and permeable
networks.
Open network
Open networks are characterised by a constant change of firms, which form the
network where existing links are discontinued and new relations are established. A
typical example in the construction industry is the traditional subcontractor and main
contractor arrangements characterised by short-term contracts and price competition.
For knowledge to transfer, entrants into the network contribute new knowledge and
enrich the existing network. In practice, open networks have the following shortfalls:
• they are short-term with limited scope for knowledge transfer;
• companies fear to be undermined if they disclose all their know-how capabilities;
• if a member leaves the network, knowledge is withdrawn from the network; and
• continuity of knowledge is not ensured.
Closed network
Closed networks are characterised by companies that act together while respecting
their principle of exclusiveness. Network members do not share their knowledge
assets and work with companies outside the network except with the consent of all
members or the dominating company. Companies in such a governance structure
enlarge their learning activities beyond their narrow organisation boundaries. More
knowledge diffuses through closed networks than open networks (Ritcher and Wakuta
1993). Closed networks are driven by the following dynamics: mutual trust of
network members; and companies see learning as a long-term development activity of
the whole network.
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Permeable network
In a permeable network, boundaries are flexible in order to respond effectively to
environmental opportunities while the governance principle of closed networks still
exist. Network companies can establish membership with others belonging to the
same network and with companies outside the network. The learning activities go
beyond the narrow network boundaries. Of the three, permeable networks are the
most effective mediums for organisational learning. Table 4.3 summaries the learning
characteristics of the three types of network and evaluates the advantages and
disadvantages of each for organisational learning.
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4.7.2 Corporate mentoring
Corporate mentoring involves the use of expertise by one company to help another
company learn new ways of working by providing its knowledge (Chang 1996). For
example, the propagation of total quality management principles has been associated
with corporate mentoring programmes in manufacturing organisations through the
supply chain (North 1997). The learning process in corporate mentoring involves a
number of important stages as shown in Figure 4.4. It begins with a tension between
current level of performance and desired level of performance due to awareness of the
challenges in the business environment.
DESIRED
BUSINESS
.400 PERFORMANCE
Envisioning
Implementing
CORPortATE
BUSINESS
MENTEE 
ENVIRONMENT
integrating
CURRENT
PERFORMANCE
Figure 4.4: Corporate mentoring learning cycle (Adapted from Turner 1998; pp.6)
'Envisioning' is the process of connecting a sense of purpose and striving to realise it.
A key skill at this stage is the ability to create and hold a tension between the current
reality and the vision (Stata 1989). Without the ability to hold this tension, the vision
merges with the current reality and merely reinforces the status quo.
'Implementing' requires the identification of goals that lead towards achieving the
vision and deciding the strategies to achieve the goals. The role of a mentoring
company is to help answer the question how the vision is going to be achieved
(Turner 1998).
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'Integrating' is the process of getting feedback from the environment about what is
being achieved and the extent to which the vision is being realised. When a company
is able to see clearly what it is creating and takes responsibility for both its successes
and failures, then there is the opportunity to learn from experience and gain insight
into the changes to deliver and expand its achievement of the vision.
'Institutionalising' is a process of distributing the information that has been acquired
throughout the organisation. The knowledge acquired through teams should extend to
the entire organisation for improving its business processes.
4.7.3 Benchmarking
At the fundamental level, benclunarlcing is a mechanism for learning from others (Cox
and Thompson 1998). It involves a systematic search for the root causes of the best
practices that influence superior performance. Figure 4.5 presents a model of the
learning stages through benchmarlcing as a continuous process achieved by iteration of
the benchmarking cycle.
Figure 4.5: Benchmarking learning cycle
Planning phase in benchmarking study
Codling (1995) identified four important factors that influence best planning practice
in the benclunarking learning study, namely:
• selecting the process for learning from others;
• forming a team to do the learning;
• understanding the current process; and
• establishing measures for the process.
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Searching phase in benchmarking process
Searching is an important phase of any learning process. Ohinato (1994) stated that
effective searching processes should be associated with:
• designing a list of criteria that an ideal benchmarking partner should satisfy;
• searching for companies that are better than oneself for a process for study;
• comparing the candidates and selecting the best suited partner(s);
• establishing contact with the selected partner(s); and
• gaining acceptance for participation in the benchmarlcing learning study.
Observing phase in benchmarking process
The observing phase in benchmarlcing process involves learning by observing the
selected partner(s) to understand their processes (Schrijver and de Graaf 1996). A
better learning outcome involves seeking information on three levels as follows:
• practices that make it possible to achieve a partner's performance levels;
• enablers that make it possible to perform the process; and
• performance levels that indicate how well the partner is compared to oneself.
Analysis phase in benchmarking
The purpose of the analysis phase is to uncover the following: the gaps in
performance levels; the root causes for the gaps; and the enablers that contribute to the
gaps (Garvin 1993). It involves the following steps: sorting the collected data and
information; quality controlling the data and information; normalising the data;
identifying gaps in the performance levels; and identifying the causes for the gaps
(Andersen and Pettersen 1996).
Adapting phase in benchmarking
The objective of learning through benchmarking is to create change and improvement.
If this is not the result, the potential of benclunarking has not been fully utilised.
Therefore, the findings from the analysis should be adapted to the firm's own
conditions. It might be tempting to adopt directly into one's firm. If such is the case,
one is overlooking the fact that there are certain conditions that make a method work
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well with a partner. Adapting phase should involve identifying opportunities based on
best practice, setting targets as guide for improvement and developing an
implementation plan.
Recycle phase in benchmarking process
Benchmarking should not be a one-off activity, but must be a continuous process
where benchmarks are moving goals and new studies are pursued. The benchmarking
itself should provide lessons for subsequent studies by raising questions such as what
worked well, what did not work well and how does one improve the short falls?
Code of conduct for benchmarking study
Benchmarking is not industrial espionage and is perfectly on the legal side of the law
(European Construction Institute 1996). The International Benchmarlcing Clearing
House (1996) stated that in order to conduct an efficient, effective and ethical
benchmarking firms must abide by:
• principle of legality;
• principle of exchange;
• principle of confidentiality;
• principle of use;
• principle of first party contact;
• principle of third party contact;
• principle of preparation;
• principle of completion; and
• principle of understanding and action.
4.7.4 Use of consultants or experienced practitioners
Consultants and experienced practitioners are specialists that can be hired directly by
a company through national productivity centres, management institutions and other
bodies within the business community to tutor a firm. Often, the learning is organised
by means of a short-term consultancy or a long-term consultancy. North (1997) stated
that use of a short-term consultant is better than a long-term consultant as it can lead
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an organisation to lose sight of new developments in a changing business
environment. Companies need to use a variety in terms of consultants for purposes of
updating their business practices by benefiting from a variety of consultants'
mindsets.
4.8 LEARNING MECHANISMS FOR NEW DEVELOPMENTS
Exploitation of new developments involves a number of learning mechanisms that fall
in various learning dimensions discussed in this research report such as:
• attracting staff;
• use of networks;
• purchasing knowledge;
• use of tours and external seminars;
• use of industrial shows and exhibitions; and
• contacting staff from firms with innovative business processes.
4.8.1 Learning through attracting staff
Attracting workers to one's organisation from innovative firms facilitate
organisational learning. While detrimental in the short-term for individual companies
losing key personnel, it is generally accepted that there is a net gain to the industries
involved in the diffusion of business processes (Simon 1991). In this respect, spin-
offs from leading companies play an important role in diffusing modern business
practices. The main aims of attracting staff are: to remedy deficiencies in business
processes of a company; to encourage innovative ideas different from the company;
and to leverage emerging new practices from the business environment.
4.8.2 Learning networks based on institutions
Networks are one form of mutual learning that come from direct exchange of practical
ideas within a group of people (Alwani-Starr 1997; Dent 1998). At a general level,
networks comprise a wide selection of people brought together because of common
interest. Such networks provide the individual (the agent for company learning) with
the opportunity to learn from the range of ideas and information that stem from varied
interest and experiences within the network. Networks may be based on (Consultant
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Engineers Guide to the Engineering Profession [CEGP] 1997; Miles and Neil 1991;
Alawani-Starr 1997):
• learned societies e.g. Institute of Civil Engineers (ICE) or Charted Institute of
Building (CIOB).
• trade associations e.g. brick or cement;
• research clubs;
• social clubs e.g. golf or Lion's club;
• technology;
• research and development institutions e.g. British Research Establishment (BRE);
and
• international institutions e.g. Construction Industry Institute or European
Construction Institute (ECI).
4.8.3 Learning through purchased knowledge
It is argued that it is sometimes more economical to purchase knowledge from other
companies and leverage learning from the foundation of others than develop
knowledge on your own (Killing 1990). A company can address its improvement by
buying proprietary knowledge that involves either technical or management know-
how. Proprietary knowledge relates to the knowledge assets that a company owns in
the sense that legal sanctions are available to enforce the exclusive use. Although it
offers potential for learning it is associated with the following difficulties:
• the knowledge is concealed and a buyer cannot judge its economic worth;
• the seller of knowledge cannot sell a part of the idea; and
• once sold the knowledge can never be returned to the seller.
4.8.4 Tours and external seminars
Companies that are particular with continuous improvements are associated with
making tours and attending external seminars (Schrijver and de Graaf 1996). This is
also known as scanning for new ideas and ways of working. The objective is to get
abreast with what is happening in order to benefit from the new insights.
Construction contractors may benefit from both local and international external
seminars on new developments.
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4.8.5 Shows and exhibitions
Three types of shows and exhibitions are common place in the UK, namely consumer,
trade and private based shows and exhibitions (Maitland 1997). Trade associations
and professional organisations run shows and exhibitions within the business
community. Learning organisations are often associated with the use of shows and
exhibitions to promote their learning about modern management practices, technology
and products (Pedler et al. 1997).
4.8.6 Contacting staff from companies with outstanding practices
Informal contacts with staff from companies that have outstanding business practices
has been associated with bringing new ways of working to a company (North 1997).
A company does not have rights of ownership over non-proprietary knowledge assets.
Others may not be excluded from its use. As a result, employees can seek company
specific knowledge by contacting employees of companies associated with
outstanding business processes (Parker 1978; Byrne 1998).
4.9 MECHANISMS FOR RENEWING BUSINESS PROCESSES
The adaptive learning mechanisms are action oriented resulting from information and
knowledge gained from various learning mechanisms. Such adaptive learning
mechanisms involve renewing business processes in order to meet the challenges of
the business environment. Most renewal strategies involve not just simple alterations
but employing forms that will permit doing business processes effectively and
efficiently. The following are some of the principles that govern renewal strategies
(Redding and Catalanello 1994):
• minimising structure and maximising autonomy:
• mirroring the variety in the environment; and
• continuously changing shape.
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4.9.1 Minimising structure and maximising autonomy
The use of 'minimising structure or maximising autonomy' approach recognises that
an organisation requires some structure of itself and its business processes to operate
effectively and efficiently (Redding and Catalanello 1994). As the business
environment changes, business practices require configurations that will deliver
effectively and efficiently in the business environment. Employees in a corporate
establishment need maximum freedom to configure business processes that should
result in the best way of achieving the desired outcomes of a company.
4.9.2 Mirror the variety in the environment
The principle of mirroring the variety in the environment involves simply adapting the
practices in the business environment. It is often suggested that firms that possess a
greater requisite variety have better chances of surviving than those that do not (de
Geus 1997). A company must be on the outlook for current practices from the
business community. This is given further impetus by a rapidly changing business
environment where new forms of business processes are continuously emerging.
4.9.3 Continuously changing shape
'The continuously changing shape approach' is based on notion that current methods
employed in firms are temporary solutions to current problems (Baldwin et al. 1997).
Organisations must seek to adjust their business processes to meet the challenges of
the evolving business environment where the existing business processes must be
questioned and where necessary re-designed.
4.9.4 Becoming self-organising
The principle of 'becoming self-organising', is based on a learning approach. The
current business practices are an evolutionary adaptation to their business
environment. For a company to meet the challenges of the business environment, it
must consider itself an 'organic' system or a 'living' company and should adapt
continually to its changing business environment (de Geus 1997). Companies that are
'living' are characterised by using resources to promote their evolution, being
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sensitive to the business environment, awareness of their identity and tolerance to new
ideas (Garvin 1993; Pedler et al. 1997).
4.10 VISION LEARNING MECHANISMS
Vision learning mechanisms are tools that companies employ to learn about what may
happen in the future. The objective is to prepare for the uncertainties of a dynamic
business environment and to benefit from occurrences of future possible business
processes (Taylor 1997). Some of the mechanisms and strategies associated with
vision learning are continuous planning, search conferences, multi-scenario planning
and scanning for 'pockets of future' in the business environment.
4.10.1 Continuous planning
Figure 4.6 presents a slightly modified experiential learning cycle that summarises the
strategic planning learning cycle. The act of implementation differs greatly from the
way it works in a traditional firm that relies on formal written and detailed procedures
to communicate and spell out plans for implemented. Instead, a company should act
in creative, autonomous ways to interpret the direction and make plans work by
encouraging experimentation making improvements in a non-directive fashion and
institutionalising improvements (Perry 1991). As a result, re-vision should become
more important than a vision.
I
CONTINUOUS
PLANNING
Figure 4.6: Continuous planning (adapted from Redding and Catalanello 1994, pp, 24.)
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The deep reflection stage attempts to provide frequent, ongoing opportunities for
reflective learning, whereby companies do not wait for the next annual planning cycle
or a crisis to compel re-evaluation. Reflection should become part of a company's
activities. Through this process, companies should endeavour to question basic
beliefs and search for systematic solutions to their present problems. Insights gained
through this process should lead to modification of the original plans. Wherever
possible, the lessons should be generalised even those they may be little surface
similarities to the original improvement efforts (Garvin 1993). Redding and
Catelanello (1994) identified the following learning elements that influence
continuous planning in learning about the future:
• anticipating multiple futures;
• developing strategic visions and revisions;
• focusing on immediate realities; and
• focusing on concrete issues.
'In anticipating multiple futures,' an organisation must consider the possibility that
business processes will fundamentally change and tomorrow could be nothing like
today. Strategic planning as commonly practised, presumes that future business
conditions can be forecast through the use of environmental scanning techniques. In
contrast to vision learning, a company should embrace the notion of inherent
unpredictability of complex, dynamic systems (Pearn et al. 1995). As a result, it
recognises the need to anticipate futures that are not merely extensions of current
trends. As such, a construction contractor should anticipate several different possible
futures instead of picking one as most likely.
'Developing strategic visions and revisions' provide the fuel that empowers the
collective journey of a firm for strategic learning (Senge 1990). The most effective
vision possesses the scope and power to mobilise a quick journey of discovery. It has
a scale, defines what people aspire and believe can be achievable. The most effective
vision continuously evolves and transfers the insights derived from actions of
discovery that the vision aspires (Redding and Catalanello 1994). As such, a vision is
best understood as emerging and evolving, shaped by the new perceptions gained
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through exploration of improvement efforts.
By 'focusing on immediate business issues', an organisation must seek to target the
most pressing problem to help it move in a desired direction. In reality, an
organisation must attempt to:
• identify the most pressing issue facing a firm;
• trigger a quick action through ambitious short-term benchmarks; and
• provide quick lessons through quick reviews.
'Focusing on concrete issues' involves identifying a single issue or a small group of
targeted issues that are of immediate importance. Such issues should not be the
ultimate destination for improvement efforts. Instead, they should be vehicles for
long-term learning efforts. For instance, if the issue is quality, improvement efforts
should focus on the most pressing issue relating to area of quality. Keeping
improvement efforts well focused, minimises resistance at their early stages and can
allow fragile efforts to incubate in their infancy and take form as they mature.
Ambitious short-term benchmarks should compel a company to undertake a series of
continuing actions for achieving improvement. By doing so, a company has a sense
of urgency and promotes quick action and fast learning (Garvin 1993). Continuous
planning demands the creation of clear results-oriented targets that establishes
reference points from which to plan future actions. Quick reviews should be built-in
as checkpoints for reviewing progress.
4.10.2 Multi-scenario planning
Multi-scenario planning involves creating more than one possible future with the view
to learning about the uncertainties. Table 4.4 summarises the methodology of
building up scenario or stories about the future (Stata, 1989; de Geus 1997; Pedler et
al. 1997; Talyor 1997). Learning through multi-scenario planning is associated with
developing scenario matrix and facilitating scenario process.
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Stage for learning in multi-scenario planning
• Identify people who will contribute a wide range of perspectives.
• Interview them or hold a workshop (or both) to elicit their views on many
dimensions of the future.
• Cluster the views into connected patterns.
• Map the views on a time line leaving scope for turning points.
• Convert the time lines into coherent stories.
• Cross check for internal consistency and significant difference.
• Compose key diagrams that help to visualise interconnections.
Table 4.4: Stages for learning in multi-scenario planning (Idon Associates 1996; pp. 7)
The scenario matrix method
Scenario matrix is a learning playground for an organisation that helps to structure the
sharing of mental models. It enhances the interactions of strategic directions with
alternate scenarios. Table 4.5 presents the process of interaction with scenarios.
Table 4.5: Process of interaction with scenarios (Idon Associates 1996; pp. 8)
Strategic directions should:	 Scenarios should:
• be grounded in current strategic
thinking;
• have some balance of radical
and conservatism;
• be different enough to require
choice;
• be coherent and believable; and
• emphasise different
competencies.
• each present an imaginable coherent future;
• be structurally distinct;
• definitely not be confused as predictions;
• contain variables of interest and potential
impact on directions;
• refer to pockets of future in the present; and
• be challenging to customary assumptions
frameworks.
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Identify trends
*
I Identify the desirable and probable trends that affect the company
as a whole or a specific issue
Examine the evolution of the company (or an issue) its history,
strengths and weaknesses.
*
'Develop possible future designs of the issue (or a plans to address
the specific issue).
Create strategies and actions plans
	
1
1	
1	
+
+
Figure 4.7: Search conference (Adapted from Baburoglu and Garr 1992).
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Facilitating scenario process
The concepts of 'vision learning' through scenario planning are still new to executives
(de Geus 1997). There are some crucial cognitive requirements for their effective use.
In order to help discussions in the early stages, a facilitator should be utilised to:
• help scenario building especially their principles of construction;
• help design how management teams interact in a workshop;
• facilitate the workshop to ensure proper engagement with the process and effective
sharing of mental models; and
• debriefing and follow through planning to ensure the learning is linked to planning
and management processes.
4.10.3 Search conferences
A search conference is a medium for creating possible futures. The process involves
bringing representatives from internal and external business environment (the whole
system) and together creating a shared vision of the future (Weisbord and Janoff
1995). The participants include representatives from various functions, customers,
suppliers and people with good perception intuitiveness (these can be invited). A
typical search conference is presented in Figure 4.7.
During each phase, small groups should explore topics separately and then reconvene
to discover convergent and divergent thinking. The focus should be on creating
possible futures, not just solving past problems. While different perspectives can be
explored, the emphasis should focus upon locating common areas of agreement and
building from them. The outline of a search conference involves (Idon Associates
1996):
• framing decision focus;
• identifying the key decision factors;
• assessing environmental forces;
• determining scenario logistics;
• elaborating scenarios; and
• interpreting scenarios.
'Framing the decision focus', involves determining decision(s) that the scenarios
should illuminate. The focus is on strategic issues involved in the decision not tactical
decisions. 'Identifying the key decision factors' should involve strategic issues that
the company wishes to know about the future when it makes the decision. 'Assessing
the business environment forces' should focus on, trends and events that help shape
the future. It should involve macro drivers such as: broad social; economical;
political; and technological forces and micro drivers which are competitive forces.
Such drivers, should be prioritised in terms of their impact / importance to
uncertainty. 'Determining scenario logistics' should involve identifying critical axes
of uncertainty and the logical extremes of each axis. In essence, scenario logistics
offers different theories about the way the future might evolve. 'Elaborating
scenarios' should involve descriptive and detailed graphical persuasive titles and story
lines about possible futures. 'Interpreting the scenarios' is the closing loop that links
back to the decision / issues. Futures depicted in particular scenarios give
opportunities and threats. This should provide what new options can be available to
the company. The challenge is to rethink the company's purpose, scope, markets,
competencies and programmes or operations.
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4.10.4 Scanning for pockets of future in the business environment
There are pockets of the future in the present business environment. Some countries
do things today that will take other countries a number of years to achieve. Some
companies in the business environment are employing practices that are the future for
others. Some people have ideas that are a number of years ahead of time.
Technologies exist that contractors may not have heard of. The pre-condition of
developing vision learning is to set up better ways of getting to know what is currently
going on and seeing this with very 'different eyes'. This can be achieved by
interviewing exceptional people who have very special perceptions about what is
currently happening and reviewing innovations (Senge et al. 1994).
4.11 SUMMARY
This chapter has examined the learning mechanisms associated with the dimensions
that a company can employ to address improvement. Various learning mechanisms
have been identified associated with the dimensions that contribute to learning of a
company, namely: individual learning mechanisms; team based learning mechanisms;
mechanisms for internal sharing of knowledge; mechanisms for integrating work with
learning; mechanisms for learning from reviews; research based learning mechanisms;
mechanisms for learning from others; mechanisms for learning from the external
business environment; mechanisms for renewing business processes; and mechanisms
for learning about future possibilities. The chapter has also discussed the elements
that bring about good learning practices that characterise the way learning
organisations address their improvement in a changing business environment. The
next chapter discusses the development of a learning framework for a construction
contractor in order to enhance the learning capability by providing an audit tool from
the learning antecedents examined in this research report.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS' LEARNING FRAMEWORK
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents a learning framework for auditing construction contractors
learning capabilities. The chapter is divided into five sections, namely:
• characteristics of an audit for measuring company learning process;
• the development and outline of the learning framework and its elements;
• the learning assessment approach, which discuses statement indicators for the
learning framework;
• testing the learning framework, as a management tool; and
• validation of the learning framework through responses of construction
contractors' directors.
The learning framework comprises the processes that influence the learning
capabilities of a company as outlined in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. Underlying the learning
framework is the understanding that improvement is related to good practices of the
processes that contribute to company learning and make them competitive. Garvin
(1993) stated that most research of company learning does not get to the heart of how
learning is actually achieved. Equally, Goh and Richards (1997) argued that one of
the main problems of implementing organisational learning within companies lies in
the lack of a methodology for measuring learning capability, a tool that managers can
use to implement learning. The need for an effective and a structured instrument for
measuring construction contractor's learning can not be overemphasised for the
purpose of innovation, efficiency and effectiveness. The learning framework is aimed
at providing construction contractors' directors with a tool for assessing their
company's learning capabilities in order to facilitate continuous improvement of their
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business processes. The learning framework identifies the core learning dimensions
and the learning archetypes or factors that provide condition for generative or double
loop learning to take place. The learning framework is based on statement indicators
that are linked to scores. The scores should provide an overview of the strength and
weaknesses of learning capabilities of construction contractors.
5.2 AUDITING LEARNING PROCESSES
An audit is a comprehensive, systematic and regular review of an organisation's
activities and results compared against excellent business practices (European
Foundation for Quality Management 1995). The process allows an enterprise to
discern clearly its strengths and weaknesses, which culminates in planned
interventions in order to address effectively the challenges of the evolving business
environment. In addition, the process offers a company an opportunity for readiness
for change (Handy 1994). The objectives of the learning audit methodology are to
highlight strengths and weaknesses of the learning capabilities for construction
contractors. Such a learning assessment should provide a rational basis for addressing
improvement from the challenges of the evolving construction business environment.
The Egan report (1998) has equally, advocated the development of management
measuring instruments that should help assessment of construction organisations'
capability as one of the means towards modernising business processes of companies
in construction industry. Such auditing processes can best be developed by
understanding:
• characteristics of audits; and
• gap analysis.
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5.2.1 Characteristics of audits
In general, an audit of a management process implies an assessment of the practices
employed by both profit and non profit making organisations through comparison of
the best known practices and an organisation's practices. Such an assessment can be
addressed by conducting:
• a process audit; and
• a performance audit.
A process audit focuses on such questions as whether the individual processes
necessary for addressing improvement, for example, learning processes of a
construction contractor, are in place and the degree to which the best practice is
implemented and achieved effectively. Whereas, a performance audit focuses on the
outcomes of the individual core and enabling processes and the overall process of
improvement. The weakness of a performance audit, however, lies in its inability to
provide sufficient information for improving management practices (Chiesa et al.
1996). Although it indicates where the inadequacy or problem exists and the extent of
the gaps between current and required performance, it does not suggest why the
problem exists and fails to provide action plans to remedy the short-falls. In current
management thinking, a process audit is far superior than a performance audit because
the former reveals the reasons why problems exist and provides managers with
potential solutions to address the root causes of the problems (Garvin 1993).
5.2.2 Gap indicator
Gap analysis is associated with benchniarking as a tool for learning in modern
management thinking (Andersen and Pettersen 1996). It represents the difference
between the actual practice of an enterprise and the ideal practices or best practice in
the business community which provide the tension for driving learning. The gap is
evaluated by use of scores that represent practices of organisations in addressing their
improvement. The gap can profile diagramatically islands of good and poor learning
capabilities of construction contractors. Goh and Richards (1997) stated that
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implementation of learning could be facilitated by a systematic approach through
measurement of the learning capability examining how oneself is learning and against
how others are doing. Such an approach should provide construction contractors with
the assessment of their strengths and weaknesses of the learning capabilities of their
organisations. The gap analysis provides a basis for examining in more depth about
those areas that are not being given due attention.
5.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE LEARNING FRAMEWORK
The learning framework was developed from the examination of literature presented
in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. The learning process of a company was segregated into a
number of sub-processes that formed the basis for the in-depth audit as examined in
Chapter 3. The learning framework model comprises:
• the learning dimensions that contribute to improvement of a company; and
• the support mechanisms known as learning archetypes that influence double loop
learning.
5.3.1 Dimensions for learning of the framework
The dimensions of the learning framework are the core areas that contribute to
learning of construction contractor as an entity as identified in Chapters 2 and 3. Each
dimension comprises a wide variety of learning mechanisms for addressing
improvement of a company. Which mechanisms are appropriate to an individual
construction contractor will vary greatly with the context and activity of a
construction contractor. However, within each of the learning dimensions there will
be a particular set of learning mechanisms that can support learning of a construction
contractor. The learning mechanisms are the enablers that facilitate learning
outcomes required within the various learning dimensions conceived in this research
study. In some dimensions of learning, there were extensive publications available, in
others there was very little. The various learning mechanisms and their respective
dimensions were mapped and have been presented in Table 5.1 based on examination
of the literature in Chapters 2, 3 and 4.
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5.3.2. Learning archetypes that provide condition for learning
The learning archetypes or constructs are the critical disciplines that provide
conditions for generative or double loop learning. The inclusion of the learning
archetypes in the auditing methodology go to substantiate the importance of seeking
the root causes of learning capability weaknesses or strengths of construction
contractors. Equally, many authors such as Senge (1990), Nevis et al (1995), Goh and
Richards (1997), Campbell and Cairns (1994) and Pedler et al (1997) have also stated
their relevance for facilitating organisational learning. Table 5.2 presents a set of
archetypes or factors that anchor learning by encouraging double loop or generative
learning.
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5.4 LEARNING ASSESSMENT APPROACH
An assessment of construction contractors' learning can be achieved by evaluating the
degree to which learning processes are in place and the degree to which they are used.
Such measurement takes into account the twin nature of learning, which is both
knowledge acquisition and behavioural change (Crossan 1995). In order to provide
construction contractors with a tool for auditing their learning capabilities, the
following were used:
• statement indicators; and
• scores based on a six point scale.
5.4.1 Statement indicators
Statement indicators are words and sentences that are constructed to describe a state of
using or doing a process, for example in this case, the level of learning of a
construction contractor. Such indicators are employed to measure practices
(behaviours) of management processes (Campbell and Cairns 1994). In general,
statement indicators provide two extremes of achieving or doing a process, namely:
• a good management process is in place; and
• a good management process does not exist.
Between the two extremes, for example, of a good learning process and its non
existence are a series of varying degrees of learning (ability to imbibe knowledge and
other stimuli from the internal and external business environment) that can be
described by either a top-down or a bottom-up approach. Each of the descriptive
statements presented the extent to which learning was accomplished by the practices
of companies. The applications of statements as indicators for assessing management
processes are not uncommon in the business community including construction
industry. The framework for auditing total quality management capabilities of
companies within construction industry presents a typical example (The European
Construction Institute 1996). Equally, Burgelman et al. (1988) developed an
innovative capability framework to audit technological and functional capabilities.
Statements describing how learning can be achieved were employed as indicators of
the characteristics for learning practice for each of the core areas or learning
dimensions that contribute to the improvement of a company. The basis for the
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statement indicators was a description for each process of learning at each of the
dimensions and factors that facilitate generative and double loop learning. The
learning framework comprised a series of degrees of company learning practices as
examined in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. Figure 5.1 presents the concept development of the
elements of the learning framework.
ILearning process definition of each
dimension
IDescription of the characteristics of
good and poor learning practices
Construction of hierarchy of
characteristics
Rank characteristics on a scale
Figure 5.1: Concept development
5.4.2 Scores for the learning framework
In order for construction contractors to assess their learning capability numerically, a
six-point scale was used where five depicted a good learning practice and a zero
represented a bad learning practice. The scores should provide a rapid assessment of
the learning capabilities with respect to known best practices as outlined in the
preceding chapters and whether or not the required learning processes are in place.
Such a scale was based on scales that have been employed to assess management
processes. For example, Chiesa et al. (1996) employed a similar scale for measuring
innovative capabilities of manufacturing companies. Equally, the European
Construction Institute (1996) employed a six-point scale for measuring total quality
management capability of construction organisations. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 present the
dimensions that contribute to learning and the factors that provide the condition for
generative learning to take place. Chapter 7 demonstrates the use of the learning
framework.
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5.5. TESTING THE LEARNING FRAMEWORK
The testing of a management tool involves two approaches, namely, alpha and beta
testing (Chiesa et al. 1996). The former does not involve the users of the tool and
may not properly replicate industry use. This research study focused on beta testing
because it sought to evaluate the reality. Beta testing refers to testing, for example, a
management tool with a small number of potential users randomly chosen. The test
operates under the following conditions:
• users are heterogeneous;
• potential applications are not fully understood; and
• alpha testing is unable to grantee a management tool free of problems.
5.5.1 Users are heterogeneous
The objective of developing a learning framework was that it should be non-exclusive
within the domain of large and medium construction contractors. This is to say it
should be usable by a wide range of medium and large construction contractors in the
UK who are different by nature of work and size and age and should be able to adapt
it to their requirements. In addition, it should cover a fill set of learning processes
involved in company learning of medium and large construction contractors.
5.5.2 Potential applications are not fully understood
Traditions for self or third-party auditing of learning capabilities for construction
contractors were not well documented. Such lack of a methodology for measuring
capability for improvement has been highlighted by the Egan Report (1998).
Construction contractors may equally be inexperienced in self or third-party
assessment of their learning capabilities to bring to light their weak and strong
company learning capabilities.
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5.5.3 Functionality
The primary objective for functionality is to test the basic functionality of the tool.
The other aspect of functionality is the degree to which a tool is generic such that it is
appropriate for different sectors, sizes within the domain of large and medium
construction contractors.
5.5.4 Usability
Usability includes a number of areas. One is the degree to which users are able to use
a tool without assistance from academics or consultants. Another is the clarity of
language which involves academic terminology that can lead to difficulty in using a
tool. The outcome of the results of usability of the framework is discussed in the
piloting stage of section 7.2.4.
5.5.5 Usefulness
Any tool is only worth using if it provides value to the user. In the short-term,
usefulness could be seen in terms of contractors' perceptions of whether they found it
of use or whether it could lead to effective action plans to improve their learning
capabilities.
5.6 VALIDATION OF THE LEARNING FRAMEWORK
The validation of the learning framework developed in this research was achieved by
means of responses of construction directors who were in a position to provide an
overview of the whole improvement process of their organisations. The procedure
involved sending the framework to two hundred large and medium construction
contractors that operated in the UK. Fifty-five large and medium companies
responded to the question. Appendix II and question nineteen examined the extent to
which the construction directors perceived the usefulness of the learning framework
for purposes of addressing improvement of their establishments. The basis for
examination was the responses of construction directors by:
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• size of a construction contractor in terms of number of employees; and
• age in terms of number of years of operation of a construction contractor.
5.6.1 Responses of construction directors by size of company
Figure 5.2 shows the responses of construction directors by size of construction
contractors. It can be observed that 89 per cent of all the respondents large and
medium sizes construction contractors perceived the learning framework developed in
this research work to be useful for the purpose of learning of a construction contractor
as an entity. The construction contractors comprised large and medium sized firms. It
can be observed that the framework was equally applicable in terms of their varying
sizes by number of employees and age ranges by number of years of operation.
Yes	 No	 Yes	 No	 Yes	 No
Large and medium construction contractors
	 Medium construction contractors 	 Large construction contractors
Figure 5.2: Usefulness of the learning framework by size of contractor
The responding companies were further desegregated in their respective large and
medium sized categories as defined by Harvey and Ashworth (1997). It can be
observed that of the medium sized (80  number of employees  599) construction
contractors 85 per cent saw the framework developed in this research to be useful
where as 95 per cent large sized construction contractors ( 600 number of
employees) held a similar view.
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5.6.2 Responses of construction directors by age of company
Further analysis was undertaken to distinguish the construction contractors by number
of years in operation in business. Figure 5.3 presents the results in terms of the
usefulness of the framework. This follows the observation noted by Nevis et al
(1995) that age of a company has implication on learning. It can be observed that 88
per cent of construction contractors that were less than twenty years in operation (i.e.
young companies) harboured the view that the framework was useful to their
organisations. Similarly, 89 per cent saw the framework to be useful for construction
contractors that were in operation for more than twenty years but less than forty years,
these presented those companies that were maturing (Pearn et al. 1995). Equally, 90
per cent of construction contractors that were older than forty years perceived the
framework to be useful for their application.
Yes	 No
	 Yes	 No	 Yes	 No
5 20 years of operation of construction firm
	 20< number of years of operation 5 40) 	 >40 years of operation
Figure 5.3: Usefulness of the learning framework by age contractor
5.6.3 Significant testing of construction directors' responses
The probability that construction directors could not discriminate the usefulness of the
learning framework was sought by evaluating the probability for saying yes by chance
for n trials. If the probability is small (p<.01) the notion that the usefulness of the
learning framework resulted by chance is rejected. In so doing the construction
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directors would be indicating statistically significant that the framework has potential
for the application to large and medium construction contractors surveyed.
The binomial probability was applied since there were two possible outcomes which.
was either a yes or a no to the question asked. The assumption made for the response
ratio was equal and it was represented by p probability saying no = 0.5 and probability
saying yes (1-p) = 0.5 (Siegel and Castellan 1988). The significant test was carried
out using the following binomial probability formula:
n
P(x)= {} px (1-prx
x
Where {n} = n(n — 1)(n — 2)(n — 3).... (n — x + 1)
P is the probability; n was the number of trials; and x is the number of yes of each
category of the responses of construction directors. The results of the test are
presented in Tables 5.5. The question of whether the observed indication of
construction directors that the elements of the learning framework were helpful to
have an impact on the learning of a construction contractor was based on judgement
of construction directors rather by chance is substantiated. The significant tests have
indicated that the probability of the various categories for the responding construction
contractors by size and age for saying yes was statistically significant at p<.01 level
and that this did not merely happen by chance.
x(x — 1)(x — 2)(x — 3) 	 3 x 2 x 1
x
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Table 5.5: Probability occurring by chance in usability of learning framework
Chance in usability of
framework P( x) Numberof trials
(n)
Probability Size or age of firm
49 out of 55 or more 55 P(49) + P(50) 	 +P(55) = 9.11x10-w Large and medium firms*
29 out of 34 or more 34 P(29) + P(30) 	 +P(34) = 1.93x10 -5 Medium firms*
20 out of 21 or more 21 P(20) +P(21) = 1.05x10 -5 Large firms*
14 out of 16 or more 16 P(14) + P(15) + P(16) = 2.09x10-3 20 years*
16 out of 18 or more 18 P(16)+P(17)+P(18) = 6.56x10-4 20 < years  40*
19 out of 21 or more 21 P(19) + P(20)+P(21) = 1.1 1x10 >40 years*
-
*Significance. LE p<.01
5.7 SUMMARY
This chapter has presented the details of a learning framework for auditing learning
capabilities of construction contractors. The learning process of a company was
segregated in sub-processes with their respective enablers which provided scope for
the auditing methodology for construction contractors learning capabilities. It further
presented the anchors that provide condition for double loop or generative learning to
occur. The statement indicators were conceived from the examination of literature of
the best and worst learning practices that provided the levels and measures for the
learning achievement of a construction contractor. The learning framework has the
potential of helping construction managers in a number of ways by: allowing
construction contractors to audit their learning capabilities through measuring their
overall learning capability; and identifying the processes relevant for addressing
improvement of a construction contractor, bringing together the core processes, the
enablers and the anchors for learning of a construction contractor. Equally, the
framework provides a proactive measure for a construction contractor. As it evaluates
the capabilities that drive improvement in terms of innovation, efficiency and
effectiveness of business processes (Pedler et al. 1997; de Geus 1997). By application
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of gap analysis, the islands of weak and strong learning capabilities should come to
light. Finally, the usefulness of the learning framework to construction contractors
was confirmed and found to be statistically significant at p<.01 level based on the
judgements of construction directors. The next chapter reports on the results on
learning mechanisms of construction contractors that support the learning framework.
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CHAPTER SIX
SURVEY OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS' LEARNING
MECHANISMS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The previous chapter argued that learning mechanisms associated with learning
dimensions are the prerequisites for driving company learning. It also argued that
each learning dimensions has tools that support learning and whose suitability may
vary depending on the activity of a construction contractor. This chapter presents
the results of a survey of the application of learning mechanisms that medium and
large sized construction contractors employed to imbibe knowledge in their internal
and external business environments for the purpose of learning new ways of
working. The chapter:
• outlines the survey approach in establishing mechanisms for construction
contractors' learning;
• characterises the responding construction contractors;
• presents the frequency distribution for the application of learning mechanisms;
• presents the correlation of company attributes to construction contractors'
mechanisms for learning;
• compares the application of learning mechanisms by construction contractors'
attributes; and
• identifies construction contractors' common and potential mechanisms for
learning.
6.2 SURVEY APPROACH FOR LEARNING MECHANISMS
The survey involved a questionnaire design, which was tested and culminated in
the main survey. Statistical assessments of construction directors' responses served
as means for establishing construction contractors' learning mechanisms.
Appendix I presents the structure of the questionnaire, which comprises the
variables that served as mediums for creating and imbibing knowledge from
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internal and external business environments. Each of the dimensions for learning
captured various forms of mechanisms that contribute to company learning.
Attributes of enterprises were included to characterise the sample of construction
contractors. The following sections describe the approach that was taken for
establishing construction contractors' learning mechanisms associated with
dimensions for company learning and focuses on:
• scaling and measurement for learning mechanisms;
• statistical inferences on learning mechanisms;
• research sample of construction contractors;
• pilot survey on learning mechanisms; and
• questionnaire administration and response.
6.2.1 Scaling and measurement for learning mechanisms
The measurement used to collect most of the variables relevant for the learning
mechanisms was an ordinal level measurement: always; very often; sometimes;
rarely; and never. Kervin (1992) stated that a five point scale is convenient when
dealing with respondents who are busy and often receive many requests for data.
The objective of the questionnaire was to establish the common learning
mechanisms that support the various learning dimensions of medium and large
sized construction contractors. The characterisations of the learning mechanisms
were based on mean score ratings. Numerical values were assigned to the ordinal
scale. This involved rating the measuring instrument as follows:
4 = always
3 = very frequently
2 = sometimes
1 = rarely
0 = never
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Equation (6.1) presents the formula for calculating the mean score based on Meddis
(1984).
4(x5 ) + 3(x4 )+2(x3 )+1(x2 ) + 0(x i ) 
R— 
(x5+ x4 +x3 +x2 + x1)
	 equation (6.1)
Where x1 is the frequency for 'never', x2 is the frequency for 'rarely', x 3
 is the
frequency for 'sometimes', x4 is the frequency for 'very frequently' and x 5 is the
frequency for 'always'. The mean score values were further interpreted to reflect
the responding rating. Such a procedure helps conversion of a continuous index
into discrete categories (Al-Hammond and Assaf 1995). In this case, the discrete
categories were classified as follows:
3.50 < mean score 4.00
2.50 < mean score 3.50
1.50 < mean score 5. 2.50
0.50 < mean score 5. 1.50
0.00 mean score 0.50
always employed for learning;
frequently employed for learning;
sometimes employed for learning;
rarely employed for learning; and
never employed for learning.
6.2.2 Survey sample of construction contractors
The sample frame was medium and large sized construction contractors that had
established businesses, with operational and organisational structures that operated
in the United Kingdom. The characteristics of large and medium construction
contractors provided the ideal basis for investigating company learning
mechanisms because small and micro-firms lack organisational structures, which
can lead to problems in establishing certain types of company learning variables
(Crosson 1995). A sample size of one hundred and thirty one was required as
described in Chapter 1. Construction contractors were drawn from the following
sources:
• New Civil Engineer (1994; 1995; 1996; 1997); and
• Construction News (1996) for the top one hundred contractors;
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• European Construction Institute (1997) for list of UK contractors; and
• Financial Analysis Made Easy (FAME 1997).
6.2.3 Pilot survey on learning mechanisms
Many researchers have highlighted the importance of running a pilot survey.
Questionnaires do not emerge fully fledged, they have to be created, adapted,
fashioned and developed to maturity. As a result, every aspect of a questionnaire
has to be tried before hand to ensure that it will work for the study that it has been
designed for. The questionnaire on learning mechanisms was piloted to check
whether the questions asked in the inquiry were easy to understand. Table 6.1
presents the characteristics of construction contractors that participated in the pilot
test of the questionnaire.
Table 6.1 Characteristics of construction contractors in pilot survey
Company Designation Order of size* Other features
British Gas Manager of construction 2 Involved in
construction division operations knowledge
management
Baulfour Beatty Group training manager 1 International
construction firm
Trafalgar Construction Construction director 3 Views of a director of
construction
Hall & Tawse Senior construction
Project Manager
4 Proximity of the
organisation to the
researcher
-
*By no. employee for construction sector
The following guided the choice of construction contractors in the pilot stage of
questionnaire development: the learning initiatives engaged by the construction
contractor; and a consistent good performance over the last ten years covering both
boom and recession periods, which reflected an ability to learn and adapt to their
changing business environment. The following were the outcome of the pilot
stage:
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• the terminology employed in the questionnaire, for example, some terms had not
yet crossed the Atlantic from North America; and
• the identification of construction directors as the primary target for data
elicitation as a result of their overview on activities of a corporate establishment.
After piloting, the questionnaire was reviewed to incorporate the outcome of the
pilot survey in order to make the final research instrument more effective.
6.2.4 Questionnaire administration and responses
Two hundred (200) questionnaires were sent to construction directors using self-
addressed envelopes. After administering the questionnaire surveys, follow-ups
were made to non-responding construction contractors. The purpose was to remind
the construction executives of the questionnaire and request their response. A total
of 64 (32 per cent) questionnaires were returned. Of these, 55 questionnaires (27.5
per cent) were usable and nine questionnaires (5 per cent) were incomplete and
blank with accompanying letters from construction contractors explaining the
reasons for not participating in the questionnaire survey. The response rate was
considered adequate. Easterby-Smith et al. (1991) stated that the expected industry
response norm is of the order 25-30 per cent if the appropriate measures for
increasing questionnaire responses are undertaken. The reasons for non-
respondents can be classified into three groups:
• pressure of work at the time the questionnaires were sent;
• volume of questionnaires that construction contractors receive; and
• sensitivity of the subject area.
6.2.5 Statistical inferences on learning mechanisms
In management science, non-parametric techniques are identified as one of the
suitable means for analysing and testing hypothesises where data are not normally
distributed and samples are small (Siegel and Casten= 1988). Modern statistical
inference is concerned with estimation of population parameters and test of
hypothesis. It is the latter that is concerned in this study. It involves rejecting or
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accepting hypothesises by employing appropriate methods and procedures. The
methods for data analysis focused on:
• rank coefficients; and
• analysis of variance.
Rank coefficients
The degree of association between construction contractors' attributes and
application of learning mechanisms was achieved by computing Spearman's
correlation coefficient. Rank correlations are the means that are suggested for
evaluation of associations where ordinal scales are used (Fellows and Liu 1997;
Howitt and Cramer 1997). The procedure involves converting all measures into
ranks. The equations for calculating the Spearman's correlation coefficient are
given below:
6i d,2
r, — 1 { 	  1 	 equation (6.2)
N 3 — N
Where di is the difference in ranks between an attribute of a construction contractor
and a learning mechanism, N is the total number of the responding construction
contractors. If ranks are tied the following equations are used.
(N 3 — N)— 6 1±611 2 — —1 (a +1)
2
r —  ,	 	  
	 equation (6.3)
s V(N 3 — N) 2 — (a +1)(N 3 — N)+ al
a = E (t,3 - 
	 equation (6.4)
i= 1
I= E (si3 - s,) 	 equation (6.5)
i=1
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Where ti and si are numbers of groupings of different tied ranks in the ith grouping
for the organisational attribute and the learning mechanisms respectively. For this
study, tests at significant levels of p<0.05 and p<0.01 were adopted, which
represent the general convention for management research (Sekaran 1992). The
analysis was undertaken by a statistical package for social sciences with procedures
of Howitt and Cramer (1997).
Analysis of variance
The comparison of the application of learning mechanisms by construction
contractors' attributes were undertaken by means of Krustal-Wallis one way
analysis of variance. The test is appropriate for detecting differences of samples or
conditions within a sample (Siegel and Castellan 1988). In this case, the conditions
were age, average number of employees, financial turnover groupings and type of
build. If the utilisation of the learning mechanisms was the same by construction
contractors surveyed, the average rank of the different groups should be the same,
likewise, if the utilisation of the learning mechanisms was different, the average
ranks will differ. The equation shown below presents the formulae for computing
the Kruskal-Wallis (KW) one way analysis of variance by ranks as outlined by
Siegel and Castellan (1988).
k 3(N + 1)} 1
(t	 — t ,)
" equation (6.6)KW ={	 12 En R[ j2_, I ](N+ 1)N
	 .1.1 N 3 —N
k= number of conditions by attribute groups;
n = number of cases;
nj = number of cases in the jth attribute;
Rj = sum of the ranks in the jth attribute group;
= average of the ranks in the jth attribute group;
g= number of groupings of different tied ranks;
= number of tied ranks in the ith groupings;
N = total number of observations across all the different attributes; and
KW X2 chi-square distribution for n> than 5.
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6.3. RESPONDING CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS
The responding construction contractors' attributes were characterised by: age in
terms of the number of years in business; size in terms of number of employees and
value of financial turnover; type of work in terms of residual buildings, commercial
buildings, processing plants, industrial developments, engineering consultants,
environmental developments and civil engineering; and type of build in terms of
either new work or both new work and maintenance. The section below gives the
frequency distributions of the various attributes of the responding construction
contractors.
6.3.1 Characteristics of responding construction contractors
Table 6.2 presents the frequency descriptions of the respondent construction
contractors. It can be shown that the greatest number of construction contractors
were in business for more than 40 years representing 53 per cent. The size of
construction contractors by number of employee depicted a bi-normal distribution
represented by 31 per cent of construction contractors. Most of the construction
contractors by value of financial turnover were represented by large construction
contractors by 76 per cent. Construction of commercial properties and industrial
developments which accounted for 21 per cent and 20 per cent respectively,
dominated the activities of the respondent construction contractors. Many of
construction contractors' activities, involved undertaking both new and
maintenance work that representing 58 per cent.
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6.4 RESULTS OF LEARNING MECHANISMS
The results of construction contractors' responses on the various mechanisms for
company learning are presented in the sections below and are organised as follows:
• learning mechanisms based on individual, teams and internal sharing of
knowledge;
• learning mechanisms based on undertaking reviews and integrating work with
learning;
• learning mechanisms based on undertaking research schemes within and
between firms;
• learning mechanisms used for learning new developments in the business
environment; and
• learning mechanisms for renewal and learning about future possible business
processes.
6.4.1 Individual, teams and internal learning dimensions
Figure 6.1 presents the results of learning mechanisms that characterise the
individual, team and internal sharing of knowledge learning dimensions of
construction contractors surveyed. At the individual level, much of learnin g of
construction contractors was achieved through training of employees and least
achieved by learning schemes that support the individual employee learning.
The application of project teams by construction contractors surveyed was rated
highly from the team learning dimension. Whereas, the application of quality
circles was least used by the majority of construction contactors surveyed (i.e. 34
per cent).
Internal sharing of knowledge for the purpose of construction contractors' learning
was characterised by the application of informal schemes for sharing knowledge
followed by use of cross-functional teams. The application of groupware tools
presented the third form of knowledge sharing technique among construction
contractors surveyed.
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6.4.2 Use of reviews and integrating work with learning
dimensions
Figure 6.2 presents the results of learning mechanisms that characterise
improvement of construction contractors through undertaking reviews and
integrating work with learning. It can be observed that the application of lessons
learned by undertaking reviews highly supported construction contractors' learning.
For example, lessons learned from failure of construction contractors' business
activities were used 'very often' by 45 per cent of construction contractors.
Whereas, 30 per cent of construction contractors applied lessons learned 'very
often' from their successes. Generally, the application of reviews featured
prominently within the two learning dimensions presented in Figure 6.2. A
construction business is project orientated. As a result, construction contractors
may be inclined to promote their organisational learning from lessons learned from
their past experiences for immediate or future application because of the recurrence
of proj ect businesses.
The application of subcontracting and partnering arrangements supported the
learning dimension of 'integrating work with learning' by construction contractors
surveyed. The two learning mechanisms were used 'very often' (29 per cent) and
'sometimes' (43 per cent) by the majority of construction contractors. The nature
of business for construction is undertaken by subcontracting arrangement. As a
result, this may account for the high application of the subcontracting
arrangements. The high rating for partnering can be associated with its win-win
nature of relationship between organisations. For example, Hamel (1991) stated
that a non-adversarial relationship is one of the important organisation abilities that
accounts for organisational learning where working with others is concerned. The
other learning mechanisms within the dimension of integrating work with learning
are characterised by a low application to construction contractors' learning. In
particular, the use of mergers and acquisitions were least employed for construction
contractors' learning. Figure 6.2 shows that over 60 per cent of the construction
contractors had never used acquisitions with other construction contractors or used
mergers with non-constructions contractors for the purpose of learning.
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6.4.3 Research and learning from others
Figure 6.3 presents the results of learning mechanisms that characterised addressing
improvement of construction contractors by undertaking investigations within their
organisations or with other companies through research schemes. It also presents
results of construction contractors' learning from others or with other companies.
The use of in-house research features prominently of the various forms of learning
mechanisms that support learning by undertaking investigations within a firm or
with other companies. However, the use of licence agreements with construction
and non-construction companies were least applicable to construction contractors'
learning. Over 60 per cent of construction contractors surveyed had never used
license agreements for the purpose of learning.
Learning from others by the construction contractors surveyed was characterised by
the application of inter-company learning networks followed by use of experienced
practitioners that tutored their organisations on new ways of working from
practices of other companies. The use of ad-hoc work groups between construction
contractors for the purpose of learning from others was the least used among
construction contractors surveyed.
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6.4.4 Mechanisms for learning about new developments
Figure 6.4 presents the results of the application of various forms of mechanisms
for learning about new developments in the business environment by construction
contractors surveyed.
The use of internal seminars on new developments ranked highly for learning about
new development in the business environment. About 42 per cent of respondents
had employed internal seminars on new developments of the business environment.
The uses of internationally based networks and contacting staff from innovative
companies for learning were least applicable to the construction contractors
surveyed. About 45 per cent of the construction contractors had never used
international based networks or benefit learning from contacting staff of innovative
firms.
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6.4.5 Renewal and vision learning
Figure 6.5 presents the results of various learning mechanisms for renewal and
learning about the future possible business processes. It can be observed that the
use of employees to configure new ways of working ranked highest of the three
forms of learning mechanisms. Learning at this dimension by renewing business
processes was followed by use of continuously changing ways of working. Such a
process involved deliberate improvement changes to business processes as a result
of the evolving business environment with passage of time. Adapting or mirroring
forms of working practices from the external business environment was the least
technique used for construction contractors' learning.
Two forms of company learning mechanisms, namely multi-scenario planning and
search conferences comprised the future learning dimension. One of the objectives
about learning future possible business processes is to anticipate change (de Geus
1997). It can be observed that the application of multi-scenario planning
characterised learning about future possible business processes of construction
contractors. However, the majority of construction contractors had never used
search conferences for learning about future possible business processes.
Baburoglu and Garr (1992) stated that search conferences are a recent but poNserful
technique for organisational learning that are still not well known in certain
industries of the business community.
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6.4.6 Rankings of learning mechanisms
Table 6.3 presents the rankings of the learning mechanisms based on the mean
score ratings by construction contractors' responses within each of the learning
dimensions that contribute to learning of a construction contractor. The following
ranked highest per learning dimensions of the construction contractors: use of
training, use of project teams, informal sharing of knowledge, use of reviews on
failures, use of subcontract arrangements, use of in-house research, use of inter-
company networks, use of internal seminars on new developments, use of
employees to autonomously configure business processes and use of multi-scenario
planning.
Table 6.3: Rankings of learning mechanisms of construction contractors
Learning mechanisms Mean
score
Rank per
learning
dimension
Overall
raking
Addressing improvement through continuous learning of employees.
Use of training 2.82 1 1
Self-learning of individuals 1.87 2 16
Learning schemes supported by contractor 1.26 3 34
Addressing improvement through use of teams.
Use of project teams 2.24 1 6
Use of in-house team learning 1.98 2 11
Use of re-engineering teams 1.58 3 24
Use of value analysis teams 1.46 4 25
Use of internal benchmarking teams 1.42 5 27
Use of quality circles 1.12 6 37
Addressing improvement through internal sharing of knowledge.
Informal sharing of knowledge 2.57 1 2
Use of cross-functional teams 2.21 2 7
Use of group-ware supported learning 1.65 3 21
Addressing improvement through reviews.
Reviews on failures 2.47 1 3
Reviews on successes 2.29 2 5
Continued
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Table 6.3 (Continued): Rankings of learning mechanisms of construction
contractors
Learning mechanisms Mean
score
Rank per
learning
dimension
Overall
raking
Addressing improvement by integrating work with learning.
Use of subcontracting arrangements 2.02 1 10
Use of partnering arrangements 1.91 2 14
Use of joint venture arrangements 1.67 3 20
Use of consortia arrangements 1.31 4 31
Use of alliancing arrangement 1.31 4 31
Use of engineering contract arrangements 1.30 5 32
Use of acquisitions of construction firms 0.94 6 40
Use of mergers with construction firms 0.50 7 45
Use of acquisitions of non-construction firms 0.44 8 46
Use of mergers with non-construction firms 0.38 9 47
Addressing improvement by research schemes within a firm or with others.
Use of in-house research 1.60 1 23
Use of communication of expertise 1.06 2 38
Use of joint research with university 0.87 3 41
Use of research contracts 0.85 4 42
Use of joint research with construction firms 0.81 5 43
Use of licence agreements with construction firms 0.38 6 47
Use of licence agreements with non-construction
firms
0.31 7 48
Addressing improvement by learning from others.
Use of inter-company networks 1.80 1 17
Use of experienced practitioners 1.69 2 19
Use of consultants 1.53 3 24
Use of corporate mentoring 1.37 4 28
Use of external benchmarking 1.33 5 30
Use of ad-hoc work groups between firms 1.22 6 36
Continued
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Table 6.3 (continued): Rankings of learning mechanisms of construction
contractors
Learning mechanisms Mean
score
Rank per
learning
dimension
Overall
raking
Addressing improvement from new developments in the business environment.
Use of internal seminars on new developments 2.40 1 4
Use of external seminars on new developments 2.14 2 8
Attracting staff 2.02 3 10
Use of professionally based networks 1.96 4 12
Use of employee based networks 1.89 5 15
Use of trade association based networks 1.75 6 18
Review on innovations 1.61 7 22
Use of technology based networks 1.44 8 26
Use of industry exhibitions 1.28 9 33
Research and development networks 1.24 10 35
Use of industry shows 1.22 11 36
Use of theme based networks 1.06 12 38
Use of socially based networks 1.02 13 39
International based networks 0.87 14 41
Contacting staff from innovative firms 0.80 15 44
Addressing improvement by renewal of business processes.
Employees configuring new ways of working 2.05 1 9
Continuously changing business processes 1.96 2 12
Adapting the variety in the environment 1.93 3 13
Addressing improvement learning about future possible business processes.
Use of multi-scenario planning 1.37 1 29
Use of search conferences 0.94 2 40
6.5 CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS' ATTRIBUTES AND
LEARNING MECHANISMS
Construction contractors were characterised by attributes that are commonly
employed in the business community, namely age and size. Such attributes were
aimed at exploring any connection to construction contractors' application of
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learning mechanisms. The exploration was undertaken with the following.
attributes:
• age in terms of number of years of a construction contractor in business;
• size in terms of number of employees of a construction contractor; and
• size in terms value of financial turnover of a construction contractor.
Table 6.4 presents correlation coefficients between construction contractors'
attributes and various mechanisms for company learning. The value of the
coefficient indicates the strength of the relationship.
Table 6.4: Contractors' attributes and learning mechanisms
Learning mechanisms and Spearman coefficients
Learning mechanisms
Age Size of contractor
Number of Number of Financial
years employees turnover
_
Addressing improvement through continuous learning of employees.
Use of training 0.1856 -0.1105 -0.0863
Self-learning of individuals 0.2582 -0.1619 -0.1801
Use of learning schemes supported by contractor 0.2900* -0.0737 -0.1283
Addressing improvement through use of teams.
Use of project teams 0.1194 -0.1066 -0.1600
Use of in-house team learning 0.1728 -0.0867 -0.1808
Use of re-engineering teams 0.1724 0.1234 0.3958**
Use of value analysis teams 0.3020* 0.2635 0.2700*
Use of internal benchmarking teams 0.2758* 0.1605 0.1635
Use of quality circles 0.0671 0.0273 -0.0216
Addressing improvement through internal sharing of knowledge.
Informal sharing of knowledge 0.0237 -0.1232 -0.2208
Use of cross-functional teams 0.2335 0.1013 0.1568
Use of group-ware supported learning 0.1338 0.1698 0.1737
Addressing improvement through reviews.
Reviews on failures 0.0390 -0.3127* -0.2305
Reviews on successes 0.0593 -0.2599 -0.1941
*Sign. LE .05 ** Sign. LE .01 (2-tailed)
Continued
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Table 6.4 (Continued): Contractors' attributes and learning mechanisms
Learning mechanisms and Spearman coefficients
Learning mechanisms
Age Size of
contractor
Number of Number of Financial
years employees tumover
Addressing improvement through internal sharing of knowledge.
Use of subcontracting arrangements 0.2568 -0.2534 -0.1678
Use of partnering arrangements 0.1988 0.0357 -0.0474
Use of joint venture arrangements 0.1825 -0.1108 0.0263
Use of engineering contract arrangements 0.1854 0.1951 0.1636
Use of consortia arrangements 0.3265* 0.0968 0.0713
Use of alliancing arrangement 0.1731 0.0573 -0.0614
Use of acquisitions of construction firms 0.2288 0.2143 0.1609
Use of mergers with construction firms 0.2238 0.1619 0.1346
Use of acquisitions of non-construction firms 0.0988 0.0852 0.0715
Use of mergers with non-construction firms 0.1400 0.1063 0.1007
Addressing improvement by research schemes within a firm or with others.
Use of in-house research 0.3167* 0.1559 0.0473
Use of communication of expertise 0.1492 0.0450 -.0306
Use of joint research with university 0.3765.* 0.1926 0.2170
Use of research contracts 0.2751* 0.1326 0.1244
Use of joint research with construction firms 0.3687.* 0.2404 0.3205*
Use of licence agreements with construction firms 0.1359 0.3021* 0.1655
Use of licence agreements with non-construction
firms
0.518 0.3770* 0.3179*
Addressing improvement by learning from others.
Use of inter-company networks 0.1059 0.0881 0.0407
Use of experienced practitioners 0.2787* -0.2057 -0.2481
Use of consultants 0.1716 0.0853 0.1128
Use of corporate mentoring 0.0412 0.0706 0.1038
Use of benchmarking 0.3596.. -0.0641 0.0404
Use of ad-hoc work groups between firms 0.3216* 0.1644 0.2578
*Sign. LE .05 ** Sign. LE .01 (2-tailed)
Continued
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Table 6.4 (Continued): Contractors' attributes and learning mechanisms
Learning mechanisms and Spearman coefficients
Age Size of
contractor
Learning mechanisms Number of Number of Financial
years employees turnover
Addressing improvement from new developments in the business environment.
Use of internal seminars on new developments 0.2000 0.1472 0.0785
Use of external seminars on new developments 0.2347 -0.1731 -0.1104
Attracting staff 0.0563 -0.3246 . -0.1988
Use of professionally based networks 0.2455 -0.3604 .. -0.2500
Use of employee based networks 0.1565 -0.0693 -0.1207
Use of trade association based networks 0.2070 -0.2122 -0.2537
Review on innovations 0.0521 -0.2955. -0.2957.
Use of technology based networks 0.1157 -0.0148 0.1908
Use of industry exhibitions 0.1462 -0.1636 -0.2855.
Use of research and development networks 0.1616 0.0402 0.2773.
Use of industry shows 0.1091 -0.2298 -0.3248.
Use of theme based networks 0.4323.. 0.0304 0.1365.
Use of socially based networks 0.1754 -0.0704 -0.0033
International based networks 0.2010 0.1540 0.2949.
Contacting staff from innovative firms 0.0565 -0.2114 -0.3526..
Addressing improvement by renewal of business processes.
Allowing employees configuring new ways of working -0.1244 -0.2210 -0.1169
Continuously changing business processes 0.1 2 56 -0.1692 -0. J268
Adapting the variety in the environment 0.0122 -0.2133 -0.1339
Addressing improvement learning about future possible business processes.
Use of multi-scenario planning 0.0153 0.1906 0.1111
Use of search conferences .00473 0.1568 0.1834
*Sign. LE .05 ** Sign. LE .01 (2-tailed)
6.5.1 Use of learning mechanisms by company age
The uses of most learning mechanisms by construction contractors were not
significantly correlated to company age. However, the use of the following
learning mechanisms were significantly correlated to age of construction
contractors at p <.05 level: learning schemes supported by contractor; value
analysis teams; consortia arrangements; in-house research; communication of
expertise; joint research with university; research contracts; experienced
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practitioners; and ad-hoc work groups between firms. Whereas, the use of: external
benclunarking; theme based networks; and joint research with construction firms
were significantly correlated to age of construction contractors at p <.01 level.
6.5.2 Use of learning mechanisms by company size
Most of the learning mechanisms were not significantly correlated to size of
construction contractor by number of employees. However, learning from reviews
on failure and the use of license agreements were correlated to age of construction
contractors at p<0.05 level. The use of professionally based networks and
attractions of staff from other organisations by construction contractors were
significantly correlated to size of construction contractor at p <.01 level.
6.5.3 Use of learning mechanisms by value of financial turnover
Most of the learning mechanisms that were significantly correlated to size of
construction contractor by value of financial turnover at p<.05 and p<.01 fall under
the dimension of addressing improvement from learning about new developments
in the business environment, which included use of: review on innovations;
industry shows and exhibitions; research and development based networks;
internally based networks and contacting staff from innovative companies. Other
learning mechanisms that were significantly correlated to size of construction
contractor were the use of re-engineering teams, value analysis teams, joint
research with construction firms and license agreements with non-construction
firms.
6.6 CONTRACTORS' ATTRIBUTES AND LEARNING
MECHANISMS
Table 6.5 presents the results of comparing application of company learning
mechanisms to various groupings of construction contractors by:
• age in terms of period of a construction contractor in business;
• size in terms of both the number of employees and the value of financial
turnover; and
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• construction type in terms of new work or both new and maintenance work.
The usage of the following learning mechanisms among construction contractors
by age classes of less than 20, over 20 but less than 40 and over 40 years (i.e.
young, maturing and old as defined by Pearn et al (1995)) show significant
differences:
• use of learning schemes supported by contractor;
• use of internal seminars
• use of cross-functional teams
• use of reviews
• use of partnering
• use of consortia
• use of j oint research with university
• use of research contracts
• use of joint research with construction firms
• use of experienced practitioners
• use of external benchmarking
• use of ad-hoc work groups between firms; and
• use of theme based networks.
The size of construction contractors by number of employees as defined by Harvey
et al (1997) showed significant differences at p<.05 andp<.01 levels with respect to
use of license agreements and consortia arrangements. However, no significant
differences at p<.05 level existed in the application of learning mechanisms by
value of construction contractors' financial turnover classes (i.e. forty million
sterling pounds or less and over forty million sterling pounds classes as defined by
Commission of the European Communities (1997)). Equally, no significant
differences were observed in the application of the learning mechanisms in terms of
whether the construction contractors dealt with only new work or both new and
maintenance work.
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6.7 CONTRACTORS' LEARNING MECHANISM RATINGS
The average ratings (R) as discussed in Section 6.2.1, served as means for
establishing construction contractors:
• common mechanisms for learning;
• potential learning mechanisms for construction contractors;
• mechanisms that were not used for learning by construction contractors.
The application of the company learning mechanisms were segmented by the
following construction contractors' attributes:
• number of years in business by a construction contractor;
• size of construction contractors by average number of employees;
• financial turnover of a construction contractor;
• type of work; and
• type of build.
6.7.1 Construction contractors' common learning mechanisms
Table 6.6 profiles the extent to which various company learning mechanisms were
employed by construction contractors. The two upper categories represented by
3.50.< R  4.00 and 2.50.< R  3.50 (i.e. as defined by Section 6.2.1) captured
company learning mechanisms that were 'always' or 'very frequently' used for
construction contractors' learning. Such company learning mechanisms represent
the common practice of construction contractors surveyed for attaining
improvement. From Table 6.6 it can be observed that the following company
learning mechanisms characterised common learning practices of construction
contractors:
• use of training;
• use of project teams;
• use of informal sharing of knowledge;
• use of reviews on failures;
• use of reviews on successes; and
• use of internal seminars on new developments.
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6.7.2 Construction contractors' potential learning mechanisms
The third and fourth categories 1.50 < R  2.50 and 0.50< R  1.50 (i.e. as defined
by Section 6.2.1) represented a group of learning mechanisms that can offer
potential learning mechanisms for impacting improvement on construction
contractors. The group comprises the largest number of learning mechanisms that
support various learning dimensions in Table 6.6 and has already contributed to
learning of manufacturing firms (Barnett 1994; Pedler et al. 1997).
6.7.3 Construction contractors' inapplicable learning mechanisms
The last category represented by 0.0  R  0.5 (i.e. as defined by section 6.2.1)
comprised learning mechanisms that were not used by construction contractors for
the purpose of learning in Table 6.6. In particular, the use of license agreements
with non-construction firms, use of license agreements with construction firms, use
of acquisitions with construction firms and use of acquisitions with non-
construction firms featured prominently as learning mechanisms that were not used
for learning of construction contractors.
6.8 SUMMARY ON LEARNING MECHANISMS
This chapter has presented the results of a survey of learning mechanisms on
construction contractors. The summary findings of the results on learning
mechanisms used by construction contractors are detailed below.
The chapter has established the learning mechanisms that support various learning
dimensions by mean scores of construction contractors' responses. Each of the
learning mechanisms that was employed to imbibe knowledge and other stimuli
from the internal or external business environments was ranked within each of the
learning dimensions that contributed to learning of construction contractors,
namely:
• addressing improvement through continuous learning of employees;
• addressing improvement through use of teams;
• addressing improvement through internal sharing of knowledge;
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• addressing improvement through undertaking reviews;
• addressing improvement through integrating work and learning;
• addressing improvement through undertaking investigations within a firm or
with others;
• addressing improvement by learning from others;
• addressing improvement from seeking new development in the business
environment;
• addressing improvement by renewing business processes; and
• addressing improvement by learning about future possible business processes.
The relationships between learning mechanisms and attributes in terms of age, size
and work types of construction contractors were established. Equally, the
similarities and differences in the application of learning mechanisms by
construction contractors with respect to the organisational attributes were
identified. Such relationships have enriched the understanding of learning
behaviour of construction contractors of the generic tools employed by companies
for learning thereby address their improvement.
The common learning mechanisms, potential learning mechanisms and
mechanisms that were not used for imbibing knowledge and other stimuli in the
internal and external business environments by construction contractors have been
identified. The majority of the learning mechanisms offer potential for learning of
construction contractors. The next chapter, discuses the results of the dimensions
for construction contractors' learning and the factors that facilitate generative or
double loop learning to occur.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
SURVEY OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS' LEARNING
DIMENSIONS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The previous chapter focused on learning mechanisms that construction contractors
employed to imbibe knowledge from their internal and external business
environments associated with dimensions for company learning. This chapter
presents the results of the dimensions for learning and the factors that provide
condition for generative or double loop learning to take place. The chapter discusses:
• the survey approach of the learning antecedents of large and medium construction
contractors;
• the results of construction contractors' learning dimensions;
• the results of the factors that provided condition for generative or double loop
learning of construction contractors;
• the results of the link between dimensions for learning and factors that provide
double loop learning; and
• the results of the link between dimensions for learning and financial performance
of construction contractors.
7.2 SURVEY APPROACH
The survey approach involved eliciting data from construction contractors based on
the dimensions that contribute to company learning and factors that set the condition
for generative or double loop learning as shown in Appendix II. Chapter 5 has
outlined the initial development stages for the learning framework of construction
contractors. This section briefly discuses:
• scaling and measurement for data elicitation;
• data analysis of the survey of construction contractors;
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• survey sample of construction contractors;
• construction contractors learning framework piloting;
• survey administration and responses; and
• characteristics of responding construction contractors.
7.2.1 Scaling and measurement for data elicitation
Data from large and medium construction contractors' learning were collected by a
ranking scale measuring instrument. The basis of the ranking scale approach was a
description of a good practice to a bad practice for each of the dimensions for learning
and the factors that facilitate double loop learning. The description of the learning
practice was translated into numerical scales against which construction contractors
measured themselves. The previous chapters have reported on the extensive literature
review that identified for each process, the characteristics associated with success and
failure in learning new ways of working.
In order for construction contractors to assess their learning, a six point score was
employed which was repeated for each of the learning dimensions and the factors that
contribute to company learning. This was also consistent with scales that other
researchers and institutions have employed in auditing management processes such as
Chiesa et al (1996), the European Construction Institute (1996) Campbell and Cairns
(1994) and National Institute for Standards and Technology (1992).
7.2.2 Data analysis of survey of construction contractors
The methods that facilitated data interpretation are shown below and have been briefly
discussed in the sections that concern the analysis:
• mean scores;
• gap analysis;
• correlation;
• regression; and
• statistical tests.
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7.2.3 Survey sample of construction contractors
The sample frame was construction contractors operating in the United Kingdom. In
order to lend the sample to the study of the learning antecedents, the research targeted
construction contractors that had operational and organisational structures as the most
appropriate population for this research. Medium and large construction contractors
with at least a total number of eighty employees were contacted. A sample size of one
hundred and thirty was required of 'large and medium construction contractors' as
outlined in Chapter 1. Such construction contractors were compiled from:
• New Civil Engineer (1994; 1995; 1996; 1997); and
• Construction News (1996) for the top one hundred contractors;
• European Construction Institute (1997) for list of UK contractors; and
• Financial Analysis Made Easy (FAME 1997).
7.2.4 Construction contractors' learning framework piloting
While all profit making organisations in various industries are a part of a business
process, there are arguments that construction contractors are somehow different from
other business organisations. For this reason, it was important to develop a learning
framework that mirrored the characteristics of construction contractors while at the
same time adapting strategies of the wide business community. It underscores the fact
that construction contractors are also part of and not apart from the general business
community (McGeorge and Palmer 1997). In this respect, the learning framework
was piloted with twenty (20) construction contractors. The main outcome of the pilot
stage related to some of the terminologies that had not yet crossed the Atlantic from
the USA. Nineteen (19) directors found the terminology used in describing levels of
learning for the dimensions for learning satisfactory. Sixteen (16) construction
directors found the terminology used in describing the factors that facilitate generative
learning or double loop learning with no problems in understanding. Alternative
terms were used for the main survey in order to make the learning framework more
effective.
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Figure 7.2: Characteristics of construction contractors by number of employees
7.3 RESULTS OF DIMENSIONS FOR CONTRACTORS'
LEARNING
This section presents and discuses the results of the dimensions that contribute to
construction contractors' learning in terms of:
• distribution of contractors' responses on learning dimensions; and
• mean scores and gap analysis on learning dimensions.
7.3.1 Distribution of contractors' responses on learning dimensions
Figure 7.3 presents the percentage distributions for the survey results on the ten
dimensions for learning. The various dimensions for company learning facilitated the
assessment of construction contractors' learning capabilities. The individual level
learning dimension stands out in that the greatest proportion of construction
contractors were fully committed to continuous learning of their employees at level
five.
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7.3.2 Mean scores and gap analysis on learning dimensions
Equation (7.1) presents the formula for computing the mean scores on the dimensions
for learning. The mean scores helped to evaluate the learning capabilities of
construction contractors' responses about how they appropriated and imbibed
knowledge from the various dimensions for learning for the purpose of improvement.
MLD — 5( 1 6) +	 5 ) + 301 4) + 2 (1-1. 3) + 1 01 0 + 0010 
(126 + P-5 + 114 + 1-1.3	 1-1 2 +110
	 equation (7.1)
Learning organisations are associated with examining how effective their company
learning is (Goh and Richards 1997). Gap analysis is one of the tools that pinpoints
the weaknesses and strengths and highlights those areas that require an in-depth
examination. Barnett (1994), equally, stated that gap analysis is associated with tools
for continuous improvement often observed in learning organisations. Equation (7.2)
presents the formula for calculating the average gap on the learning dimensions of the
construction contractors surveyed.
Gap = (1) - MLD 	 	 equation (7.2)
where:
MLD = mean score on learning dimensions;
(I) = the highest learning level on a learning dimension;
t . = frequency for the level of learning of a contractor for a learning dimension.
The sections that follow discuss the dimensions for construction contractors' learning
with reference to Figures 7.4 and 7.5, namely: individual learning; use of teams;
internal sharing of knowledge; learning from reviews; integrating work with learning;
research within or with other firms; learning from other firms; renewal of business
processes; search for new development and learning about future possibilities.
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Individual learning dimension
Figure 7.4 presents a spider chart that has mapped the aggregated scores on learning
levels of construction contractors. It can be observed that the individual learning
dimension stands out. Equally, Figure 7.5 shows that the individual learning
dimension has the least gap. Focusing on the individual learning dimension can result
in a critical mass of people within the organisations of construction contractors who
may be learning and developing continuously. However, it is important for
organisations to acquire a capacity of learning effectively from other dimensions.
Such an approach underscores the notion that some forms of learning are unavailable
to a company from the individual learning dimension (Pearn et al. 1995). Focusing on
one learning dimension can result in linear developments of a company within
accepted boundaries (Handy 1994).
Commitment to use teams for addressing improvement
The application of teams for addressing improvement within construction companies
occurred to a lesser extent compared to addressing improvement by the individual
learning dimension as shown in Figure 7.4. The gap between the use of teams is
about twice that of individual learning dimension as depicted in Figure 7.5.
Commitment to the use of teams involves an organisation actively encouraging
addressing its improvement by mobilising individual talents through synergy of team
mindsets. Generally, the totality of ideas produced by a team is greater than an
individual alone can generate. Such application of teams for improvement manifests
in self-directed teams, high-commitment teams, focused teams and autonomous
groups. A critical activity of such teams is to monitor their learning processes and
find ways of improving continuously how the teams learn to address the challenges of
the organisation. Within construction most activities and decisions take place within
teams due to the nature of the construction environment. However, the focus should
be more on team learning than team building (Senge, 1990). The former promotes
innovation in terms of efficiency and effectiveness on methodologies of working
styles within a corporate establishment whilst the latter can be limited to efficiency
improvement (Garvin 1993).
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Internal learning by sharing knowledge
Figure 7.4 shows the results of learning by sharing knowledge within construction
companies. The use of teams and internal sharing of knowledge depict a marginal
difference in Figure 7.5. This is the level where communication about problems and
opportunities need to be clear, fast, focused and crossing function and sub-unit
boundaries of a company. The objective of encouraging internal learning is to
capitalise on insights that arise by combining knowledge from different dimensions of
the firm's functions (Nonaka 1991). In addition, within organisations some processes
require improvement by inspiring and tapping knowledge from other employees,
sections, functions and business portfolios of the company. Internal learning occurs
through sharing information with the objective of creating new knowledge for
improvement of an enterprise. This may take place in the form of informal and formal
learning styles supported by information technology facilities. The formal learning
focuses on functions where people are brought together with express purpose of
learning.
Learning from reviews
Figure 7.4 shows results of audit on addressing improvement through review for
lessons learned from either success or failures of a construction contractor. The
occurrence of learning from reviews was almost similar to sharing of knowledge
internally among construction contractors surveyed as shown in Figure 7.5. Learning
from either failure or success reviews form part of the learning dimension of a
company and offer considerable potential to construction contractors whose business
is predominantly of a project in nature. Both similar and new work activities may
benefit from lessons learned from reviews. As a result, contractors that cannot
remember the factors that influenced their failures are likely to repeat their mistakes.
Likewise, past successes forgotten will not be repeated unless the success factors are
understood. Thus, a construction contractor must have the capability for collecting
lessons and deciding which to apply and how as part of managing its knowledge
assets.
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Integrating work and learning
Figure 7.5 shows that addressing improvement through integrating work and learning
had the largest gap. This form of learning involves application of work-based
collaborative relationships such as: affiancing; joint ventures; consortia; partnering;
subcontracting; and engineering agreements as a means for promoting learning with
other organisations. It may also involve the application of non-collaborative or non
co-operative arrangements in the form of mergers and acquisitions (Hamel 1991).
Much of the construction industry is characterised by relationships that mitigate
learning through the application of either collaborative or co-operative arrangements
(Latham 1994). The results are in agreement with the view of Hamel (1991) who
stated that adversarial relationships limit company learning by means of collaborative
and non-collaborative strategies.
Research within and between firms
Figure 7.4 shows the results of construction contractors' learning through research
within and between firms. This form of learning enjoyed a low profile since it was
amongst the least employed to address their improvement. The gap reflected in
Figure 7.5 is the second largest from learning through research within and between
construction contractors. The International Public Relations Associations (1992)
equally stated that much of the construction industry is characterised by a lower level
of research and development than other industries. Learning through research within
and between firms takes place in the form of improvement activities on their business
processes. Such schemes are: internally based when a company has the capability to
undertake the study: through use of contracts where another firm undertakes the study
on behalf of another firm; and those that capitalise on joint research and development
partnerships based on their value chain.
Learning from other firms
Learning from others had the third largest gap as shown in Figure 7.5. This form of
learning involves: benchmarking; corporate mentoring; inter-company networks; use
of consultants; and ad hoc work groups. Companies can be considered captives of
their own paradigms, exposure to different approaches of working can lead to
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improvement for some of their business processes. The objective of learning from
others comes from the realisation that cross-fertilisation often promotes innovations
and is a quicker means of leveraging what others have developed over time than doing
it alone (Garvin 1993). The behaviour of the surveyed construction contractors is
consistent with other researchers. For example, Pedler et al (1997) stated that ability
to forge relationships is an organisational ability that influences successful learning
outcomes from others. Many firms within construction industry are not involved, for
example, in supply chains and networks found in manufacturing industry, which are
an effective means of transferring knowledge and innovation (International Public
Relations Association 1992). Equally, the European Commission (1994) stated that
many cultural factors exist among construction organisations that mitigate against a
more dynamic approach to learning from others.
Continuous renewal of business processes
The occurrence of this form of learning involves renewal of all business processes
such as: culture; employee mindsets; technology; management; operational
procedures; and others. An organisation must not only acquire knowledge from its
internal and external business environments but must also renew its business
processes in quest of organisational effectiveness and innovation. It can be observed
that most construction contractors perceived that this form of learning was occurring
as the gap shown in Figure 7.5 is the second smallest. There are cases where firms
become vulnerable to failure because they have not acquired a capability to renew
their business processes in face of the changing business environment (de Geus 1997).
This is one of the key determinants of an organisation's culture that should manifest
itself in the values of a construction contractor and should be reinforced throughout
the organisation as a means of achieving desired outcomes.
Scanning for new developments
Learning about new developments in the business environment had the third least gap
among the variables that contribute to company learning as shown in Figure 7.5. This
form of learning involves seeking to know and comprehend the current realities within
the business environment in which construction contractors operate. The business
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environment is evolving (McGeorge and Palmer 1997), as a result, contractors must
learn all they can about the current realities of the business environment. For
example, Gerlach et al (1992) stated that the movement towards stronger involvement
in use of networks for most companies in manufacturing and service industries reflect
the fact that sources of innovation or new ways of working have become diverse.
Consequently, a contractor who is inward-looking may become 'blind' to its own
beliefs and suffer from dearth of ideas.
Vision learning dimension
The gap in 'vision' learning shown in 7.5 was the fourth largest among the
dimensions that contribute to company learning. By engaging in vision learning,
construction contractors may ask what their organisations will be doing in the future
and how they may equip themselves to cope with situations and contexts that can only
be imagined. A low learning or big gap on 'vision' learning often leads to a reactive
approach to meeting the challenges of the business environment (Baldwin et a). 19971.
Change usually surprises such organisations which often drives them out of business
(Taylor 1997). Equally Goh and Richards (1997) stated that the rapidly changing
business environment should prompt managers to seek new ways of working and
develop the capability for continuous adaptation and more importantly capable of
anticipating change.
7.4 RESULTS OF FACTORS THAT SUPPORT LEARNING
This section presents and discusses results of the factors that support learning of a
construction contractor in terms of:
• distribution of factors that facilitate double loop learning; and
• mean and gap analysis of factors for double loop learning.
7.4.1 Distribution of factors that facilitate double loop learning
Figure 7.6 presents the percentage distribution of the factors that provide conditions
for double loop learning to take place. The factors are support mechanisms that
facilitate learning as part of a self-sustaining and dynamic learning culture of an
organisation. Less than 45 per of the construction contractors surveyed supported
their learning at level five for any of the learning constructs for the purpose of
promoting learning new ways of working as espoused by the wide business
environment.
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7.4.2 Mean and gap analysis of factors for double loop learning
Equation (7.3) and (7.4) present formulae for computing the mean scores atm gap
analysis on the constructs that promote double loop or generative learning.
MLA —
5(7c)+4(7c5)+3(7c4)+2(7(3)+10t2)+0(7ci) 
(Tr 6 ± TC 5 +7t 4 +7t 3 +7t 2 -I- TC 1 )
	
equation (7.3)
Gap = (I) -MLA 	 equation (7.4)
where:
MLA = mean score on support level for an archetype for learning;
(I) the highest support level for an archetype for learning;
rc, = frequency for the level of support for a learning for a contractor; and
i = is an integer.
The sections that follow discuss the factors that facilitate generative or double loop
learning with reference to Figures 7.7 and 7.8, namely: objective progress on learning
(concern for measurements of business processes); climate of openness; committed
leadership to learning; rewarding innovations; shared vision; systems thinking;
personal mastery; and mental modelling.
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Objective progress on learning
Objective progress on learning seeks to promote learning by charting improvement of
the business processes of a construction contractor by means of measurement tools.
Figure 7.8 shows that measuring qualitatively or quantitatively the progress of
improvement of construction business processes had the third largest gap among the
variables that facilitate generative learning. The notions espousing measurement are
essential in current management thinking where learning should not only be
meaningful and manageable but also measurable for progression towards a learning
culture (Garvin 1993). There is an old maxim about quality that says, to improve
anything, it must first be measured. Learning without evaluation is like taking a test
and not knowing how well one has performed. Evaluation is a natural component of
the management process. Considerable company learning evolves from responding to
the feedback that metrics provide which underscores the need for their existence in a
firm. Such metrics need not be quantitative in nature. For example, qualitative
assessments on business processes based on subjective impressions can provide a
quick feedback on company learning (Nevis et. 1995 and Littlewood 1995).
Climate of openness
A climate of openness involves an organisation encouraging a culture that empowers,
emphasising openness, trust, responsible authority, free information flow and the need
for creativity where experimentation and mistakes are accommodated. It can be
observed that the gap for a climate of openness is the smallest in Figure 7.8.
Construction contractors that want to survive and strive for improvement should not
only learn to improve their current activities by means of adaptive learning but also by
questioning what is currently being done. To support such forms of learning,
everything must be open and knowledge and ideas must flow freely throughout the
organisation (Senge 1991). However, the challenge can be impoverished by the
domination of a self-supporting set of views, experience and perspectives (Argyris
1990). Furthermore, a climate of openness provides a number of advocates within an
establishment who can challenge the status quo.
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Committed leadership to learning
The results show that leadership, as means for promoting learning, rated second
amongst the various factors that facilitate generative learning presented in Figure 7.8.
Committed leadership to learning involves managers articulating the vision and
communicating the learning-orientated values of their enterprises through the roles of:
leading; facilitating; and continuous learning manager (Senge 1990). The leadership
role involves the critical role of sustaining organisational learning. It also involves
initiating a process by means of which others in the organisation can develop a similar
awareness and understanding so that they can be involved in diagnosing and
implementing change programmes. The facilitating role is also crucial, managers
need to understand what hinders and helps organisational learning and avoid
behaviour that inhibit company learning. The leader is also an individual who may
need help to understand how learning occurs. Argyris (1991) stated that managers can
be enthusiastic about continuous improvement in others but are often the biggest
obstacle because they may have little understanding on how it applies to themselves.
Moreover, managers may feel that they cannot be seen to be learning because
acknowledging the need to learn implies a lack of knowledge that undermines their
credibility as leaders (Senge 1991).
Rewarding innovations
Rewarding innovation involves strategies that construction contractors employ to pay
individual or teams for improvement their business processes. It can be observed that
rewarding innovations had the second largest gap of the factors that influence
generative learning in Figures 7.7 and 7.8. In learning organisations, any innovation
that occurs no matter how small, is celebrated in order to sensitise learning values of
an organisation where rewards are awarded to individuals, teams, groups, departments
and portfolios of a company (Redding and Catallanelo 1994). This is by far one of the
most consistent managerial practices that is observed in learning organisations (Goh
and Richards 1997). Construction organisation's systems need to support such
practice where incentive systems for example, should be designed to reward
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innovation that brings about their improvement in such a way that it promotes the
learning values of a construction contractor.
A shared vision
A shared vision involves experiencing a common sense of direction of how the
company must transform to survive in the future. A vision that when compared
against today's realities: necessitates continuous quests for better ways of working;
and demonstrates that a construction contractor is not a helpless victim of
uncontrollable forces but an agent of change. A shared vision gives dignity and
meaning to employees and increases the chance that members will be inspired to
contribute to the improvement of an enterprise (de Geus 1997). It can be observed
that 'sharing of vision' rated third among the factors that promote generative learning
in Figures 7.7 and 7.8. Senge (1990) stated that building a shared vision especially of
a future desired state creates tension that leads to learning. Once employees
understand the vision and the organisational current status that are able to help
overcome the gap in company learning (Goh and Richards 1997).
Systems thinking
Systems thinking involves addressing improvement by focusing on inter-relationships
to derive lasting solutions and not merely quick fixes. It is not only a powerful tool
for addressing improvement but also a way of thinking that can be employed naturally
by companies. The results show that systems thinking had the fourth smallest gap in
Figures 7.7 and 7.8. The key features of systems thinking are to distinguish the
patterns that lie behind events and to look at relationships between events (Senge
1994). A key message is that the situation will worsen unless the whole system is
dealt with. Such a view should prompt employees: to think beyond the immediate
symptoms of a problem; to understand the interdependence of key factors; to look for
systemic solutions to problems whether or not they lie outside their immediate sphere
of influence; and to encourage a long-term thinking approach rather than short-term
reactions. Within construction contractors, it requires developing all employees as
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natural systems thinkers who should embody principles in their decision-making and
problem-solving processes.
Personal mastery
Personal mastery relates to all employees within an establishment gaining a clarity of
their values and visions as well as identifying and overcoming self-imposed
limitations. Figure 7.8 shows that it was the fourth largest gap among the factors that
promote generative learning. Personal mastery enables individuals within an
organisation to realise more of their working potential from which a company can
benefit. A construction contractor develops along with its employees and must
establish conditions that encourage and support individuals who want to increase their
own. In order to keep learning of a construction contractor alive, it should be related
to an individual's own vision. As such, a company must harness the potential of
employees to shape its future otherwise it risks harnessing the potential of a narrow
band of individuals who may be unrepresentative of the diversity of people in the
wide business environment (Senge 1994).
Mental modelling
Mental modelling relates to an ability to bring to the surface what shapes the thinking
styles, beliefs and actions of employees in their approach to addressing improvement.
Figure 7.8 shows that mental modelling had the largest gap among the factors that
promote generative learning. The result was consistent with the views advanced by
Majekodunmi and Smith (1997) that the construction industry is plagued with
conservatism and lack of change of attitude. Actions of people are governed by
mindsets that guide their behaviour acquired over time. Behaviours can be passed on
within organisations and mindsets are usually change resistant if not given an
opportunity to be updated (Vogt 1993). Unless a construction contractor acquires a
capability to help its employees comprehend their way of thinking, learning can be
impaired (Slocum et al. 1994). Mental modelling is particularly important in order to
overcome conservatism. Managers may cling to values that may not be appropriate or
obsolete in today's business environment. Mental modelling is an approach for
exposing the mindsets of individuals to provide a platform for questioning and
updating them (Senge 1994).
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7.5 CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS' LEARNING
PRACTICES
The relationships of the variables for construction contractor's learning were
examined by computing correlation coefficients and focused on:
• correlation of all variables for construction contractors' learning;
• link between the dimensions for construction contractors' learning and the factors
that promote generative or double loop learning; and
• link between dimensions for company learning and financial performance.
7.5.1 Correlation of construction contractors' variables for learning
Table 7.1 presents the statistics for Spearman correlation coefficient. The value of the
coefficient indicates the strength of the relationship between the variables for
company learning. In particular, objective progress on learning was correlated to the
largest number of dimensions for learning. Mental modelling and committed
leadership to learning had the second largest numbers of variables that were at least
statistically significant correlated to dimensions that contribute to learning of
construction contractors at p<.05 level. Sharing of a vision presented the third largest
number of variables of dimensions that contributed to learning of construction
contractors that were statistically correlated at
Table 7.1: Correlation matrix of company learning variables
L, L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L, L10
F1 0.4395' • 0.0516 0.3685" 0.5337" 0.3842" 0.2630 0.3274" 0.403" 0.4613" 0.5371"
F2 0.1636 0.2146 0.4280" 0.3060' 0.2293 0.2303 0.1622 0.3182' 0.1880 0.4523"
F3 0.2923' 0.1804 0.4810" 0.2597' 0.3612" 0.1299 0.2623' 0.3641" 0.3333" 0.2489
F4 0.4298" 0.0260 0.0653 0.3959" 0.1675 0.2442 0.5071" 0.3429" 0.1397 0.4865"
F5 0.4977" 0.0531 0.3959" 0.3710" 0.1932 0.0719 0.1986 0.5119" 0.3228* 0.3562"
F6 0.1677 0.1045 0.2498 0.3495" 0.2604* 0.08842 0.1762 0.4070" 0.2814' 0.2185
F7 0.3725" 0.0237 0.1498 0.2720' 0.2159 0.1115 0.4022" 0.2534 0.2687* 0.4631"
F8 0.4570" 0.2909* 0.1605 0.3991" 0.0937 0.2793' 0,5504" 0.3599" 0.1512 0.58-8"
*Significance. LE .05 **Significance. LE .01, (two-tailed test), n =59
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Where:
F 1 Objective progress on learning; L I Individual learning dimension;
F2 Climate of openness; L2 Use of teams for improvement;
F3 Committed leadership to learning; L3 Internal sharing of knowledge;
Fet Rewarding innovations; L4 Learning from reviews;
F5 Shared vision; L5 Integrating work and learning;
F6 Systems thinking; L6 Research within or with other firms:
F7 Personal mastery; L7 Learning from others;
F8 Mental modelling; 1, 13 Renewal of business processes;
L9 Search for new developments; and
L10 Learning about future possibilities
(vision learning).
p<.051evel. Whereas, rewarding innovations and personal mastery featured the fourth
largest number of variables statistically correlated to dimensions that contributed to
learning of construction contractors at p <.05. Finally, climate of openness and
systems thinking showed statistically positive correlation with the least number of
variables that contribute learning of construction contractors.
7.5.2 Link between dimensions and factors for company learning
Figure 7.9 presents a scatter diagram for construction contractors' learning in terms of
the sum of scores on dimensions and factors that contribute to double loop or
generative learning computed by equations (7.5) and (7.6).
i=n
L = E	
	 equation (7.5)
t=1
i=m
F = E 	 equation (7.6)
s=1
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Where:
L = sum of scores of dimensions for company learning;
F= sum of scores for factors that promote double loop learning;
n = 10, i.e. the number of learning dimensions;
m = 8, i.e. the number of factors that promote double loop learning;
= score on each learning dimension for a construction contractors; and
a, = score on each factor for double loop learning for a construction contractors.
A Spearnrnan correlation coefficient of 0.74 was obtained between the sum of scores
on learning dimensions and the sum of scores on factors that promote double loop for
company learning. The result was significant providing strong evidence for a positive
association between the two in a two tailed test at p<.01 level. Thus, construction
contractors with low scores on the factors that facilitated double loop or generative
learning experienced correspondingly low levels of company learning.
7.5.3 Dimensions for company learning and financial performance
The relationship between construction contractors' learning and performance in terms
of average financial value per employee was examined. The financial measures were
taken over a period of five years a typical cycle that medium and large companies
within the business community take strategic decisions. The relationship between
company learning and financial performance was based on the rankings of the
average:
• gross profit per employee; and
• financial turnover per employee.
Figure 7.10 presents the relationship of financial performance and construction
contractors' learning. Spearman coefficient values of 0.16 and 0.05 were obtained.
Although the values were insignificant a positive link exists in terms of construction
contractors' learning and financial performance.
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7.5.4 Correlation coefficients and dimensions for learning
Table 7.2 shows the correlation coefficients among the learning dimensions. The size
of the value depicts the strength of the correlation. The renewal dimension i.e. L9
improvement of construction business processes where learning occurs through
behaviour change (Crossan 1995), is highly correlated to the learning dimensions that
influence cognition change. Although only the individual learning dimension was
significantly correlated to profit per employee of construction contractors at p<.05
level, most learning dimensions show positive link to profit and financial turnover per
employee.
Table 7.2: Correlation coefficients and dimensions for learning
Correlation matrix Spearman coefficients
L 1 .2879. .1934
L2 .0567 .0887 .0689
L3 .1030 .1425 .2804* .4084•
L4 .0740 .0021 .5036t 1786 .2993•
L5 .0341 .0790 .2456 .3560t .3255 • .3894t
L6 .0551 .1384 .1052 .2347* .3114• .3264 • .2696•
L7 .1158 .1035 .3417t .2107 .4170t .3789t .2494 .3591 t
L8 .0730 -.0107 .3653t .2556 .4366t .4355t .1737 .2089 .3120*
L9 .0681 -.0157 .3161. -.1378 .2957• .2979* .3273 • .3209 . .2701 .3935t
LIO .1953 -.2229 .3214* .1136 .1405 .4354t .2213 .3408• .3950t .2979* .3276•
Profit per
employee
Turnover per
employee L,1 L2 L3 1.4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9
*Significance LE .05 tSignificance LE .01
7.6 REGRESSION OF COMPANY LEARNING VARIABLES
Very little empirical work exists that has investigated the relationships of the factors
of double loop learning with company learning and the dimensions for learning with
performance (Jashapara 1995). The lack of empirical work is pli771ing because
learning has been one of the influential determinants for change (de Geus 1997).
Empirical studies have been suggested as means that can accelerate practical
application of company learning (Garvin 1993; Calvert et al. 1994). The gap can be
bridged in part by the present study, which represents a scarce investigation of the
antecedents that contribute to construction contractors' learning. The empirical
investigation was based on multiple regression analysis.
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The concept of multiple regression analysis is identical to that of simple regression
analysis except that two or more independent variables are used simultaneously to
explain the dependent variable. The multiple regression analysis is based on equation
7.7.
C =a + b1 x 1 -1- b2 X2 b3 X3 b4 X4 	 b,ixn 	 equation (7.7)
Where:
C = dependent variable;
a = the constant; and
b i ....b„ the partial regression coefficients for x,....x„.
The investigation focused on regressing the following:
• factors that promote double loop learning on contractors' dimensions for learning;
and
• dimensions for learning on construction contractors' financial performance.
7.6.1 Double loop learning factors and dimensions for learning
The investigation of the factors that promote double loop learning of contractors'
learning was based on the total score of construction contractors' dimensions for
learning as the dependent variable and the factors that provide the condition for
double loop learning as the independent variables. It involved regressing the variables
by the following methods:
• all-included; and
• stepwise.
All-included regression analysis and factors for double loop learning
The all-included regression assessment allows the evaluation of the significance of all
predictor variables. The expression shown below presents the all-included regression
analysis of the eight factors that facilitate generative or double loop learning.
A =1.26F, + 0.55F2 + 0.77F3 + 0.92F4 +1.00F5 +1.22F6 — 0.70F7 + 0.85F8 +17.30
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where:
= objective progress on learning;
F2 = climate of openness;
F3 = committed leadership to learning;
F4 = rewarding innovations;
F5 = shared vision;
F6 = systems approach;
F7 = personal mastery;
F8 = mental modelling; and
A
	
= sum of scores of construction contractors learning dimensions.
The results of the coefficients of all-included regression of the eight independent
variables (double loop learning factors) on construction contractors' learning (in terms
of sum of scores for dimensions for learning) are presented in Table 7.3. The order of
contribution of the factors that provide condition for double loop learning (predictors)
on the dependent variable is determined by the order of magnitude of beta values,
which are correlation coefficients as though there was only one independent variable.
Table 7.3: Coefficients of all-included regression and factors for double learning
Venable Unstandardized
Coefficients and
order of variables
Standardized
Coefficients
t value Sign 95% Confidence
Interval for B
Correlations Collineanty Stansncs
B Order Std.
Error
Beta For B For t Lower
Bound
Upper
Bound
Zero-
order
Partial Part Tolerance VIF
Constant 17.295 3.116 5.550 .000 11.036 23.555
F 1 1.265 1 .568 .305 2.225 .031 .123 2.406 .613 .300 .196 .414 2.418
F2 .555 8 .614 .099 .904 .371 -.678 1.788 .440 .127 .080 .642 1.559
F3 .772 7 .748 .120 1.032 .307 -.730 2.274 .475 .144 .091 .575 1.738
F4 .920 4 .491 .200 1.872 .067 -.067 1.907 .405 .256 .165 .684 1.462
F5 .997 5 .705 .165 1.413 .164 -.420 2.413 .540 .196 .125 .568 1.761
F6 1.225 2 .550 .226 2.227 .030 .120 2.329 .443 .300 .196 .753 1.328
F2 -.700 6 .580 -.141 -1.209 .233 -1.864 .464 .385 -.168 -.107 .569 1.757
Fg .852 3 .478 .202 1.781 .081 -.109 1.813 .533 .244 .157 .601 1.664
The summary statistics for the analysis are presented in Table 7.4. The multiple R
(0.78) is the correlation of the eight independent variables with the dependent variable
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after all the intercorelations among the eight independent variables are taken into
account. The R2 (0.61) is actually the square of the multiple R (0.78)2. The DF
(degrees of freedom) is the number of independent variables (8) and residual is the
total number of completed responses for all variables in the equation (n), minus the
number of independent variables (K) minus 1. In this case (n-K-1) is 50. The F static
produced (F=9.84) was significant at the p = 0.001 level.
Table 7.4: All-included regression analysis on factors for double loop learning
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Multiple R 0.782 Regression (mean square) 197.272
R2 0.611 Residual (sum of squares) 1002.360
Adjusted R2 0.549 Residual (mean square) 20.047
Standard error 4.477 F value 9.840
Regression (sum of squares) 1578.183 DF regression
3Significant of F value 0.001 DF residual 50 
D urbin-Waston test 2.117
1
The coefficient of determination is a measure for validity (i.e. goodness of fit) of the
combined effect of the independent variables on the dependent variable. According to
Cohen and Holiday (1996), R2 49% is considered a good relationship. Construction
contractors' learning (by means of total scores of the learning dimensions as a
dependent variable) was significantly explained by the eight independent variables
(i.e. factors that facilitate generative or double loop learning) at p =.001 level with a
coefficient of determination (R2 ) of 61 per cent as shown in Table 7.4.
The independence and normality of the residual term can be checked by Durbin-
Waston test. The independence of error by the Durbin-Waston static varies between 0
and 4. A value close to zero or four indicates a positive autocorrelation and a negative
autocorrelation respectively. The Durtan-Waston value of 2.11 was obtained showing
near independence of the residual term. The assumption of normality of the residuals
was not violated as shown by Figure 7.11. Further evidence of the normality of
residual terms is confirmed by Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.11: Histogram of standardised residual on contractors' learning
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Figure 7.12: Normal P-P plot of standardised residual on contractors' learning
Stepwise regression analysis and factors for double loop learning
Stepwise regression technique uses an F value to enter independent variables in a
regression equation and another F value to remove independent variables that has
been selected at an earlier stage. In management science, the probability of F for p <
0.05 and p <0.1 are employed to enter and remove independent variables respectively
(Sekaran 1992). The technique allows the investigation of different combinations of
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independent variables. The selection criteria are usually based on partial correlation,
coefficient of determination, R2 and whether the inclusion of the variable would be
significant, which are tested by the F distribution. Independent variables are added as
long as their correlation coefficients are statistically significant. Independent
variables may also be dropped if their predictive power drops to a non-significant
level. The results of stepwise regressing the eight learning factors that facilitate
double loop learning as independent variables are presented in Tables 7.5 and 7.6. It
can be observed that three variables: objective progress on learning; shared vision;
and mental modelling were proved to be significant in determining double loop or
generative learning of construction contractors surveyed at p <.05 level and accounted
for 54 per cent for the variation on the dependent variable with a high normality of the
residuals Durbin-Waston of 2.05.
Table 7.5: Coefficients of stepwise regression and factors for double loop learning
Constant
and
variable
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t value for B and 95°. Confidence
Interval for B
Correlations Coll ineanty
Statistics
B Std.
Error
Beta t Sign for t. Lower
Bound
Upper
Bound
Zero-
order
Partial Part Tolerance
Constant 29.371 1.559 18.84 .000 26.250 32.493
F1 2.543 .434 .613 5.862 .000 1.674 3.411 .613 .613 .613 1.000
Constant 26.931 1.650 16.31 .000 23.625 30.236
F1 1.961 .445 .473 4.404 .000 1.069 2.852 .613 .507 .429 .824
F8 1.407 .452 .334 3.113 .003 .501 2.312 .533 .384 .303 .824
Constant 21.932 2.300 9.536 .000 17.323 26.540
F 1 1.373 .463 .331 2.967 .004 .446 2.301 .613 .371 .271 .670
F1 1.356 .424 .322 3.196 .002 .506 2.206 .533 .396 .292 .822
F5 1.848 .629 .306 2.939 .005 .588 3.107 .540 .368 .269 .769
Table 7.6: Stepwise regression and factors for double loop learning
R R Square Adjusted R
square
Std. error of th
estimate
Predictors Degree of
freedom
Durbin-Watson F value
.613 .376 .365 5.3146 F1 57 34.362
.684 .468 .449 4.9507 F1, Fg 56 24.664
.735 .540 .515 4.6440 F1, F5, F5 55 2.056 21.550*
*Significance LE. p<0.001
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7.6.2 Financial performance and dimensions for learning
The link between financial performance and learning involved investigating
construction contractors' learning and the average gross profit and turnover per
employee. Most research in company learning has only advocated theoretically the
link between learning and performance (Barnett 1994). In order to assess the link
between financial performance and learning, the financial measures were evaluated in
terms of value per employee to take account of the sizes of construction contractors.
Average gross profit and financial turnover per employee became dependent
variables. The predictor variables were the ten dimensions for learning of a
construction contractor.
All-included regression on the learning dimensions
The expressions below present the results of regressing all the ten dimensions for
learning of construction contractors on performance in terms of average profit and
financial turnover per employee respectively.
P = 43.75L1 +10.744 +12.534 —19284 —17.644 +4.01L6 +339L7 —12.864 +4.264 +111.464, —154.10
T= 495.20L, — 76.394 + 111.644 —189.664 + 127.46L 5
 + 227.40L6 + 36.00L7
—142.03L8 —91.79L9
 —333.42/10 +991.34
Where:
L1 = individual learning dimension; L7 = learning from others;
L2 = use of teams for improvement; L8 = renewal of business processes;
L3 = internal sharing of knowledge; L9 = search for new developments;
L4 = learning from reviews; L10 = learning about future possibilities;
L5 = integrating work and learning; = average gross profit per employee; and
L6 = research within or with other firms; = the average turnover per employee.
The results of regressing the ten independent variables against the dependent variables
both average gross profit and average financial turnover per employee can be seen in
Tables 7.7 and 7.8.
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Table 7.8: Summary statistics of all-included regression on performance
Parameter	 Assessment on	 Assessment on financial
profit per employee turnover per employee
Multiple R
R2
Adjusted R2
F (value)
Significance of F
Regression (sum of squares)
Regression (mean square)
Residual (sum of squares)
Residual (mean square)
Standard error
DF (regression)
DF (residual)
Durbin-Waston test
0.597
0.357
0.195
2.215
0.036
94875.18
9487.52
171289.50
4282.240
65.44
10
40
2.01
0.536
0.287
0.104
1.57099
0.152
9712276.67
971227.67
241108449.03
618226.90
786.274
10
39
2.67
All included regression analysis and dimensions for learning
The all-included regression assessment of the ten independent variables on
performance in terms of the average gross profit per employee of large and medium
construction contractors was significant at p<.05 level and accounted for 36 per
cent of the variation. A high normality of the residuals was obtained that resulted
with a 2.01 Durbin-Waston value showing near normality of residuals confirmed
by Figures 7.13 to 7.16.
The all-included multiple regression assessment of the ten independent variables on
average financial turnover per employee was insignificant at p<0.05 level although
it accounted for 29 per cent of the variation. The Durbin-Waston value of 2.67 was
obtained. The order of contribution to the dependent variable are presented in
Table 7.6. The individual learning, learning from other companies and search for
new developments in the business environment resulted with the same order in
contributing to performance of construction contractors in terms of average profit
and financial turnover per employee.
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Std. Dev .89
Mean 0.00
N51.00
EC
rzt, 44
Std Dev .89
Mean 0.00
N = 50.00
•
•
•
	 •
	 ••.
-1.50	 -1.00	 -.50	 0.00	 .50	 1.00	 1.50	 2.00
-1.25	 -.75	 -.25	 .25	 .75	 1.25	 1.75	 2.25
10
-1.50	 -1.00	 -.50	 0.00	 .50	 1.00	 1.50	 2_00
-1.25	 -.75	 -.25	 .25	 .75	 1.25	 1.75	 2.25
Regression standardised residual
Figure 7.13: Standardised residual on average profit per employee
Regression standardised residual
Figure 7.14: Standardised residual on average turnover per employee
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1.00
.50.
.25.
0.00
0.00	 .I5	 .30	 .15	 1.00
0.00
0.00	 .25	 .0	 .75	 1.00
Observed cumulative probability
Figure 7.15: Standardised residual on average gross profit per employee
Observed cumulative probability
Figure 7.16: Standardised residual on average financial turnover per
employee
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Stepwise regression and learning dimensions
Further analysis of stepwise regression assessment indicated that the individual
learning dimension was significant at p<.05 level on average gross profit per
employee. Stepwise regression of the learning dimensions on average financial
turnover were found to be insignificant at p<.05 level. The results of stepwise
regressing the ten independent variables on average gross profit per employee are
presented in Table 7.9.
Table 7.9: Statistics of a stepwise multiple regression and performance
Stepwise multiple regression analysis of dimensions for learning and average gross
profit per employee
Parameter _ Value Parameter Value
Multiple R 0.431 Regression (sum of squares) 49429.91
R2 0.186 Regression (mean square) 49429.918
Adjusted R2 0.169 Residual (sum of squares) 216734.758
F value 11.175 Residual (mean square) 4423.158
Significance of F 0.002 Standard error for L I 12.413
Beta .431 Constant -152.721
Unstandardised coefficient for L I 41.496 Durbin-Watson 2.292
7.7 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Construction contractors' learning was modelled based on the following variables:
individual learning dimension; use of teams for addressing improvement; internal
sharing of knowledge; learning from reviews; integrating learning and work;
research within or with other firms; learning from others; renewal of business
processes; search for new developments; and learning about future possibilities.
Parallel to the learning dimensions, the drivers for generative learning or double
loop learning were based on the following variables; objective progress on
learning; climate of openness; committed leadership; rewarding innovations; shared
vision; systems thinking; personal mastery; and mental modelling. Most of the
constructs that provide condition for double loop or generative learning were found
to be significantly correlated at p<.01 level. Equally, the examination of the
relationships between construction contractors' learning by means of dimensions
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that contribute to company learning and factors that provide generative or double
loop learning was highly correlated with a Spearman value of 0.74. The value was
found to be significant at p<.01 level.
The gap analysis has shown that construction contractors focused their learning on
the individual learning dimension whereas addressing improvement by means of
integrating work with learning and undertaking investigations within or with others
firms was least experienced. Equally, construction contractors focused on a climate
of openness as a means of promoting learning whereas mental modelling and
rewarding innovations were least encouraged for overcoming specific barriers to
company learning.
The link between construction contractors' learning and factors for learning was
empirically tested. Much of literature on company learning focus on high
philosophy and metaphors (Garvin 1993). A similar view is held by Ulrich et al
(1993) who comment that 'to date there have been far more thought papers on
learning matters than empirical research on how managers can build learning
capabilities'. The results of the regressing on the drivers for generative learning on
construction contractors' has significantly accounted for 61 per cent of the variance
at p<.001 level. Further analysis by stepwise regression has shown that objective
progress on learning or concern for measurement of business processes, shared
vision and mental modelling were proved to be significant at p <.05 level. This
study is one of the first to validate the link between learning achievement and
elements that have been espoused to promote company learning.
The link between financial performance in terms of average gross profit and
turnover per employee was also investigated. The regression assessment on profit
has demonstrated some link between performance in terms of average profit per
employee with a coefficient of determination of 36 per cent, which was statistically
significant at p< .05 level. This was considered reasonable as it has to be pointed
out that the relationship may not exactly be linear. The regression assessment on
average financial turnover per employee was found to be insignificant at p<.05
level although it accounted for 29 per cent of the variance.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CASE INTERVIEWS OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS'
LEARNING
8.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the dynamics that underly construction contractors' learning as
business entities based on interviews with construction executives and information
documented in their annual reports. The objective was to develop an understanding of
the different aspects for medium and large construction contractors' learning in order
to complement the quantitative findings and validate the framework for learning. The
chapter discuses:
• process of selecting construction contractors;
• analysis of dimensions that contribute to construction contractors' learning; and
• analysis of factors that support construction contractors' generative learning.
8.2 PROCESS OF SELECTING CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACTORS
The subject of study is a sensitive area and often deals with issues of confidential
strategies that shape the current and future position of an organisation. Consequently,
willingness of construction contractors to participate in the research was a crucial
aspect in the selection process. Construction contractors were selected from a list of
medium and large construction contractors who had participated in the questionnaire
survey of Appendix II. Equally, construction contractors were selected on the basis of
having some formalised learning strategies based on results of the quantitative
analysis in Chapter 7 and willingness of the contractors to participate in the research
study. Multiple case studies were employed in order to enrich the understanding
construction contractors' learning. This was undertaken by interviews with
construction executives and information derived from annual construction contractors'
reports that documented their activities. Table 8.1 presents the sizes of construction
contractor case companies involved in this research study.
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Table 8.1 Construction contractors interviewed
Size of
contractor
Employee
number
Financial turnover
(million)
Case construction contractor
Large 22500 2118 Case construction contractor A
Large 5000 933 Case construction contractor B
Medium 500 215 Case construction contractor C
Large 9000 1200 Case construction contractor D
_
Medium 80-599, Large 600 and over
A semi-structured interview questionnaire was sent to construction executives after
access was granted. The interviews focused on the dynamics of learning underlying
the framework established in this study as discussed in Chapter 5. The interviews
lasted between thirty minutes to one hour. Since learning antecedents involved a
number of issues that cross functions of a construction contractor, additional
telephone interviews facilitated the examination of the areas that the initial
construction executive who had granted access to the company could not provide.
Appendix VIII presents the themes emerging from the interviews and construction
contractors' documents that were examined.
Every effort was made to avoid possibilities of bias in the course of interviews that
may influence the qualitative data analysis in this study. The researcher was aware of
avoiding prejudice stemming from either the researcher or the respondent. The former
was abated by open and non-leading questions (Easterby-Smith et al. 1991). The
latter bias was controlled by deciphering the directors' thoughts into theoretical
themes related to literature in this study.
The data analysis involved exploring the themes and patterns revealed in the
interviews and the documented activities of construction contractors in their annual
reports to draw similarities or differences between theoretical and empirical data on
learning of a construction contractor as an entity.
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Learning of
individual
employees
8.3 ANALYSIS OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS'
DIMENSIONS FOR LEARNING
Construction contractors' learning as a business entity was perceived to result from a
number of dimensions. Learning from the various dimensions was both reactive and
proactive. Each of the learning dimensions is explored below with respect to its
contribution to construction contractors' learning from their annual reports and
interviews data:
• individual learning;
• team learning;
• internal sharing of knowledge;
• learning from reviews;
• integrating work with learning;
• undertaking investigations within and between firms;
• learning from or with others;
• continuous renewal of business processes;
• environmental scanning for new developments; and
• learning about possible future business processes.
8.3.1 Learning from the 'individual learning' dimension
The 'individual learning' dimension was found to feature highly for learning of
construction contractors studied by the details of their programmes involved for
addressing their improvement. For example, Figure 8.1 illustrates the various learning
Figure 8.1: Diagram showing dynamics of learning at the individual level
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strategies that were used to address the 'individual learning dimension' by the case
construction contractors. Construction contractors employed internal courses tailored
to their own needs to promote learning through individual employees, whenever the
necessary resources and capabilities could be organised internally. External courses
were employed where construction contractors needed to benefit from the knowledge
of experienced practitioners or consultants. Such courses were conducted for senior
management and learning took place away from their organisations. Equally, part-
time courses for technical and managerial development sometimes leading to an
award of a degree were means that construction companies addressed learning at the
individual level.
Training contracts were another source of learning at the individual dimension. For
example, a construction contractor funded training courses for undergraduates
registered with the company, upon completion, the trainees received professional
training. The self-learning strategy involved learning, which was undertaken by
individual employees who sought to continuously update themselves. For example,
'learning centres' furnished with learning resources such as real time video footage of
project activities, simulations computer project activities on safety and quality, books
and other literature or hardware were some of the techniques that construction
contractors pursued to support self-employee learning.
8.3.2 Construction contractors' team learning approach
The organisational structure and culture of construction contractors dictated team
development for learning among the companies interviewed. In addition,
autonomously configured teams by employees were another form that promoted team
learning within construction contractors surveyed. The latter, were specifically
employed for resolving problems and seeking alternative ways of workin g especially
at the operational level. Figure 8.2 shows the particular team strategy that drove
improvement of construction contractors examined.
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Team development
dictated by structure
and culture of
contractor
Self-organised
teams
, 
(Use of team learning to
address improvements
Learning from
internal sharing of
knowledge
,
Low	 autonomy	 High
4
Figure 8.2 Diagram for team learning
8.3.3 Construction contractors' internal sharing of knowledge
approach
An important dimension that contributed to the learning of interviewed construction
contractors was the sharing of knowledge for purposes of learning. Collison (1997)
stated that effective sharing of knowledge for the purpose of learning is a key
competence that differentiates successful companies in today's business environment.
The common emerging theme for learning through sharing of knowledge reduced to
two dimensions as shown in Figure 8.3. Both strategies were encouraged for learning.
Figure 8.3: Diagram for internal sharing of knowledge
For example, a representative of Case contractor B pointed out that:
"Within our organisation we learn by sharing knowledge from the different
business units of the company where we come together and learn together".
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Cross-functional and cross-level teams were established as a means for sharing and
creating knowledge quickly. Although both informal and formal methods of sharing
knowledge were encouraged, the informal method took prominence within
interviewed construction contractors' organisations. The application of information
technology for electronic learning net or a networked learning was another enabler
emerging within the examined case construction contractors. Information technology
aided the free flow of information to empower people and facilitate collective
learning. Such strategies included the application of:
• interne,
• intranet and
• computer mediated communication systems.
8.3.4 Construction contractors learning from reviews
Learning from experience was a recurring theme that emerged among interviewed
construction contractors. Construction contractors sought lessons learned by
undertaking reviews as much of their business was project orientated with a high
recurrence. Figure 8.4 shows the techniques that the case construction contractors
employed. The representative of the case construction contractors perceived learning
from lessons learned from past experiences as an important dimension that
contributed to the success of their subsequent construction operations.
Reviews on
	 Reviews on
failures
	 successes
Lessons to be
learned
Figure 8.4: Areas that contributed to learning from reviews
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However, learning from this dimension was much more reactive. Much of this
reactive learning was characterised by consequences of problems or mistakes. For
example, a representative of Case construction contractor A stated that:
We learn a great deal from our mistakes and make sure that lessons are
documented and disseminated within our organisation to ensure that we
benefit from subsequent project operations. We would like to learn from our
successes as well".
8.3.5 Integrating learning and work
In the current business environment, many companies are increasingly looking for
new ways of developing relationships with their clients, subcontractors and even their
competitors (Kanter 1994). The diagram shown in Figure 8.5 shows two important
areas that contributed to addressing improvement by integrating work with learning
by construction contractors examined.
Figure 8.5: Diagram for integrating learning and work
However, the notion of integrating work with learning was relatively new among the
interviewed construction contractors when considering learning at an organisational
level as compared at the individual level where learning and work were highly
integrated within their organisations. While the choice of partners for the case
construction contractors was often made on financial grounds, collaborative work-
arrangements based on operational synergy were likely to do best. Mutual trust and
commitment were hard to achieve but where it worked the need for close co-operation
with others imposed a distinct set of requirements on construction contractors
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including the need for emphasis on learning. For example, Case contractor A
performed a number of its large construction contracts in joint venture or consortia
with other construction contractors with a primary objective for sharing resources and
risk.
8.3.6 Learning from other construction contractors
Learning from other construction contractors involves to a number of approaches that
construction contractors may undertake to leverage experiences of others. Typical
examples of this form of learning include the application of benchmarlcing, corporate
mentoring and job ex-changes. However, the construction directors who were
interviewed perceived the concept of a 'structured' learning strategy from others as
gradually diffusing into the construction industry. For example a representative of
Case contractor B stated that:
"We learn a great deal from others as a result of our business empire which
has a number of business portfolios. However, construction contractors as
such have particular problems with sharing knowledge. They see knowledge,
as power and as a result sharing becomes a problem. In addition, the current
nature of business in the construction industry perpetuates a culture which is
competitive and adversarial and poses problems to sharing or learning from
contractors".
Nevertheless, the web of relationships construction contractors had with their
subcontractors, clients and business partners was a potential and a rich source for
learning. Therefore, a construction contractor's ability to network was emerging as
one of the key areas of organisational ability for learning.
8.3.7 Undertaking research within a firm or with others
Construction contractors generally sell their capabilities or their know-how to
customers, unlike organisations in the manufacturing industry who sell products. The
intensity of undertaking investigations or research is more pronounced in the latter
industry and often includes product development apart from continuous improvement
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Research for
purposes of
learning
new ways of
working
of existing processes and products (Young 1995). However, with the changing
business environment investigations for the purpose of learning new ways of working
are not only related to product innovations but also management innovations (Stata
1989). Most learning among construction contractors surveyed from this dimension
involved two areas as illustrated in Figure 8.6.
Figure 8.6: Diagram for learning by research
For example, Case contractor A promoted learning initiatives of its business portfolios
by research, conducted either internally based through the group's international
network technology centres or through collaborative research with universities and
research institutions. The Case contractor A believed that this was one way of
bringing new sources of knowledge for meeting long-term management and
technology challenges.
8.3.8 Renewal of business processes
Renewing business processes involve the domain of learning strategies that shapes the
operational and strategic activities of a construction contractor. For example, Figure
8.7 illustrates various business processes that require continuous improvement in
terms of quality improvements, efficiency, effectiveness or by conceiving new ways
of working for meeting the challenges of the changing business environment. Crossan
(1995) stated that learning is not only 'knowledge acquisition or creation' but also
must lead to a 'change in behaviour' where the knowledge acquired translates into
actions for meeting the challenges of the business environment'.
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Figure 8.7: Cluster diagram for renewal of business processes
For example, the creation of the new organisation within Case contractor A
responsible for winning and executing projects is a typical example of renewing
business processes in the interest of efficiency and effectiveness. If a company builds
a capacity to do what it has always done in the face of a changing business
environment, the building of that capacity and the development of the adaptive
response is by definition a creative act (Baldwin et al. 1997). A representative of Case
contractor A stated that:
"We modify our business processes according to knowledge that we have
at hand in order to ensure that our operations are effective and efficient".
8.3.9 Environmental scanning
The construction business environment is evolving due to socio-political, legislation,
quality assurance, technology and management paradigm shifts and pressure
(McGeorge and Palmer 1997). Such forces create the need to learn and understand
the business environment that a construction contractor operates or hopes to operate.
Learning from the business environment was concerned with the critical question of
how construction contractors can learn from their environment. The emerging themes
for understanding their business environment pursued by the construction contractors
surveyed were:
• use of market intelligence;
• use of individuals especially to search and collect information;
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• analysing of external developments; and
• disseminating the new knowledge throughout the organisation into operating
practices.
As part of understanding the business environment that it operates, Case contractor D
has made the following statement:
"It takes a vision for us to learn. Using our market intelligence and in-depth
knowledge we are constantly searching for tomorrow's answers today. It is an
integral part of our success and we believe it is a responsibility that every
company should assume".
While Case contractor A stated that (annual report 1997):
"We are continuing to review the potential impact on our business of the
information technology issues arising from the year 2000 AD and we are
instigating remedial work where required. Reviews have been undertaken in
all business units with the progress of the programme being monitored
centrally".
The two examples from Case contractors A and D show one underlying theme, the
'need for learning about the business environment' that the construction contractors
operate.
8.3.10 Vision learning
The construction business environment is characterised by over-capacity. There are
too many construction contractors chasing too far few jobs (Pettinger 1998). Parallel
to this over-capacity is the changing business hence construction contractors have to
be highly innovative to remain competitive. Such forces should prompt the need for
construction contractors to learn about the future by developing the capacity to
identify, respond and benefit from future realities in order to meet the challenges of
the business environment. One emerging theme from the Case contractors used was
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the application of 'search conferences' for searching possible futures and generating
strategies and action plans. Search conferences encourage diversity where a cross
section of as many interested parties of the whole system participates to construct
future scenarios. For example, a representative of Case contractor C stated that search
conferences enhance a shared understanding (through a cross-section of member
representatives of the organisation) and greater commitment to act as well as
increasing the range of possible actions.
8.4 ANALYSIS OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS'
FACTORS THAT SUPPORT LEARNING
Learning requires setting conditions that should encourage generative or double loop
learning of the individuals, teams and the organisation (Argyris 1977). This is a key
step in becoming a learning organisation (Goh and Richards 1997). The growth in
awareness for the need to encourage and support construction contractors' learning
has raised many issues pertaining to elements that facilitate generative or double loop
learning. The factors that provide condition for generative or double loop learning are
discussed with respect to data of from construction contractors' interviews and annual
reports and focus on:
• objective progress on learning (i.e. measurement of company business processes);
• climate of openness;
• commitment of leadership to learning;
• rewarding innovations;
• shared vision;
• systems thinking;
• personal mastery; and
• mental modelling.
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8.4.1 Concern for measurement
The importance of metrics in total quality programs has been well documented for
target-setting programs such as management by objectives (Schmidt and Finnegan
1992). The measurement and the search for appropriate instruments are a critical
aspect of learning. It entails developing internally or externally based measuring
instruments for charting progress of business processes of a construction contractor.
For example, Case contractor A believed concern for measurement was one of the
reasons for their success in construction operations as it helped propel new levels of
company learning. Such measurements were related to quality, cost, time and their
combinations for the assessment of their business processes.
Case contractor D believed that unless measurements were made, the basis for
assessing how good or bad the business processes of an organisation were within the
company and compared to others could be difficult to determine and stated that:
"What we have developed [in our company ] is a way of measuring behaviour
which we have linked to culture of the organisation and to the business plan.
We decided to share our plan and ideas with Engineering Construction
Industry Training Board which resulted in the award of the Innovation
Grant 31
8.4.2 Climate of openness
The concept of a climate of openness was addressed by various strategies to promote
company learning. The strategies that the case construction contractors used
involved:
• providing an atmosphere where communication about work and learning was
encouraged;
• acknowledging and celebrating learning of individuals and teams;
• encouraging free flow of information;
• creating a context to learn form the past;
• encouraging calculated risks and experimentation;
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• providing an atmosphere where mistakes were accommodated and lessons applied;
and
• integrating staff development to the business plan.
Case contractor A stated that the 'quality of its employees' was an issue that has
received great attention. The contractor has sought to promote a suitable working
environment for its employees. For example, the contractor is committed to a climate
of openness by having a variety of strategies for open communication and promotion
of wide spread of knowledge within and among business units. Its annual report
(1997) has documented the following on the issue:
"We recognise that people are crucial for success of the business. We seek to
provide an open, challenging, rewarding and participative environment for all
workers in the company".
8.4.3 Committed leadership to learning
Managing construction contractors' learning requires appropriate leadership. The
style of leadership influences the quality of learning (Senge 1990). Such leadership
should be aimed at eliminating barriers and constraints witliffi the organisation to
overcome the self-reinforcing loops of individual and organisational defences. For
example, organisational cultures can be very ambiguous, as unwritten rules may
regulate organisational behaviour. Such behaviours may dictate the people who are
supposed to learn and change, what their interests are and how they perceive the
organisation's structure, culture, processes and goals. The case construction
contractors managed learning from three different organisational positions.
• Local line managers who undertook meaningful experimentation to test whether
new learning capabilities actually lead to improved business results.
• Executive managers, who provided support for line managers in developing
infrastructures and lead by example in a gradual process of evolving the norms
and behaviours of a learning culture.
• Internal networkers who moved freely about the organisation to find those who
were predisposed to bringing change to help in organisational experiments and to
aid in diffusing new learning.
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8.4.4 Rewarding innovations
The concept of rewarding innovations from the case construction contractors involved
the utilisation of incentives. An incentive influences employees to act in certain ways.
Learning incentives are tools an organisation can employ to motivate individuals and
groups to contribute to company improvement. Two emerging approaches undertaken
by the construction contractors surveyed involved the use of celebrating achievements
and rewarding the results for learning and increased performance. The former
involved celebrating the achievement for acquiring a certain level of training, and
performance and communicating the achievements throughout the organisation. The
latter involved rewarding the results for improved performance or innovative
development such as:
• increased productivity;
• increased value of the individual to the organisation;
• increased skills or demonstrated competencies; and
• use of new skills.
8.4.5 Shared vision
A vision is a goal that, for example, a construction contractor has identified and is
working towards. The case construction contractors perceived that an ideal mission of
an organisation to be conceived from shared vision. Once a shared vision had been
identified, the driving force for change came from a creative tension which was the
difference between current reality what the construction contractors were and the
shared vision what the construction contractors wanted to become. With truly
committed members, the creative tension should drive the organisations towards their
goals. For example, case contractor C's mission was to create value for its
shareholders by developing 'edge technology' solutions for engineering contracting
and construction services and stated in its annual report (1997) that:
"Good, motivated people working well together towards a common goal
[shared vision] was the best guarantee for success in their efforts to serve
shareholders well".
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8.4.6 Systems thinking
Through systemic issues and relationships, construction business process
improvement require to be approached from multiple directions and several points.
Before deciding to improve anything, an organisation must study and evaluate the
current situation especially its own capabilities. Without the full awareness and
appreciation of the current situation, it may not be possible to immediately grasp what
should be done well and what might be improved or changed. There are many issues
that interrelate and the need for systemic thinking to address improvement becomes
essential. When confronted with a problem, the case contractors reached some of
their solutions by trying to understand the essential inter-relationships involved. This
entailed acting with some sort of map to comprehend the relations of means to ends.
One particular problem, however was articulated by an interviewee from Case
contractor C, a director of construction management operations:
"Diverse thinking is essential for improvement of business processes by
examining interrelations and how they influence each other. The risk
associated with new ideologies is a matter that has to be resolved within
organisations in implementing them. One of the problems in the industry that
I operate is breaking away from conservatism on both sides of the equation
that is construction contractors and clients. The stakeholders in the industry
want to know who is responsible for what idea so that when something goes
wrong someone must pay for it. It is an industry, which is cost conscious".
8.4.7 Personal mastery
Personal mastery is an approach where employees are encouraged to realise their full
working potential. Personal mastery was manifested by construction contractors
through encouraging individuals to be a creative work force, living life from a creative
point of view and moving away from a reactive viewpoint. Representatives from the
case constructions contractors believed that identifying the needs of their employees
in conjunction with their businesses was one of the approaches to be pursued to
increase creative skills and knowledge which helped individuals to develop their own
in order to realise their full working potential.
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8.4.8 Mental modelling
Mental modelling is a framework for understanding the cognitive processes of
individual minds. It determines how individuals think which eventually translates
into actions for addressing problems of the business processes of their organisations.
Therefore, a working environment that highlights flaws in how employees think is a
critical component for company learning. It is a culture that individual employees
learn to say what they think and to take criticisms without being defensive. The
construction contractors surveyed perceived that people and companies learn by
recognising mistakes and correcting them. No progress can be made if organisations
pretend that the mistakes never happened. For example, Case contractor A believed
that by providing a climate of openness it creates a playground for recognising
mistakes and correcting them.
8.5 SUMMARY
The case studies supplemented by annual construction contractors' reports were a
useful approach to understand the antecedents of construction contractors' learning. It
was clear that construction contractors addressed their improvement with various
options within the learning dimensions. Equally, construction contractor' learning
was supported by factors that induce generative or double loop learning. In addition,
the learning framework that was conceived in this research stud)r reflected lz some
degree the practices that underly the case contractors' learning practices. The
strategies employed to contribute to their company learning were similar and
sometimes different among the surveyed contractors. Thus, the learning framework
that has been developed based on the ten learning dimensions and eight factors that
promote generative learning has potential for construction contractors' learning. The
next chapter gives the conclusions and recommendations of this research study.
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CHAPTER NINE
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
9.1 INTRODUCTION
This research aimed at developing a framework for measuring construction
contractors' learning, a need that is equally recognised by Egan (1998) in the recent
report of 'Rethinking Construction Industry.' Organisational learning is crucial for
continuous improvement, in terms of innovation, effectiveness, efficiency and
survival of companies especially in today's dynamic business environment (de
Geus 1997). However, construction contractors' current learning has focused
mainly on training and informal learning practices (Alwani-Starr 1997). Pearn et al
(1995) stated that training constitutes only a small part of organisational learning.
Companies that exclusively rely on training, overlook improvements needs that can
easily arise from their unexploited dimensions of organisational learning (Baldwin
et al. 1997). Equally, informal learning practices do not usually guarantee effective
organisational learning (Pedler et al. 1997). The need for an effective and a
structured instrument for measuring construction contractors' learning cannot be
overemphasised for implementing the principles of organisational learning. As a
first step towards improving construction contractors' learning capabilities, the
research set out to:
• examine organisational learning concepts of a company that drive continuous
improvement;
• map the learning process of a company as an entity;
• establish the dimensions and mechanisms that contribute to learning of
construction contractors;
• identify the factors that enhance generative learning or double loop learning of a
construction contractor; and
• develop a framework for auditing or measuring construction contractors'
learning.
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9.2 CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE RESEARCH
One of the main problems of implementing organisational learning within
companies lies in the lack of a methodology for measuring learning capability, a
tool that managers can use to implement organisational learning (Goh and Richards
1997). For example, Garvin (1993) stated that most research into company
learning does not get to the heart of how learning is actually achieved. A
framework for measuring construction contractors' learning capabilities was
developed. Such a learning framework, evolved from processes of best learning
practices that derived from literature and surveys of construction contractors'
learning mechanisms, learning dimensions and factors that provide condition for
generative or double loop learning to take place. The research findings of this
study are a combination of theoretical developments and the empirical findings of
the antecedents that underly company learning of medium and large construction
contractors which focus on:
• dimensions for construction contractors' learning;
• construction contractors' factors that promote generative learning;
• construction contractors' learning and performance;
• construction contractors' learning gap with respect to wide business practices;
• rankings of construction contractors' learning mechanisms; and
• mapping of construction contractors' learning process.
9.2.1 Dimensions for construction contractors' learning
The first contribution in this research is the promotion of the concept of learning of
a construction contractor as an entity under the premise that a number of
dimensions contribute to construction contractors' learning. The dimensions for
learning are aimed at enabling construction contractors to meet the challenges of
their evolving business environment. Such an 'integrative approach,' has been
lacking in existing literature in construction that tend to promote training as means
of company learning. The elements of the dimensions aimed at promoting
construction contractors' learning include:
• continuous learning at individual level;
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• use of teams for addressing improvement;
• sharing of knowledge within a firm;
• use of reflective reviews;
• undertaking research for improvement schemes within a firm or with others;
• integrating work with learning;
• continuous renewal of the business processes;
• use of environmental scanning for new development; and
• learning about future possible business processes.
9.2.2 Construction contractors' factors for generative learning
Parallel to the learning dimensions that contribute to construction contractors'
learning, the factors that provide condition for generative or double learning of
construction contractors to take place were identified. Such factors are aimed at
overcoming the specific barrier for developing a culture of learning. The factors
for generative learning include:
• objective progress on learning or measuring business processes;
• promoting a climate of openness;
• committed leadership to learning;
• rewarding innovations;
• shared vision;
• systems approach;
• personal mastery; and
• mental modelling.
9.2.3 Framework for promoting construction contractors' learning
The audit learning framework which, was developed from the dimensions and
conditions that provide generative or double loop learning to take place provide
metrics for measuring levels of construction contractors' learning. The learning
framework has been validated by judgements of construction directors who have a
helicopter view for improvement. The measurement of company learning is an
important issue, because much improvement evolves from responding to the
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feedback that metrics provide. The traditional financial performance measures
have limited value to managers as they indicate rather than explain the cause of
their problems to help construction directors meet their changing business
environment. The learning framework is aimed at providing construction
contractors with a means of consciously identifying organisational learning
strengths and weaknesses for effective actions to be taken. This is probably the
first empirical research on company learning issues of large and medium
construction contractors. This study promotes the measurement of construction
contractors' learning in order to encourage a more proactive stance to meeting the
challenges of the evolving business environment.
9.2.4 Link between construction contractors learning and
generative learning factors
The link between construction contractors' learning and the factors that provide the
condition for generative or double loop learning to occur were empirically tested.
The factors that promote generative or double loop learning were significantly
correlated to construction contractors' learning with a 0.74 Spearman coefficient at
p<.01 level. Evidence for the goodness of the link between construction
contractors' learning and the factors that promote double loop or generative
learning was provided by the predominantly high coefficient of determination of
61% which, was significant at p< 0.05 level.
9.2.5 Construction contractors' learning and performance
The link between construction contractors' learning and performance in terms of
average gross profit and financial turnover per employee was empirically assessed.
Both average gross profit and turnover per employee were found to increase with
construction contractors' learning. Although the link may not be linear in nature, it
demonstrates the importance of company learning to performance achievement of
construction contractors.
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9.2.6 Construction contractors' learning gap
The gap analysis has provided some light to the learning practices of large and
medium construction contractors with respect to the level espoused by the general
business community. The organisations surveyed focused their learning on the
'individual learning' dimension. Of the ten learning dimensions, vision learning
and addressing improvement among medium and large and between firms or
organisations by undertaking investigations were the least experienced within
construction contractors surveyed. The low level of 'vision learning' demonstrates
a lack of strategy and innovation. Such gaps provide scope for action by
construction contractors for addressing improvement in a dynamic construction
business environment. Most of the learning dimensions which were least used
were in line with the current inability of construction contractors to forge
relationships as an organisational ability for organisational learning.
9.2.7 Ranking of construction contractors' learning mechanisms
The tools and techniques that support the sub-processes of the learning framework
(i.e. dimensions for learning) developed in this study were established for large and
medium construction contractors.
	 Such tools or organisational learning
mechanisms were:
• ranked according to the learning dimensions in order to establish the focus of
large and medium construction contractors; and
• ranked according to the overall organisational learning mechanisms; and
• ranked according to construction contractors' attributes in order to establish their
orientations for the application of learning mechanisms.
9.2.8 Mapping of construction contractors' learning
The mapping of the elements for company learning of medium and large
construction contractors by the qualitative data supplemented by construction
contractors' annual reports were a useful approach to substantiate the proposed
framework promoting learning of construction contractors.
	 The strategies
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employed to contribute to construction contractors were similar and sometimes
different but reflected the same themes in the proposed learning framework.
9.3 IMPLICATION OF THE RESEARCH
This research has a number of implications for both
• theory; and
• practical developments.
9.3.1 Theory and practical developments
The concept of construction contractor's learning as a business entity is an area
which requires further theory developments. This research provides a first step
towards development of a theory for construction contractors' learning. For,
example, the estimating process is well known within the construction industry. As
a result of such a well developed theory, it has impacted significant improvement
of construction contractors' estimating process (McCaffer and Baldwin 1991).
Likewise, a well-developed theory of construction contractors' learning should lead
to an effective implementing of organisational learning principles for practising
construction directors in order to promote their ability to shape their organisations
now and in the future.
9.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
A number of issues have been identified from the research that could yield useful
results both academic research and practical applications to enhance the
effectiveness and implementation of company learning principles to construction
organisations. Such recommendations are focused on:
• framework for other types of construction organisations;
• further development of the learning framework;
• benchmarking construction contractors from other nations;
• dynamic nature of company learning; and
• direction for construction contractors' learning.
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9.4.1 Framework for other types of construction organisations
The company learning framework was developed with a sample of medium and
large construction contractors. However, the construction industry has 'different
types' of organisations. Further research will be required to adapt the framework
for assessing learning capabilities of the other types of organisations in the
construction industry. It has to be pointed out that while certain constructs of the
developed framework may be generic, they are some specific constructs for certain
categories and types of organisations within the domain of construction companies.
9.4.2 Further development of the learning framework
No previously existing frameworks were identified for auditing learning of medium
or large construction contractors. This research may present the first study of its
kind and therefore the strength of the auditing learning framework used in this
study has to be qualified. Every framework requires further developments and
refinement in order to increase usability, reliability and make it more relevant for
the intended beneficiaries. This is an area that requires further research.
9.4.3 Sub-processes for construction contractors' learning
This research focused on developing a framework for measuring construction
contractors' learning. It identified the sub-processes of the learning process of
large and medium construction contractors. Each of the sub-processes or
dimensions identified in this research could be developed to provide frameworks
for each of the sub-processes in terms of how knowledge is captured, developed.
retained and used to meet the challenges of the business environment.
9.4.4 Benchmarking construction contractors from other nations
The findings of this research could be extended to benchmark (explore and make
comparisons with) other medium and large construction contractors across the
Atlantic (American construction contractors) and the Far East (Japanese
construction contractors). Such comparisons would enrich the development of the
of construction contractors' learning as a business entity for the benefit of the UK
construction industry.
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9.4.5 Dynamic nature of company learning
Learning is a dynamic phenomenon as the business environment evolves new
dimensions and factors that provide generative learning will emerge. Equally, as
learning process at the individual level becomes more clear new cross-adaptation of
concepts to organisational learning will become clear. As such, new developments
of medium and large construction contractors' learning will be required.
9.4.6 Direction for construction contractors' learning
The use of information technology and the ability to network with others emerged
as key organisational abilities for learning in the case studies. Further research
should be directed at the antecedents that underly the two constructs. Although the
research focused on the elements that facilitate generative learning, there are also
factors that hinder contractors' learning as demonstrated by the interviewed
companies. This was equally supported by a low level support of 'mental
modelling'. Further research will be required to develop strategies for various
reforms to overcome cultural problems in order to promote innovation and
modernise construction organisations.
Traditionally, businesses have used financially oriented measures of performance.
Dissatisfaction with these accounting based performance measures is on the
increase, not soley because they have a historical orientation but because they are
too narrow in focus and fail to provide insight into the real drivers of business
performance (Chiesa 1996). For example, many are intangible such as knowledge
and competencies. Further research is required to develop frameworks that should
'measure knowledge' taking into account the specific factors that affect contractors
such as a transient workforce, unique products, project based businesses, a unique
system for procuring and the structure of construction organisations.
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APPENDIX I
MECHANISMS THAT CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS EMPLOY TO
LEARN NEW WAYS OF WORKING
Name of company
Name of respondent:
Designation of respondent:
A LEARNING MECHANISMS
Please tick [/ ] the appropriate box to answer the questions reflecting the practice in
your company.
0 = never, 1= rarely, 2 = sometimes, 3 = very often, 4 = always
1.	 Indicate the extent to which your company employs the following for learning
new ways of working from individual employees.
• Use of learning schemes by contractor e.g. learning contracts.
• Self-learning initiates of individual employees.
• Use of training schemes for employees.
2.	 Indicate the extent to which your company employs the following team based
strategies for learning new ways of working.
• In-house team learning.
• Project teams.
• Value analysis teams.
• Quality circles (self-directed teams).
• Internal re-engineering teams (for radical improvement).
• Internal benchmarking teams (search for best practices).
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3 Indicate the extent to which your company employs the following for learning
new ways of working through sharing knowledge (learning within the
company).
0	 1	 2	 3	 4
• Use of cross-functional teams for sharing knowledge.
• Use of groupware supported learning (use of communication
technology tools).
• Through informal sharing of knowledge ( e.g. by advice or
trust networks within a company).
4.	 Indicate the extent to which your company employs the following for learning
new ways of working.
0	 1	 2	 3	 4
• As a result of reviews on failures (e.g. lessons learned from
project reviews).
• As a results of reviews on successes (e.g. lessons learned
from project reviews).
5.	 Indicate the extent to which your company employs collaborative and non
collaborative arrangements for learning new ways of working.
• Use of alliancing arrangements.
• Use of joint ventures arrangements.
• Use of consortia arrangements.
• Use of partnering arrangements.
• Use of engineering agreements.
• Use of subcontracts arrangements.
• Use of acquisitions of construction firms.
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• Use of acquisitions of non-construction firms.
• Use of mergers with construction firms.
• Use of mergers with non-construction firms.
6. Indicate the extent to which the following are employed for learning new ways
of working through undertaking investigations or through use of intellectual
property.
0	 1	 2	 3
•	 In-house research based improvement schemes.
II	 I	 II
•	 Joint research with the university.
•	 Joint research with other construction companies.
•	 Research contracts (asking a firm to undertake investigation
on your behalf for improvement).
•	 Communication of expertise.
•	 License agreements with construction firms.
•	 License agreements with non-construction firms.
4
1
7.	 Indicate the extent to which the following are en2pioyed for 1earth2g- new wars
of working from others or by being taught by another firm.
0	 1	 2	 3	 4
• By inviting consultants to tutor the company.
• By inviting experienced practitioners to tutor the company.
• Corporate mentoring (taught by a partner a new working
method with whom your have a sound relationship).
• Ad hoc work groups (team learning between firms).
• Benchmarking (learning on how others do their processes).
• Inter-company networks (e.g. subcontractor / contractor
network).
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9.	 Indicate the extent to which the following are employed in your company for
learning new ways of working from the external business environment.
0	 1	 2	 3	 4
IIIII 1
• Networks based on international institutions (e.g. Ea, CII).
• Networks based on research and development (e.g. BRE).
• Technology based networks (e.g. Construct IT).
• Trade association based networks.
• Theme focused learning networks.
• Socially based networks (e.g. Rotary clubs).
• Professionally based networks (e.g. ICE, CIOB).
• Employee based networks (informal contacts).
• External seminar on new developments.
• Internal seminars on new developments.
• Review of innovations from the business environment.
• Attracting staff from other organisations.
• Use of industrial shows on new developments.
• Use of industrial exhibitions on new developments.
• Contacting staff from firms with innovative methods.
10.	 Indicate the extent to which the following are employed in your company for
learning about the future in order to bring about new ways of working.
0	 1	 2	 3	 4
• Search conferences (exploring future possible business
processes by representatives from all functions in a company).
• Multi-scenario planning (constructing more that one future of
possible business processes).
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1
• Engineering consultants.
• Environmental development.
• Civil engineering.
• New build.
• Maintenance.
I	
1
1
i
11.	 Indicate the extent to which your company employs the following strategies for
addressing improvement (i.e. renewing business processes):
• Continuously changing ways of working (e.g. processes,
management, technology).
• Mirroring (adapting) new forms of working from the external
business environment.
• Allowing full autonomy to employees to configure new ways
of working.
B GENERAL INFORMATION
12.	 Please could you provide the following general information.
• Age of construction company
• Turnover of company in million
(1995/1996)
• Average number of employees (1995/1996)
13.	 Indicate by ticking the area of operation of your company.
n• Residential buildings.
I.
	
1 
• Commercial buildings.
I
	
1 
• Processing plants.
1
----1 • Industrial developments.
14.	 Indicate the type of projects usually undertaken by your company.
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Please use the self-addressed envelope to return to:
Grant Keeble Kululanga, Department of Civil Engineering,
Loughborough University,
LE11 3TU Leicestershire
Tel:01509223773, Fax 01509223981
THANK YOU VERY MUCH
FRAMEWORK FOR
MEASURING CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACTORS' LEARNING
‘
Loughborough
University
1	 	1
APPENDIX II
FRAMEWORK FOR MEASURING CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACTORS' LEARNING
Name of respondent:
Telephone number
Fax number:
Designation of respondent:
	1
1
Name of construction contractor
1
Please tick [ I] the appropriate box [5 highest score to 0 lowest score] reflecting the
practice of your company in the following areas.
A DIMENSIONS FOR COMPANY LEARNING
1.	 Continuous learning for employees.
5 The company is fully committed to continuous learning of all its employees at all levels.
4 The company is committed to continuous learning of its key staff.
3 Continuous learning of employees partially exits in the company.
2 Continuous learning of employees is under consideration.
1 The importance of continuous learning of employees is recognised but not done.
0 The company has no interest in learning of its employees.
2.	 Committed to addressing improvement through use of teams.
5 Teams are active in addressing improvement of the company business processes.
4 Addressing improvement by teams is limited to key business processes of the company.
3 The use of teams for addressing improvement of the business processes partially exist.
2 The use of teams for addressing improvement of business processes is under consideration.
1 The importance of addressing improvement by teams is recognised but not working.
0 The company has no interest in addressing improvement of its business processes by teams.
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3.	 Addressing improvement of business processes through sharing of
knowledge within the company through formal or informal methods.
5 The company is committed to improving its business processes through sharing of knowledge
within the company.
4 Key staff are involved in sharing knowledge within the company for purposes of improving
business processes.
3 The company is partially committed to sharing knowledge within in the company for the
purpose of improving its business processes.
2 The sharing of knowledge within the company for purposes of improving business processes
is under consideration.
1 The importance of improving business processes through sharing of knowledge within the
company is recognised but not working.
0 The company has no interest in addressing improvement through sharing of knowledge
_ within the company.
4.	 Addressing improvement through learning from other firms.
5 The company is fully committed to improving its business processes through learning from or
with others.
4 The company is committed to improving its business processes through learning from or with
others.
3 The company is partially committed to improving its business processes through learning
from others.
2 The importance of learning from other firms for the purpose of improving business processes
is recognised but not done
1 The company is considering learning from others to improve its business processes.
0 The company has no interest in learning from other firms to improve its business processes.
5.	 Addressing improvement through renewing business processes (e.g. culture,
working practices, technologies).
5 The company is fully committed to continuous renewal of all its business processes for the
purpose of meeting challenges of the business environment.
4 The company is committed to continuous renewal of key business processes for the purpose
of meeting challenges of the business environment.
3 The company is partially committed to continuous renewal of its business processes for the
purpose of meeting challenges of the business environment.
- 2 The importance of renewing business processes is recognised but not done.
' 1 Renewing of business processes in order to meet the challenges of the business environment
is under consideration.
0 The company has no interest in renewing its business processes to meet the challenges of the
business environment.
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6.	 Addressing improvement by seeking new developments in the business
environment.
5 The company is fully committed to searching new developments or practices in the business
environment.
4 The company is committed to searching key developments or practices in the business
environment.
3 The company partially searches for new developments in the business environment.
2 The search for new developments or practices in the business environment is under
consideration.
1 The importance of searching for new developments in the business environment is recognised
but not done.
0 The company has no interest in searching for new developments in the business environment.
7.	 Addressing improvement through integrating learning and work (a company
combines work and learning to benefit from both).
5 The company fully integrates learning and work from collaborative work arrangements with
other firms.
4 The company integrates learning and work from key collaborative work arrangements with
_ 
other firms.
3 The company partially integrates learning and work from collaborative work arrangements
with other firms.
2 The company is considering integrating learning and work from collaborative work
arrangements with other firms
1 The importance of combing work and learning from collaborative work arrangement is
recognised but not done.
0 The company has no interest in learning through its collaborative work arrangements with
others.
8.	 Addressing improvement from lessons learned through reflective reviews.
5 The company is fully committed to learning from all its critical success and failure factors.
4 The company is committed to learning from its key critical success and failure factors.
3 The company is partially committed to learning from its critical success and failure factors.
2 The company is considering learning from its critical success and failure factors.
1 The importance of learning from the critical success and failure factors is recognised but not
done.
0 The company has no interest in learning from its success and failure factors.
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9.	 Addressing improvement through undertaking research or investigations
within the firm or with other firms.
5 The company is fully committed to improving all its business processes through undertaking
investigations within the firm or with others.
4 The company is committed to improving its key business processes through undertaking
investigations within the firm or with others.
_
3 The company is partially committed to improving its business processes through undertaking
investigations within the firm or with others.
2 The	 company	 is	 considering	 improving	 its	 business	 processes	 through	 undertaking
investigations within the firm or with others.
-
1 The company recognises the importance of improving its business processes by undertaking
investigations within the firm or with others but does not do it.
0 The company has no interest in improving its business processes through undertaking
investigations within the firm or with others.
10.	 Learning about future possible business processes (i.e. the capacity to
identify, respond and benefit from what may happen in the future.)
5 The company is fully committed to learning about possible business processes that may
happen in the future.
4 The company is committed to learning about key possible business processes that may
happen in the future.
3 The company is partially committed to learning about possible business processes that may
happen in the future.
2 The company is considering learning about possible business processes that may happen in
the future.
1 The importance of learning about possible business processes about the future is recognised
but not done.
0 The company has no interest in learning about future possible business processes in order to
meet the challenges of the changing business environment.
11.	 Objective progress on learning or concern for measurement (i. e. qualitative
and quantitative feed back on progress of learning on business processes).
5 A continuous qualitative or quantitative feed back on progress of learning exit for all
company business processes.
4 Qualitative or quantitative feed back on progress of learning exit for key company business
processes.
3 Qualitative or quantitative feed back on progress of learning partially exit for company
business processes.
2 Qualitative or quantitative feed back on progress of learning is under consideration for
company business processes.
1 The importance of qualitative or quantitative feed back on progress of learning for company
business processes is known but not done.
0 Qualitative or quantitative feed back on progress of learning for company business processes
does not exist.
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12.	 Climate of openness (i.e. a questioning culture where experimentation and
mistakes are accommodated).
5 A climate of openness exists at all levels and to all employees in the company.
4 A climate of openness exists at some levels and to key employees in the company.
3 A climate of openness is partially available in the company.
2 The company is considering nurturing a climate of openness.
1 The importance of a climate of openness is known but does not exist in the company.
0 The company has no interest in nurturing a climate of openness in the company.
13.	 Leadership or top management commitment to learning.
5 The leadership or top management is fully involved to learning of the company.
4 The leadership or top management is committed to learning with personal involvement.
3 The leadership or top management nominates and supports learning in the company.
2 The leadership or top management provides spasmodic supports and encouragement to
learning initiates.
1 The leadership or top management is sceptical of benefits of company learning.
0 The leadership or top management has no interest to /earning of the company.
14.	 Rewarding and celebrating innovations of employees, groups departments
and business units of the company.
5 The company is fully committed to rewarding and celebrating all innovations in the company
4 The company is committed to rewarding and celebrating key innovations in the company
3 The company is partially committed to rewarding and celebrating innovations in the company
2 The company is considering rewarding and celebrating innovations in the company.
1 The importance of rewarding innovations is recognised but not done.
0 The company has no interest in rewarding innovation.
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15.	 Building a shared vision of a company.
5 All employees of the company have a common sense of direction of the company.
4 Key employees have a common sense of direction of the company.
3 The company is partially committed to building a common sense of direction.
2 The company is considering building a common sense of direction.
1 The importance of a shared vision is recognised but not practised.
0 The company has no common sense of direction or a shared vision.
16.	 Addressing improvement by understanding interdependencies (i.e. systems
thinking).
5 The company is fully committed to understanding the interdependencies in improving all its
business processes.
4 The company is committed to understanding the interdependencies in improving its key
business processes.
3 The company is partially committed to understanding the interdependencies in improving its
business processes.
2 Addressing improvement by understanding interdependencies of the business processes is
under consideration in the company.
1 The importance of addressing improvement by understanding interdependencies of the
business processes is recognised but not done.
0 The company has no interest in addressing improvement of its business processes by
understanding the interdependencies.
17. Employees are aware of their full working potential from which the company
can benefit (personal mastery).
5 All employees of a company are aware of their full working potential from which the
company can to benefit.
4 Key employees are aware of their full working potential from which the company can
benefit.
3 Employees are partly aware of their full working potential from which the company can
benefit
2 The company is considering encouraging its employees to realise their full capabilities.
1 The importance of encouraging employees to realise their full working potential is recognised
but not done.
0 The company has no interest in encouraging employees to realise their full working potential.
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No
1
Iyears
18. The ability to enable employees understand how they think and act in
addressing the challenges of the business environment (mental modelling).
5 All employees in a company are encouraged to update their thinking styles that govern
actions for addressing improvement.
4 Key employees in a company are encouraged to update their thinking styles that govern
actions for addressing improvement.
3 The company partially encourages employees to update their thinking styles that govern
actions for addressing improvement.
2 The company is considering encouraging employees about examining and updating their
thinking styles that govern actions for addressing improvement.
1 The importance of encouraging employees to examine and update their thinking styles that
govern actions for addressing improvement is recognised but not done.
0 A company has no interest in encouraging its employees to examine and update their thinking
styles that govern actions for addressing improvement.
19. Is the learning framework [the learning dimensions and factors that provides
condition for generative learning] useful for the purpose of measuring
learning of your company as an entity?
Yes
20.	 Number of years in business of the company
Please use the self-addressed envelope to return to:
Grant Keeble Kululanga, Department of Civil
Engineering,
Loughborough University,
LE11 3TU Leicestershire
Tel:01509223773, Fax: 01509223981
THANK YOU VERY MUCH
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APPENDIX IV
Table (IV)1: Data for regression analysis on factors that faciliate learning
and sum of learning dimensions
01	 0.00	 4.00	 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 30.00 30
02	 3.00	 4.00	 5.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 40.00 31
03	 0.00	 5.00	 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 31.00 32
04	 3.00	 3.00	 4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 36.00 33
05	 1.00	 4.00	 3.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 33.00 34
06	 4.00	 4.00	 5.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 1.00 40.00 35
07	 0.00	 3.00	 2.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 43.00 36
08	 0.00	 2.00
	 2.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 0.00 4.00 28.00 37
09	 5.00	 5.00	 5.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 47.00 38
10	 5.00	 5.00	 5.00 1.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 1.00 37.00 39
11	 3.00	 3.00	 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 2.00 36.00 40
12	 4.00	 5.00	 5.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 39.00 41
13	 3.00	 3.00	 4.00 5.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 37.00 42
14	 3.00	 4.00	 4.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 1.00 34.00 43
15	 2.00	 5.00	 5.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 3.00 41.00 44
16	 4.00	 5.00	 4.00 1.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 38.00 45
17	 3.00	 2.00	 4.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 0.00 5.00 41.00 46
18	 4.00	 4.00
	 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 43.00 47
19	 4.00	 5.00	 4.00 1.00 4.00 5.00 1.00 1.00 42.00 48
20	 5.00	 5.00	 5.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 26.00 49
21	 3.00	 5.00	 5.00 3.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 41.00 50
22	 3.00	 3.00	 2.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 30.00 51
23	 4.00	 4.00	 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 37.00 52
24	 5.00	 4.00	 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 45.00 53
25	 4.00	 5.00	 5.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 34.00 54
26	 3.00	 5.00	 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 5.00 25.00 55
27	 2.00	 3.00	 2.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 0.00 23.00 56
28	 3.00	 4.00	 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 40.00 57
29	 0.00	 3.00	 4.00 3.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 24.00 58
59
5.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00
5.00 3.00 5.00 1.00
0.00 2.00 3.00 2.00
4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00
1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00
5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
4.00 3.00 5.00 4.00
5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00
3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00
1.00 3.00 5.00 1.00
5.00 5,00 3.00 5.00
2.00 3.00 2.00 0.00
4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00
3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00
4.00 5.00 3.00 5.00
2.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
4.00 3.00 5.00 5.00
5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00
5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
2.00 0.00 2.00 3.00
4.00 4.00 4.00 5 00
3.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 34.00
3.00 3.00 3.00 0.00 22.00
3.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 45.00
5.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 29.00
5.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 37.00
2.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 30.00
5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 30.00
4.00 4,00 4.00 4.00 39.00
5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 41.00
5.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 40.00
5.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 36.00
4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 38.00
4.00 4.00 1.00 4.00 33.00
4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 36.00
3.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 35.00
4.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 43.00
5.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 46.00
4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 40.00
4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 47.00
4.00 4.00 1.00 2.00 39.00
5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 45.00
5.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 38.00
4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 48.00
5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 50.00
4.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 39.00
4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 46.00
4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 34.00
4.00 3.00 5.00 5.00 42.00
3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 32.00
4.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 41.00
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Table (IV)2: Data for regression analysis on learning dimensions
and financial performance indictors
01	 5.00 5.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 0.00 3.00 4.00 2.00 1.00 1758.10 -33.10 30.00
02	 5.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 1655.10 -1.80 46.00
03	 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 1.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 1916.10 56.60 33.00
04	 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 3.00 40.00
05	 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 1763.50 3.00 39.00
06	 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2062.90 14.80 50.00
07	 3.00 4.00 5.00 3.00 0.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1346.40 62.40 31.00
08	 5.00 2.00 3.00 5.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 1313.90 37.80 36.00
09	 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 833.60 86.70 33.00
10	 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 3074.60 159.70 47.00
11	 5.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 1732.90 6.00 38.00
12	 5.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 41.00
13	 4.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 5.00 4.00 3.00 1220.80 1.50 40.00
14	 4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 130.20 43.00
15	 5.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 957.40 -3.40 43.00
16	 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 0.00 1500.00 34.10 28.00
17	 5.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 1440.40 46.90 37.00
18	 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 3.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 3357.40 128.20 46.00
19	 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 1369.00 -18.70 48.00
20	 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 2253.50 35.50 39.00
21	 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 1559.00 28.40 47.00
22	 5.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 2621.30 19.10 37.00
23	 5.00 5.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 1874.00 24.20 36.00
24	 4.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 5.00 361.30 4.80 39.00
25	 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 1719.80 -44.80 37.00
26	 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 1473.90 34.90 39.00
27	 4.00 4.00 5.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 3.00 2740.30 24.50 38.00
28	 5.00 2.00 3.00 5.00 1.00 0.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 36.00
continued
Table (IV)2[Continued]: Data for regression analysis on learning dimensions
and financial performance indictors
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
3.00
3.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
3.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
0.00
2.00
4.00
4.00
3.00
5.00
1.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
29 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 5.00
30 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 5.00
31 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 5.00
32 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 1.00 5.00
33 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 5.00
34 4.00 5.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
35 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 4.00
36 5.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 5.00
37 5.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 5.00 4.00
38 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00
39 4.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 5.00
40 5.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
41 5.00 5.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 5.00
42 5.00 4.00 1.00 4.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 4.00
43 3.00 5.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00
44 5.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
45 3.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 3.00
46 5.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00
47 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 3.00 5.00 4.00
48 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
49 3.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 5.00 3.00 3.00
so 3.00 5.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 0.00 2.00
si 5.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
52 2.00 0.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 3.00
53 5.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 3.00
54 4.00 4.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 2.00 0.00 3.00
55 5.00 0.00 3.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 2.00
so 4.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.00
57 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00
58 5.00 4.00 5.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 4.00
59 5.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 3.00 5.00
2.00 1493.00 -75.00 34.00
3.00 1623.50 9.40 41.00
4.00 42.00
3.00 3396.30 37.30 41.00
4.00 1240.00 14.30 41.00
4.00 1290.70 40.30 35.00
5.00 1754.20 101.70 43.00
4.00 1936.40 20.20 42.00
4.00 36.00
5.00 1553.20 -25.40 40.00
5.00 1657.70 155.70 26.00
5.00 2011.40 40.30 45.00
4.00 1369.10 64.50 41.00
4.00 1935.80 58.50 32.00
1.00 1861.30 -105.90 30.00
5.00 1233.20 21.50 40.00
4.00 595.80 -3.90 34.00
4.00 894.50 29.80 38.00
5.00 2732.00 141.50 45.00
5.00 951.20 13.30 50.00
3.00 1910.60 -7.20 34.00
5.00 1431.40 -8.30 25.00
3.00 1459.00 -21.80 30.00
1.00 2401.60 -181.40 23.00
4.00 3805.20 240.60 40.00
3.00 1057.70 -6.10 24.00
3.00 1527.30 33.00 34.00
1.00 4358.60 57.50 22.00
3.00 1837.00 85.60 45.00
1.00 3523.60 227.70 29.00
4.00 1044.90 31.10 37.00
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APPENDIX V
FACTORS THAT FACILITATE DOUBLE LOOP LEARNING OF
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS
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Figure (V) 1: Partial residual plot
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Figure (V) 2: Partial residual plot
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Rewarding innovation
Figure (V) 4: Partial residual plot
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Shared vision
Figure (V) 6: Partial residual plot
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Output (V) 2: Variables entered and removed
Model Variables Entered Variables Removed Method
1 F8, F5, F2, F6, F4, F7, F3, F1 . Enter
All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable: SUMD [SUM OF SCORES OF LEARNING DIMENSIONS]
Output (V) 3: Summary statistics for all regression analysis
R R —Adjusted Std. Error Change Durbin-
Square R Square of the Statistics Watson
Estimate
Model R Square F dfl df2 Sig. F
Change Change Change
1 .782 .612 .549 4.4774 .612 9.840 8 50 .000 2.117
_
Predictors: (Constant), Fg, F5, F2, F6, F., F7, F3, F1
Dependent Variable: SUMD [SUM OF SCORES OF LEARNING DIMENSION]
Output (V) 4: Analysis of variance for all included regression analysis
Model Sum of Square df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression 1578.183 8 197.273 9.840 .000
Residual 1002.360 50 20.047
Total 2580.542 58
Predictors: (Constant), Fg, F5, F2, F6, F., F7, F3, F1
Dependent Variable: [SUM OF SCORES OF LEARNING DIMENSIONS]
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Output (V) 8: Casewise diagnostics
Case Number	 Std. Residual SUMD Predicted Value Residual
7	 3.556 43.00 27.0797 15.9203
Dependent Variable: [SUM OF SCORES OF LEARNING DIMENSIONS]
Output (V) 9: Residuals statistics all included regression analysis
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Predicted Value 23.700 46.714 37.559 5.216 59
Residual
-8.174 15.920 .00 4.157 59
Std. Predicted Value
-2.65 1.75 .00 1.00 59
Std. Residual
-1.82 3.55 .00 .92 59
Dependent Variable: [SUM OF SCORES OF LEARNING DIMENSIONS]
Output (V) 10: Variables entered
Variables entered & removed Method
Model Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed
1 F1 . Stepwise (Critena . Probability-of-F-to-enter <= .050, Probability-of-F-to-remove >= .100).
2 F8 . Stepwise (Criteria: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= .050, Probability-of-F-to-remove >= .100).
3 F5 . Stepwise (Criteria: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= .050, Probability-of-F-to-remove >= .100).
Dependent Variable: [SUM OF SCORES OF LEARNING DIMENSIONS]
Output (V) 11: Summary statistics for a stepwise regression analysis
R R Square Adjusted R
Square
Std. Error of th
Estimate
Change Statistics Durbin-
Watson
Model R Square Change F Change dfl df2 Sig. F Change
1 .613 .376 .365 5.3146 .376 34.362 1 57 .000
2 .684 .468 .449 4.9507 .092 9.688 1 56 .003
3 .735 .540 .515 4.6440 .072 8.639 1 55 .005 2.056
[1 Predictors: (Constant), F i ], [2 Predictors: (Constant), F 1 , F8] and [2 Predictors: (Constant), F1, F8, F5]
Dependent Variable: [SUM OF SCORES OF LEARNING DIMENSIONS]
280
Output (V) 12: Analysis of variance in stepwise regression analysis
Model Sum of
Squares
df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression 970.569 1 970.569 34.362 .000
Residual 1609.974 57 28.245
Total 2580.542 58
2 Regression 1208.023 2 604.011 24.644 .000
Residual 1372.520 56 24.509
Total 2580.542 58
3 Regression 1394.349 3 464.783 21.551 .000
Residual 1186.193 55 21.567
-
Total 2580.542 58
—
I Predictors: (Constant), F1
2 Predictors: (Constant), F 1 , Fs
3 Predictors: (Constant), F 1 , Fs, F5
Dependent Variable: [SUM OF SCORES OF LEARNING DIMENSIONS]
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Output (V) 15: Correlation coefficients in stepwise regression analysis
Model F1 Fg F3
1 Correlations Ft 1.000
Covariances Ft
.188
2 Correlations Ft 1.000 -.420
Fg
-.420 1.000
Covariances F1
.198 -.084
Fg
-084 .204
3 Correlations F1 1.000 -.361 -.432
Fs
-.361 1.000 -.041
F5
-.432 -.041 1.000
Covariances F1
.214 -071 -.126
Fs
-.071 .180 -.011
_ -
F3
-.126 -.011 .395
Output (V) 16: Stepwise regression analysis collinearity diagnostics
Model	 7.-- Dimension Eigenvalue Condtuon Inde r--- (Constant) Variance Proportions
Fl F8 F5
1 1 1.896 1.000 .05 .05
2 .104 4.272 .95 .95
2 1 2.779 1.000 .02 .02 .02
2 .118 4.847 .04 .48 .89
3 .103 5.204 .94 .50 .09
3 1 3.718 1.000 .00 .01 .01 .00
2 .137 5.212 .07 .00 .87 .07
3 .110 5.812 .13 .86 .09 .01
4 .035 10.248 .80 .13 .03 .91
Output (V) 17: Summary statistics for residuals in stepwise regression analysis
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Predicted Value 23.7791 44.8152 37.5593 4.9031 59
Residual -12.0362 12.8143 .000 4.5223 59
Std. Predicted Value -2.811 1.480 .000 1.000 59
Std. Residual -2.592 2.759 .000 .974 59
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APPENDIX VI
AVERAGE GROSS PROFIT PER EMPLOYEE AS DEPENDENT VARIABLE
Individual learning dimension
Figure (VI) 1: Partial residual plot
Use of teams for improvement dimension
Figure (VI) 2: Partial residual plot
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Figure (VI) 4: Partial residual plot
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Figure (VI) 5: Partial residual plot
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Integrating work with learning dimension
Figure (VI) 6: Partial residual plot
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Rerrwal cf tusiness prccesses
Figure (VI) 8: Partial residual plot
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Output (VI) 2: Variables entered and removed
Method
	
Model
	
Variables Entered
	
Variables Removed
Enter	 1, 10, L2, Ls, L7, L6, L5, L i , 1.9 ,	 L
All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE GROSS PROFIT PER EMPLOYEE]
Output (VI) 3: Summary statistics for all included regrssion analysis
R R Square Adjusted
Square
Std. Error of
the Estimate
Change
Statistics
Durbin-
Watson
Model R Squar
Change
F Change dfl df2 Sig. F
Change
1 .597 .356
-	
)
.196 65.4388 .356 2.216 10 40 .037 2.008
Predictors: (Constant), Lio. L22 Li2 L7> L62 L52 L I , 1.9, L4, L3
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE GROSS PROFIT PER EMPLOYEE]
Output (VI) 4: Analysis of variance for all included regression analysiss
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression 94875.177 10 9487.518 2.216 .037
Residual 171289.500 40 4282.238
Total 266164.67 50
Predictors: (Constant), L i u, L2, Ls, L7, 1.6, L5, L i , L.9, L4, L3
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE GROSS PROFIT PER EMPLOYEE]
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Mode Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed
Method
Stepwise (Criteria: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= .050, Probability-of-F-to-remove >= .100).
Output (VI) 8: Statistics for residuals values for all included regression analysis
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Predicted Value -131.0206 101.4099 32.7922 43.5603 51
Residual -103.4810 153.2061 .000 58.5302 51
Std. Predicted Value -3.761 1.575 .000 1.000 51
Std. Residual -1.581 2.341 .000 .894 51
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE GROSS PROFIT PER EMPLOYEE]
Output (VI) 9: Variables entered and removed stepwise regression analysis
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE GROSS PROFIT PER EMPLOYEE]
Output (VI) 10: Summary statistics for stepwise regression analysis
R R Square Adjusted R
Square
Std. Error
of the
Estimate
Change
Statistics
Durbin-
Watson
Model R Square
Change
F Change dfl df2 Sig. F
Change
i .431 .186	 I	 .169 66.5068 .186 11.175 1 49 .002
A
2.292
Predictors: (Constant), Li
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE GROSS PROFIT PER EMPLOYEE]
Output (VI) 11: Analysis of variance for stepwise regression analysis
Model Sum of Squares df	 I Mean Square j	 F ..,Sig.
1 Regression 49429.91 - 49429.918 11.175 .002
Residual 216734.75 49 4423.158
Total 266164.67 50
—	 _ .
Predictors: (Constant), Li
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE GROSS PROFIT PER EMPLOYEE]
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Output (VI) 12: Regression coefficients for a stepwise method
Unstandardize
d Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig. 95%
Confidenc
Interval fo
B
Correlations Collineanry
Statistics
Model B Std.
Error
Beta Lower
Bound
Upper
Bound
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF
1 Constant -152.721 56.270 -2.714 .009 -265.799 -39.642
L I 41.496 12.413 .431 3.343 .002 16.551 66.441 .431 .431 .431 1.000 1.00
0
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE GROSS PROFIT PER EMPLOYEE]
Output (VI) 13: Excluded variables
Beta In t Sig. Partial
Correlation
Collinearity Statistics
. Model
------------------
Tolerance VIP Minimum
Tolerance
I L2
.035 .258 .798 .037 .918 1.089 .918
L3
.097 .641 .524 .092 .733 1.364 .733
L4
-.253 -1.819 .075 -.254 .822 1.216 .822
L3
-.223 -1.644 .107 -.231 .876 1.142 .876
L6
.033 .255 .800 .037 1.000 1.000 1.000
L7 -.025 -.182 .856 -.026 .900 1.111 .900
L s -.091 -.638 .526 -.092 .834 1.199 .834
L9 .005 .037 .970 .005 .865 1.155 .865
L l o
.110 .774 .443 .111 .835 1.197 .835
Predictors in the Model: (Constant), L1
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE GROSS PROFIT PER EMPLOYEE]
Output (VI) 14: Correlations coefficient
Model L,
1 Correlations L1 1.000
Covariances L1 154.085
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE GROSS PROFIT PER EMPLOYEE]
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Output (VI) 15: Collinearity diagnostics for stepwise regression analysis
Model Dimension -	 Eigenvalue Condition Index Variance Proportions
(Constant) LI
1 1 1.986 1.000 .01 .01
2
—
.014 12.001 .99 .99
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE GROSS PROFIT PER EMPLOYEE]
Output (VI) 16: Statistics for Residual values in a stepwise regression analysis
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Predicted Value
-69.7281 54.7608 32.4757 31.9533 54
Residual
-111.6719 185.8392 1.3446 65.2049 54
Std. Predicted Value
-3.261 .699 -.010 1.016 54
Std. Residual
-1.679 2.794 .020 .980 54
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE GROSS PROFIT PER EMPLOYEE]
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APPENDIX VII
• AVERAGE GROSS FINANCIAL TURNOVER PER EMPLOYEE AS DEPENDENT
VARIABLE
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Output (VII) 1: Variables entered and removed
Model
	
Variables Entered
	
Variables Removed
	
Method
1
	
L10, L2, Ls, L7, L0, L9, L i , L9, Li , L3	 Enter
All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE TURNOVER PER EMPLOYEE]
Output (VII) 1: Summary statistics for all included regression analysis
R — R Square Adjusted R
Square
Std. Error of
the Estimate
Change
Statistics
Durbin-
Watson
Model R Square
Change
F Change dfl df2 Sig. F
Change
1 .536 .287 .104 786.2741 .287 1.571 10 39 .152 2.665
Predictors: (Constant), L i o, L2, Le, 1.2, L6, Ls, L I , L9, 1.4, L3
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE TURNOVER PER EMPLOYEE]
Output (VII) 1: Analysis of variance for all included regression analysis
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression 9712276.671 10 971227.667 1.571 .152
Residual 24110849.027 39 618226.898
Total 33823125.698 49
Predictors: (Constant), L10, L2, Ls, L7, L6, L3, L I , L9, L4, L3
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE TURNOVER PER EMPLOYEE]
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Output (VII) 1: Statistics for residuals in all included regression analysis
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Predicted Value 1052.3616 3128.3169 1819.6380 445.2075 50
Residual -1228.7052 1818.7598 .000 701.4686 50
Std. Predicted Value -1.723 2.939 .000 1.000 50
Std. Residual -1.563 2.313 .000 .892 50
Dependent Variable: [AVERAGE TURNOVER PER EMPLOYEE]
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APPENDIX VIII
Department of Civil & Building Engineering
Loughborough University Loughborough Leicestershire LEI 3TU UK
Direct Line: +44 (0) 1509 223773 Fax: +44 (0)1509 223981
E-mail: g.k.kululanga@lboro.ac.uk
1I Loughborough
Vi University
29th September, 1998
Construction Company Group Training Manager
Balfour Beatty Construction Company
One Angel Squar Torrens Street
London ECIV ISX
Dear Sir
LEARNING OF A CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR AS AN ENTITY
Effective learning of a construction contractor as an entity is a source of competitive
advantage. Therefore, it is increasing becoming important to understand the learning
of a company as an entity in today's dynamic business environment.
The Department of Civil and Building Engineering under the direction of Professor
McCaffer and Dr. Andrew Price is developing a framework for assessing the learning
performance of a construction company. The objective of the project is to develop a
tool that should assist executives to audit the learning capabilities of their companies
as enties. The initial phase of this research mapped ten learning dimensions (areas
that contribute to learning of a company) and eight factors that provide conditions for
learning to take place.
You may also recall that you have participated in this research by providing data to the
elements of the learning framework and learning mechanisms through questionnaire
surveys. Since the elements of learning cross functional boundaries, I will be most
grateful to benefit from your experience on company learning. I am particularly
interested to benefit from the activities your organisation undertake to promote
company learning at:
• individual level (employees);
• use of team;
• sharing of knowledge;
• learning from reviews (lessons learned from experience);
• integrating learning and working (use of work based relationships for
learning);
• learning from others;
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• undertaking investigations (research for improvement internal and external);
• renewing business processes; and
• scanning for new developments.
• learning about future possible business processes.
And elements that facilitate:
• objective progress on learning (concern for measurement);
• climate of openness;
• committed leadership to learning;
• shared vision (building a common sense of direction);
• systems thinking (addressing improvement by understanding inter-
relationships);
• rewarding innovations;
• personal mastery (ability to encourage employees realise their full working
potential from which a contractor can benefit); and
• mental modelling (ability to update behaviours or thinking styles that
govern actions of employees).
Could you please set a date and time that I should interview you on the above
elements as discussed in our telephone conversation.
Grant K. Kululanga
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COMPANY: Balfour Beatty Construction Company [Case A]
Number of employees: 22,500
Financial turnover: f2118.00 million
Sources of data
Construction Company Group Training Manager, [Jeef Keer] interviewed on 28 th May
1997 and 29th Sept. 1998 at 11:00 am and 12:00 respectively.
Balfour Beatty., 1997. Engineering world for tomorrow.
Balfour Beatty., 1997. Balfour Beatty, Annual Report.
Balfour Beatty., 1996. Balfour Beatty, Annual Report.
Balfour Beatty., 1997. Graduate careers, Balfour Beatty.
Balfour Beatty., 1998. New organisation, for major projects.
Balfour Beatty., 1997. Training development report.
Background to company:
Balfour Beatty is a major international engineering and construction company that was
acquired by BICC (originally British Insulated Callendar Cables) in 1969. Its
activities encompass civil, railway and power engineering, and building services,
maintenance and facilities management. It has also a number of specialists
manufacturing operations that support its power and railway engineering businesses.
The company has particular expertise in the construction of complex infrastructure
projects in transportation, rail power, and water sectors. Its multi-disciplinary skills
enable it to be the forefront of the engineering, construction and maintenance of major
projects worldwide.
Learning at the individual level
According to a training development report 1997, the company has employed the
following to address learning needs at the individual level:
• on and off-the job education and training courses for both senior and other levels of
management;
• structured schemes leading to professional qualifications (continuous professional
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development);
• secondments and attachments where appropriate;
• coaching and mentoring; and
• induction programmes for knowledge and skills development.
The company encouraged everyone to learn right up to the chief executive level and
conducted regular development reviews on learning needs of employees to meet the
challenging experiences and new responsibilities. Training and development went
beyond achieving occupational and professional qualification. For example, its
training development report (1997) stated that:
"It is our policy to foster the development of all our employees, from
apprentice through to director level. We invest some £12 million a year in
training and operate a wide range of training schemes. We believe the two
most important elements are the job itself and employees. Skills of 'dealing
with people' are incredibly important in our business. Employees need to be
able to communicate, to understand where others are coming from, to work in
a team, to deal with our workforce, clients and the public."
The company is internationally established, as a result units in one country have
played an important part in the learning of employees for new ways of working in
another.
"About one third of our turnover comes from our international operations. so
there are plenty of opportunities to work overseas, on short or long
assignments, as your career develops."
Team learning
Teamwork was vital delivery, for example, for projects to the satisfaction of their
clients. The company has used teams within teams for improvement efforts with a lot
of briefings and getting together to ensure learning.
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"When you join Balfour Beatty, you take up a real job and your contribution
counts from the outset. You immediately become a member of a team,
contributing your energy and ideas [i.e. learning in teams] to the success of
real projects, with real responsibility. We believe this is the best route to
increase skills and knowledge and to further responsibility."
Teams for improvement schemes consist of those that were:
• traditionally based on the structure of the organisation; and
• those that evolved for improvement efforts through its employees.
Internal sharing of knowledge
The company employed a number of strategies for sharing knowledge locally and
worldwide such as management and technology developments, new skills, major new
projects, sale initiatives and performance of the company. For example, it stated from
its Graduate Career's report (1997) that:
"Our operating businesses share a number of courses, which is one good
opportunity - there are others - for keeping in touch and sharing experiences
[knowledge], as well as, of course, learning useful skills."
Individual business units used a variety of methods to share knowledge such as:
• briefing groups;
• consultative meetings;
• local company newspapers and
• joint working parties on continuous improvement.
The company had also implemented information technology as a means of facilitating
sharing of knowledge such as:
• interne;
• intranet; and
• video conferencing.
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Integrating work and learning
The company undertook a number of large construction contracts in joint ventures or
consortium with other contractors so as to share resources and risk of which the
current projects range from 18% to 50% the group's interest. The primary objective
was to reduce risk and share resources. However, according to the company Annual
Report (1996) collaboration in form of long-term partnering arrangements was an
important organisation ability for long term success.
"We see the development of closer and more flexible working relationships
with our customers, joint venture partners, subcontractors and suppliers as a
priority. Many projects are now carried out through some form of partnership,
alliance or integrated teamworking arrangement. The use of team building
exercises is one of the ways in which we identify common goals and foster a
spirit of co-operation and trust. We work hard to maintain good relationships
with the public in a variety of ways. For example, we employ community
liaison staff on many of our large projects. Customer care initiatives and
training programmes are an important part of our strategy to monitor and
continuously improve the quality of our service. Our design and construct
project for upgrading to the Maple Lodge Sewage Treatment Works is an
example of the benefits of partnership working. During the design
development phase, integrated teamworlcing with Thames Water staff and our
designer Brown & Root enabled us to develop a design which fully meets our
customer's requirements."
Learning from reviews
The interviewee stated that lessons learned were particularly chronicled on a variety of
unsuccessful projects in order to learn and keep a record of factors that led to their
failures. The interviewee further stated that:
"We learn a great deal from our mistakes and make sure that lessons are
documented within our organisation to ensure that we benefit from subsequent
project operations. We would like to learn as well from our successes."
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Research
The company has used a number of strategies to address its improvement through
research. The strategies are listed below:
• In-house research and development in both construction and cables by a centre of
excellence. The programme covers new products, manufacturing and construction
processes and innovation in areas such as information technology. The programme
has been achieved by the company's international network of seven technology
centres working in communication, energy cables and construction technology.
• Undertaking research with universities and research institutions. The company had
established links with selected universities and sponsored a number of projects.
For example, a project on process improvement complemented by agile
construction initiative with the University of Bath enjoyed such collaboration. The
company has funded a number of selected schemes for feasibility studies of new
technologies, management innovations and concepts proposed by universities.
• The company used in-house teams to address its improvement programme.
The company has stated from the Engineering World for Tommorrow (1997) that:
"We believe that an innovative approach is essential to our ability to meet our
customers' present and future needs. That innovation comes from the expertise
and imagination of our people, backed by the commitment of the Group. We
are involved in a number of important research programmes, such as the
AGILE initiative, a three year collaborative project which seeks to benchmark
and compare civil engineering processes. Trials have already resulted in
savings in time and cost, providing us with competitive advantage to the
benefit of our customers. We are internationally recognised as an industry
leader in many key civil engineering activities such as tunnelling, slipform
paving and the use of the Global Positioning System in surveying and piling.
In our rail business, a unique strategic partnership with consultant Halcrow.
Transmark is focusing on the development of new products and working
methods. We are investing in advanced IT systems in order to further enhance
our service into the next century, increase productivity and reduce costs."
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Learning from others
Learning from others by the company was addressed by:
• exchange of best practice between business units that made up the group [internally
based];
• co-operation in technology programmes with industrial partners and universities to
develop materials and products to meet customers' requirements; and
• use of work-groups between construction contractors particularly on safety.
Renewing business processes
Renewing business processes was part of an essential process for success of this case
company. For example, it created a new single organisation responsible for winning
and executing major projects. The chief executive [Annual Report 1997] of company
has stated that:
"Securing and executing major projects profitably throughout the world is
essential for the success of our future businesses. The international market is
becoming increasingly competitive and sophisticated and it is clear that it is
better addressed from a centre of excellence, drawing together the wide range
of skills that exist across the group."
The company believes that market-led reorganisation will ensure that appropriate
resources will be deployed on behalf of major clients as key leverage points. It has
also stated from its Annual Report (1997) that:
"We need innovation not just in engineering solutions and new products,
processes and services but also in purchasing, logistics strategies and most
vitally in our marketing strategies. The engine for growth is our people and
through personnel functions we are ensuring a high performance, learning
organisation."
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Learning about the environment
The company employed a number of strategies for learning about the business
environment such as:
• use of employees who sought new developments in the business environment;
• use of external consultants;
• use of internal business improvement teams; and
• supplement by study of publications on new developments.
Learning about future possibilities
Learning at this level was undertaken by senior management. The interviewee stated
that such learning took place in form of:
• workshops [search conferences] where representatives [senior mana gers] from
various sections [business units] searched for issues that would impact on the
organisation;
• in some cases learning at this level involved the use of external consultants [hired
from producitivity centres]; and
• the strategic planning department which played a big role in learning at this level.
Objective progress on learning
The interviewee stated that concern for measurement for purposes of learning for
improvement was addressed by use of:
• financial measures in terms of financial indictors that charted progress of business
processes; and
• process measures in terms of the degree to which various business processes were
done for example, the interviewee stated that the company had developed measures
for safety, project operation, environment and benchmarlcing criteria throu gh an on-
going agile project for process improvement.
Climate of openness
The company has attempted to promote a climate of openness through:
• free information flows;
• conduct [altitude] of leaders in the organisation; and
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• a participative environment for all that work in the company.
Leaders and learning
The company managed its learning through various levels of leadership, namely:
• local line managers;
• networkers; and
• executives.
Rewarding for innovation
Rewarding of learning has been addressed by incentives that the company has in
place. Particularly, the reward has been used for pre-determined performance goals
and improvement through their annual incentive plan scheme and long term incentive
plan. Other forms of strategies for promoting learning included:
celebration, announcement through the company's publication.
"Many of our businesses have in-house initiatives which reward individual
employees for outstanding achievements and standards of customer service,
such as Heery International's "Gold Star Employee Award" and Haden
Young's 'Customer Care' programme. Our Plant Division attained Investor in
People status during 1997."
Shared vision
The company has achieved in building its vision by:
• encouraging interested parties [all stakeholders of the company] to take part when
developing the vision; and
• conducting briefing groups and other mediums for communication to further
enhance developing a common understanding.
System thinking
The interviewee stated that in order to facilitate arriving at wholesome [systemic]
solutions than quick fixes [single loop solutions] the company has encouraged:
• use of teams for problem solving and decision making [in order to benefit from
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synergetic action of team's insight]; and
• brainstorming.
Personal mastery and mental modelling
The case company believed that one of the best route to increase skills and knowledge
and further responsibility as well as helping individuals who want to take
responsibility to develop their own was by encouraging employees to work in teams.
The following strategies were undertaken by the company to promote personal
mastery and mental modelling:
• encouraging employees to work in teams;
• encouraging open communication; and
• understand each other [the company and employees].
The case company stated from its Annual Report (1997) that:
"We recognise that people are crucial to the success of our business. We seek
to provide an open, challenging, rewarding and participative environment for
all who work in the company and to ensure competitive access to career
opportunities. Employees are encouraged to communicate, understand each
other to work in teams to deal with work force, clients and the public as a
strategy for developing people's skills."
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COMPANY: John Laing Construction Company [Case B]
Financial turnover: £933 million
Number of employees: 5000
Sources of data
Training Managers [Peter Taylor and Derek Whitehouse], interviewed on 10th
November, 1997 and 21st October 1998 at respectively 11:00 am and 1:30 pm.
John Laing., 1998. Our customers.
John Laing., 1996. Annual Report.
John Laing., 1997. Annual Report.
Team Sprit., 1998. Team Spirit. John Laing Group of Companies, No 615, pp. 1-15,
October, 1998.
Background to company:
Since being founded in 1848 as stonemasons and builders, John Laing has been
responsible for many types of buildings and construction projects across United
Kingdom. The operational capabilities of John Laing Construction Company involve:
building division that undertakes major construction projects of commercial,
industrial, residential and renovations; civil engineering division that undertakes civil
engineering projects from small projects to major construction ventures; management
division that provides professional construction management service across a wide
range of sectors; international division that manages the overseas construction project
activities; engineering division with design, procure, construct and commission
capabilities in plants, for nuclear, pharmaceutical, gas and chemical industries. Other
operations involve utility pipe laying, plant hire, technology service, property
development and project investments.
Learning at the individual level
The interviewees believed that the best way of achieving sustainable regeneration of
people was for leading companies to take a pro-active role in training. As all
industries continually reform and change, the need for a well trained and motivated
work force was one thing that has remained constant for the company. Among the
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strategies that addressed learning of employees involved:
• the use of local partners [experienced practitioners] to tailor suitable courses for its
employees;
• the use of a learning centre [orgnisational learning centere] that has helped
employees who want to develop on their own; and
• training division which, has provided training as a stand-alone service and available
to the wider community and the construction industry.
Use of teams
Teams for improvement used by the case company as stated by the interviewees
derived not only from the company structure but also throu gh autonomously
configured teams by employees. An example of one such team was customer first
programme a team under the construction management committee which sought
improvement through project learning teams. The objectives behind the first customer
team were to (Team Sprit 1998):
• improve customer focus;
• increase understanding of customer satisfaction;
• reduce defects and accidents;
• improve current planning
• develop measurement for key performance indicators; and
• promote best practices and knowledge sharing.
Internal sharing of knowledge
The company was one of the first construction firms in the UK to entrust all its major
corporate activities, administration, cost-accounting and marketing in a mainframe
computer linking all its offices in the UK. Such a strategy has enhanced the
company's effectiveness and efficiency as stated by the interviewees. Exploiting
synergy across the group was a slogan that the company employed to promote
innovation and believed that its business units did not only contribute financial assets
but also knowledge assets as noted from its Annual Report (1997). A typical example
was a new bidding strategy that resulted from one of their business portfolios. The
company promoted learning through sharing of knowledge by:
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• bi-yearly presentations by directors to staff about plans and performance of the
company;
• use of cross-functional teams;
• use of informal meetings;
• use of a corporate newspaper (Team Spirit that featured monthly); and
• use of information technology (intranet, interne and computer collaborated
discussions).
Learning from others
The interviewees stated that there was an on-going learning from best practices within
the group of companies that was supported by the centre of excellence. Attempts to
learn from their partners were made and the interviewee stated that:
"We learn a great deal from others as a result of our business empire, which
has a number of business portfolios. However, construction contractors as
such have particular problems to sharing knowledge. They see knowledge, as
power as a result sharing becomes a problem. In addition, the nature of
business in construction industry perpetuates a culture which is competitive
and adversarial and poses problems to sharing or learning from others."
Other inhibitors of learning stated by the interviewees were:
• lack of 'open' collaboration among contractors;
• attitude that contractors need no 'further learning' once in business;
• development of the industry from craft base; and
• easier entry in construction business than other industries.
Learning from reviews
The interviewees stated that undertaking reviews was one particular area that the
organisation drew lessons for immediate and future application. Such reviews were
undertaken by procedures that the company laid down whether for physical
construction, contractual issues and procedures for safety. However, the
representative stated that not many reviews were undertaken for lessons to be learned
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particularly involving successes of the organisation.
Learning from research
The interviewees stated that the company undertook its improvement through research
from two leveraging points, namely use of teams [in-house improvement programmes]
and by means of a research centre for excellence of the group. The latter was
specifically responsible for new development in research. The interviewees stated that
the centre for excellence of the Group played a great role in improving its business
processes by disseminating new ways of working to the various business units of the
Group.
Integrating work and learning
In recent years the case company has developed a more pro-active and flexible
approach to projects by employing partnerships in financial and construction. The
company believed that the way forward was through partnering. However, the
objective of their partnership arrangements was to reduce cost and risk for much of the
work that the case company undertook with others. For example, the Laing-Bailey
Joint Venture with Laing South West, Laing Engineering and NO Bailey was an
integrated joint venture where each partner was jointly and severely responsible for
the project (Annual Report, 1996).
Renewal of business processes
One of the focal point of the case company's was to achieved its vision through
continuous improvement across all activities [of their business processes] with a
particular emphasis on quality, reliability, safety and sensibility to the environment as
reported from its Annual Report (1997, pp. 1). Such strategies reflected that
knowledge should end up in improving business processes rather than just acquiring
high levels of awareness without behaviour change.
Learning from the environment
The company employed market research programmes to learn about the environment
that it operated for the purposes of innovation and to satisfaction of its clients. For
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example, a new home style, an option scheme to clients that offered purchases for
home upgrades resulted from a market research strategy (Annual Report 1997).
Equally, the interviewees stated that the centre for excellence sought new
developments in the business environment that benefited various business units of the
group.
Learning about the future
The interviewees stated that the company used a number of schemes for learning about
future business possibilities such as:
• use of groups usually senior engineers workshops; and
• a working committee [search conference] with members from the various sections
of the company including their salceholders such as suppliers.
Sharing vision
The company's mission [of 1997] was to be a leader in delivering total solutions for
accommodation and infrastructure needs. The strategies the company set about to
achieve its mission were through: a spirit of partnership [sharing of the vision with its
employees and shakeholders]; generating commensurate rewards for employees and
shakeholders, and encouraging sensitivity towards the environment. According to its
Annual Report (1997, pp. 18), it outlined the following ways for ensuring commitment
of employees to its objectives:
• made yearly presentations by visiting offices around the country to brief staff on
the group's strategic plans and financial performance;
• used regular team briefings at local level to provide information about performance
and other topics of interest; and
• used informal meetings between various levels of employees.
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Objective progress on learning
The interviewees stated that financial, time and behaviour scores were some of the
indicators that were used for measuring business processes of the company. However,
the financial measures were the most frequently used indicators for measuring
progress of its business processes for the organisation.
Climate of openness
The company used a number of strategies to promote climate of openness such as:
• directors made presentations to employees two times a year on matters that affected
the company and its staff to all its offices around the country;
• used regular team briefings to update employees with company events; and
• promoted constructive criticisms.
Committed leadership to learning
The interviewees stated that commitment of leadership to learning was promoted by
courses that were specifically designed for leaders to understand how they could
influence others to learn for the sake of improvement of the company.
Rewarding innovation
The company rewarded its employees for increased performance in terms of incentives
and celebration. Whatever led to reduce cost for the company was therefore worthy of
praise and celebration. Such strategies were means of promoting learning by
rewarding the person(s) and celebrating the result(s).
Personal mastery
Much of the encouragement for growth [how to do things] of employees derived from
evaluation of the employees competencies every year [to understand them what they
were]. According to the interviewees, such an approach, led to the company to
develop skills and competencies of employees [help employees realise their full
potential] that met the needs of the company. In addition, the company's learning
centre [as an aspect of a learning organisation] has been a resource for employees who
wanted to develop on their own.
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Mental modelling
The interviewees stated that employees were 'beings' subject to feelings or emotions
that required special attention. In other words employees were perceived as a special
type of asset. By providing a conductive climate [attitudes of leaders, fellow
employees and company policy] it has led employees to say things that were hard to
say or admit things that were hard to admit and created a play ground for learning.
Once such a condition exist, the interviewees stated that, employees live and work
from a creative point for an organisation.
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COMPANY: Kvaerner Construction Company [Case C]
Financial turnover: £ 1200 million
Number of employees: 9000
Sources of data
Change Management [E. Goddard] interviwed 20th and 21st August, 1998 at 10:00
am and 3:30 pm.
Kvaerner., 1998. Kvaemer innovation strategy.
Kvaerner., 1997. Annual Report, Kvaerner.
Kvaerner., 1996. Annual Report, Kvaemer.
Littlewood., 1995. Measuring Behaviour at Kvaerner CRINE.
The letter from President and CEO of Erik Tonseth., 1997. Kvaerner.
Background to company:
The company is a UK based global business, which offers a wide range of
construction disciplines. It encompasses a portfolio of business operating in building,
civil and mine developments industries both as a prime contractor and as a specialist
subcontractor.
The company has a slogan for learning that involves (Kvaerner 1998):
• innovation;
• flexibility;
• imagination;
• courage;
• knowledge;
• experience;
• vision; and
• resources.
Innovation
The company believes that innovation does not just happen but requires a vision,
expertise, imagination and courage to create innovative solutions especially as
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financial and environmental pressure mount. The breath of expertise that the case
company has, [ranging from shipbuilding and construction to process technology for
oil and gas, petrochemicals, metals, pulp and paper] has been a vital asset for its
learning experiences. The presence of its operations worldwide was another factor
that drove unique solutions of its business processes.
Flexibility
Flexibility for the case company meant the ability to respond swiftly to new
challenges in the rapidly changing world.
Imagination
Imagination for the case company meant the ability to accommodate divergent views
that enhance a creative leap. Continuous investments in research coupled with open
corporate culture [climate of openness], has ensured a consistent generation of bright
ideas for the case company.
Courage
The case company regarded courage in taking risks [ability to experiment with new
ideas] as a perquisite for progress in complex and uncharted environment and
resources.
Knowledge
The case company believed that its presence in more than 100 countries provides a
unique insight [a window] into conditions and the latest developments in engineering
and construction across the globe. It believed in making connections [for knowledge
sharing] and deep thinking [reflection for generative learning].
Experience
Experience [lessons learned] for the case company was [part of corporate asset that
received due attention] and was a body of knowledge that the cases company prided
on and stated that:
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"We know what works, above all what's possible, enabling us to cross new
frontiers."
Individual learning dimension
Training and learning programmes have been geared at accelerating learning of
employees for the case company. It has undertaken a number of steps to address
learning of employees such as:
• workshops for senior managers;
• short courses in management and technical skills;
• part time courses at Cranfield and an in-house MBA programme;
• company's learning centre [that has a broad range of resources for learning]; and
• training schemes in all major construction and engineering disciplines that leads to
professional qualification.
Internal sharing of knowledge
The focus of the case company's future for the construction sector was to master the
complex construction challenges, according to the company's Annual Report (1997) it
stated that:
"The operational strength of the company lies in the release and utilisation of
skills across a range of business streams [i.e. sharing of knowledge] and
working disciplines combined with the financial resources necessary to make
big projects come alive. Significant progress was made during the year in
increasing the efficiency of the company, particularly through better co-
ordination of activities and cross-utilisation of resources. The planned cost
reductions were achieved and new opportunities for further reductions were
identified."
Much of the learning through sharing of knowledge was addressed by various
strategies such as:
• company newsletters that chronicled problems and opportunities for the
organisation;
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• team briefing series that took place monthly from the chief executive to lower level
employees;
• lunch time reaction staff presentations on innovations;
• knowledge diffusion of best practices through intranet; and
• real video footage of the case company's projects world-wide.
Integration learning with work
The use of combining learning with work was mainly employed to develop employees
at the individual level. However, at the organisational level, working with others
depended on the cost effectiveness of jointly undertaking business operatiars
other reasons.reasons. Learning tasks with other firms, for the case company, were
particularly used when trying [experimenting] new ideas.
Learning about the future
The company employed market intelligence and workshops [search conferences] for
understanding about its future. It has stated that:
"Using our market intelligence and in-depth knowledge of our client's long-
term, we are constantly searching for tomorrow's answers today. It's an
integral part of our success and we believe its a responsibility that every
market leader should assume."
For example a letter of 1997 from President and CEO articulated learning benefits
about the future and stated that:
"1996 was a very special year for [the company]. We changed course and
chose a different path to the future than we had previously followed, in
recognition of the fact that our earlier track had clear limitations. At the same
time, we realised that with a pronounced change of course and a different
system, we would be able to significantly enhance the utilisation of our
resources and create a better foundation for the future."
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The interviewee also expressed about the importance of search conferences and stated
that:
"We take a cross section of people at all levels to explore about the future of
the organisation and what we want to be. It is accomplished by means of
search conferences where business improvement teams took into specific
areas and issues."
Renewal of business processes
Renewal of business processes was another element manifested by the case company
to achieve significant cost savings, quality gains and a powerful organisation. For
example, a statement from the company's Annual Report (1996) stated that:
"Comprehensive actions have been launched to realise the significant synergy
that can be found in co-ordinating business streams [renewing business
processes]. This will lead to significant savings, quality improvements and
even more importantly provide platform for a powerful organisation."
An example of the company's move towards renewing its business processes is
reflected in its Annual Report (1996), which stated that:
"The purchase of Trafalgar House plc was part of the company's strategy for
meeting the technological and market changes the company must deal with.
The markets' centre of gravity is moving towards Asia and the United States,
and customers are demanding more comprehensive deliveries which also
include financing. Therefore, the company took a decisive step forward for
shareholders towards ensuring long-term profitability by creating a substantial
international technology-based engineering and construction business."
Climate of openness
The interviewee stated that the company has been moving away from a command-
control to an open culture with two-way communication between employees and the
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organisation. Creating a climate of openness was being achieved by:
• training leaders about how they could work with their staff in the new culture;
• conducting periodic surveys to explore the extend to which the desired behaviours
of open cultures were manifested in the company; and
• empowering the people to excel through information and involvement.
The company believed in investing in people and stated [in (1997) Annual Report]
that:
"Good, motivated people working well together towards a common goal
[shared vision] is the best guarantee for success in our efforts to serve our
shareholders well".
Rewarding innovations
The interviewee stated that learning and rewarding innovations were inter-linked in
the company and the case company:
• rewarded employees and teams that brought improvement in the organisation;
• gave awards to employees that presented papers on innovation;
• gave awards to employees for ideas that resulted in improvement; and
• gave annual awards for outstanding innovation.
A shared vision
The company's mission [vision of 1997] was to create value for its shareholders by
developing leading edge technology solutions for engineering, contracting and
construction services. Such a vision was documented in 1997 Annual Report and
stated that:
"It is the aspiration of the group [what the company wants to be] to be the
leading international player in these disciplines. That position will be
maintained by valuing technological creativity and innovation, by utilising the
group's unmatched geographical reach and by nurturing [building] an
innovative spirit throughout the organisation and among its employees."
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The building of a shared vision was addressed by:
• having an aspiration [what the company's wanted to be from its current reality];
• valuing creativity in the company; and
• involving all the shakeholders (departments) and employees of the company.
Systems thinking
The company has been trying to instil a 'performance culture' and has developed
performance review. It has been looking for ways of improving its business processes
not only those that gave problems but also those processes that seemed to be all right
to acquire a readiness for change [agility]. Such initiatives involved examining why in
the first instance the company used certain business processes. According to the
interviewee, the company undertook periodic surveys for all blue and white collar
employees about how and why certain business processes were used to provide scope
for improvement. It addition, braining storming played a vital role for alternative
thinking [idea generation].
Measurement
The case company believed that unless measurements were taken, the basis for
improvement could be difficult for an organisation. An organisation may not
comprehend how good or bad its business processes were within a company and
compared to other companies. According to a company paper developed by the
change management department under Littlewood (1995) it stated that:
"What we have developed in the company is away of measuring behaviour
which we have linked to culture of the organisation and to the business plan.
We decided to share our plan and ideas with Engineering Construction
Industry Training Board that resulted in the award of the Innovation Grant.
With the help of a skilled management consultant we identified the core
business processes of the company. We identified levels of influence in the
organisation, levels such as team player, project leader, division leader and
director setter. We then identified the high performers in each core business
process at each influence level and undertook critical incident interviews to
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identify the behaviour they display. Through the use of behaviourally
anchored rating scales we produced a competency framework. We found that
the behaviours that were identified clustered into six areas which we called
dimensions: direction and purpose; strategic and planning; enrolment and
resources; building relationships and teamwork; customer orientation and
improving management performance."
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COMPANY: Hall & Tawse Construction Company [Case D]
Number of employees: 500
Financial turnover: £215 million
_
Sources of data
Director of Construction Management Operations [M. Lowe], interviewed on 14th
September 1998 at 11:00 am
Mansell News., 1998. The News Magazine of Mansell Group, Spring Mansell News.
Background to company:
Hall & Tawse Construction Company arose from the almagamation of four
construction companies over the last seven years. It has just been acquired from
Alfred McAlpine Construction company under which it operated by Mansell group, a
construction company which comprises Mansell Building & Maintenance
Management, STML, Network Plant Hire and Kiby Maclean Contract Decorators.
Hall & Tawse operates from seven offices in England. Its major activities encompass
construction of commercial and building property.
Learning from the individual dimension
Learning at the individual level within the company was addressed by a number of
strategies depending on the level of employees in the organisation. The case company
has various learning schemes for operational and management staff Learning of
operational staff was addressed by a pragmatic approach on hands-on through the
activities they dealt with either in-house or on site. Specifically, safety and quality
issues were the two major issues for continuous learning at the operational level.
Equally, training courses tailored to the needs of the company were the usual strategy
that addressed the learning of its senior staff that dealt with management issues. The
case company specifically sought management issues for improving efficiency and
effectiveness of business processes. In addition, the organisation was upgrading its
learning centre that promoted open learning to its staff
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Team learning
At the operational level, team learning was managed through formal and informal
approaches. The formal approaches arose from teams through the culture and
structures of working of the case company. The informal team learning took place on
ad hoc basis for improvement purposes. Generally, most operational staff worked in
teams or groups under a supervisor. One of the responsibilities of the supervisors was
to encourage learning for improvement.
Sharing of knowledge
Sharing of knowledge was addressed through various forms of communication
strategies within the company, namely informal and formal strategies. One approach
that has been operational throughout the group's organisation was a monthly magazine
that chronicled lessons learned and disseminated best practises to different parts of the
organisation. The implementation of intranets and intemets has also gone far to
contribute to sharing of knowledge in the company and has provided support for
client, project team information management. Other strategies for promoting internal
learning included informal discussions and team learning through people from the five
operational structures of the organisation that took place every month.
Combining work with learning
Learning through integrating work with learning was formally addressed at the
individual level for staff development but took place informally at the organisational
level. The director believed that as the company was involved with other
organisations in construction of projects it has acquired a great deal of knowledge
from those who exhibited new competencies. However, the primary purpose of
working with others was focused on reducing risk and cost.
Learning from others
The company addressed it improvement by learning from others through courses that
were suitably designed on the specific issues by consultants or experienced
practitioners in the construction industry. The director also believed that as the
employees interacted with the external business environment they brought in new
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knowledge to the organisation.
learning about future
New developments and possible ways of working were acquired by searching for new
emerging issues in the business community [environmental scanning], publications
and search conferences. The senior management team usually undertook learning of
this level. For example, trade journals were circulated to senior management team to
identify issues that would influence the future. Similarly, search conferences
[comprising members from the five divisions of the company] interacted to enrich the
team's learning on new developments and possible new ways of working. It
encouraged a shared understanding through involvement of a cross-section of member
representatives for a grater commitment to act as well as increasing the range of
possible actions.
Objective progress on learning
The company has a formal standard format for measuring competencies or
demonistratable behaviours about its business processes. However, leaders of various
functions of the organisation undertook the evaluation. The objective was to evaluate
which areas were under performing so that they could make improvement. Concern
for measurement was a critical component that drove improvement of the company
related to cost, time and behavioural indicators.
Climate of openness
Encouraging openness through free information flows as well as empowering
employees to work in teams were some of the approaches that have been undertaken
by the company to promote a climate of openness and to achieve a new culture of
working.
Leadership and learning
The director stated that leaders should be learning as individuals, as they are one of the
stumbling blocks to implementing change. Leaders usually leave the learning to the
junior employees, as a result, cling to values that have worked for them in the past but
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which may be obsolete in current time. The director stated that unless managers are
learning, new ways of working can take a long time to infiltrate the organisation.
Rewarding innovation
Incentives in form of awards, money and advertisement [in its news magazine]
promoted learning and improvement initiatives of best practice. Such a strategy was
extended to subcontractors who were awarded for best practice.
Shared vision
The company has been acquired by a number of companies. While it has some
autonomy to operate, its vision had changed from time to time acquisitions
transactions took place. However, the director interviewed believed that for effective
improvement of an organisation the members of the organisations must commonly
share the vision of what the organisation wants to be. The interviewee further stated
that:
"A shared vision allows and facilitates other improvement efforts both for
individuals or departments in line with the overall purpose. One important
aspect is a culture for containing differences. People hold different views and
often seek to influence others."
Systems thinking
The director stated that:
"One of the problems in the industry that I operate is breaking away from the
conservatism within constructions organisations on both sides of the equation
contractors and clients. We want to know who is responsible for what idea so
that when something goes wrong someone must pay for it. It is an industry,
which is cost conscious. The company believes that diverse thinking is
essential for improvement of business processes by examining interrelations
and how they influence each other. The risk associated with new ideologies is
a matter that has to be resolved within organisations in implementing them.
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The company has a suggestion box as a way of encouraging diverse thinking."
Mental modelling
The director of construction management operations company stated that openness
encouraged equipping the mind with new ways of thinking that eventually translated
to new ways of acting. The director stated the following as means of promoting
mental modelling:
• encouraging employees to work in teams;
• cross-fertilisation of ideas; and
• free information flows.
Personnel mastery
The director stated that the evaluation of employees' competencies [to understand
what they were] by their leaders gave some indication of how the company could
assist its individuals to encourage what they could do best [realise their full working
potential].
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